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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

The International System of Units (SI) is a simple

and logical measuring plan. Its simplicity has prampted

many nations to adopt it as their official measuring system.

No nation that has adopted the International System of Units

has ever abandoned it. Ninety percent of the world uses the

International System of Units and 65 percent of all world

production and trade is in SI.1

The number of nations adopting the International

System of Units continues to grow with-Great Britain being

one of the last to make the change. Britain's action made

it clear that the United States would soon be one of the

very few nations using the customary system. As a result,

the National Bureau of Standards decided in 1968 to conduct

a study which was to evaluate the impact of the SI trend on

the United States and to consider alternatives for national

policy.2

The United States Metric Study concludes that
eventually the United States will join the rest of
the world in the use of the metric system as the
predominant common language of measurement. Rather
than drifting to metric with no national plan to

1Francis J. Parker, "Think Metric: It's Simple,"
American VocationAl Jourmai, ILVIII (September, 1973), 35-37.

2Jeffrey V. Odom, "The Metric System; Learn It,
Think It, Teach It," l'aullung=, LXXXIII (October, 1973), 59.

1
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2

help the sectors of our society and guide our rela-
tionships abroad, a carefully planned transition in
which all sectors participate voluntarily is
preferable.3

Developing such a national program for change would

require a great deal of forethought and discussion. The

study revealed that two major activities should be initiated

which would serve as a foundation to prepare the rest of

the nation,for increased.use of the International System of

Units.

The first is education. Every school child
should have the opportunity to become as conversant
with the metric system as he is with our present
measurement system.4

The second concerns international standards.5

It is fairly obvious that the educational system of

the United States, will be called upon to help make the

transition from the customary sys.tem to the International

System of Units. Educators will have the responsibility to

begin designing instructional materials and strategies

whereby the International System of Units might be taught

most effectively.

There exists a great deal of literature on the

instructional approaches to use when teaching the Inter-

national System of Units. However, references that are made

3U.S., Department of Commerce, National Bureau of
Standards 3 az_212sztri_atadx_iikralsamexicx_ilgaislcan
Whosg Time Has Come.(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1971), p. xv.

4Ibid., p. xvi.

5Ibid.
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3

to the most effective instructional approaches in teaching

the International System of Units are usually not supported

by research.

The National Science Teachers Association Committee

in a report to the National Bureau of Standards, stated:

Little is known about the effectiveness of
various methods of teaching the metric system to
anyone--teachers or students. There is a great need
for research to determine the best ways of teaching
the metric system and ways of evaluating understanding
and performance in the use of it.°

It is the opinion of many educators that the

instructional approach used to teach the International

System of Units should allow the learner to participate

actively in measurement activities. However, there is

insufficient evidence to indicate whether instructional

approaches that require the learner to be actively involved

in the manipulation of physical objects rather than an

approach which does not involve the manipulation of physical

objects are more conducive to learning the International

System of Units.

Bright expressed his view when he stated that:

A good way to develop familiarity is to really
immerse them in the topic, with all sorts of related
activities. The most obvious of these is the use of
the metric 114its to measure objects in the school
environment.(

°National Science Teachers Association, "lMetrication
Urged by NSTA Committee," Tile Scilpce Teachu, XflVIII
(January, 1971), 6.

7George W. Bright, "Metrics, Students, and You!
Tpstructor, LIXXIII (October, 1973), 64.
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A similar opinion was expressed by the National

Science Teachers Association Committee:

In the absence of research findings, it is
believed that the most effective method is to provide
a concentrated period of time in which they have both
extensive and intensive experience in the practical
use of the metric system in a wide variety of physical
measurements and in problem solving.d

Bugelski made a brief survey of research work done

by leading psychologists on learning and action. It was

found that studies pertaining to action in connection with

learning followed several lines, both positive and negative,

and ranged from research designed to test whether one could

learn anything while asleep to camparisons between discus-

sion and lecture sections of college courses. Bugelski

reported that men such as Thorndike, Hull, Skinner, and

Dewey based their entire thinking on the proposition that

without action there is no learning, while Towman and

Mbwrer were among the theorists who claimed that learning

can take place without action. Bugelski summarized the

investip-tion with the following practical suggestions

about active learning:

1. Activity is helpful for some kinds of learning

and of little value to others.

2. Activity is not a universal condition for

learning.

3. There seems to be no solid reason why teachers

should always insist on action--on projects, on

p. 6.
National Science Teachers Association, op. cit.,

2 0



5

participation, or on creating answers--in order

for learning to occur. It all depends on what

the student is learning.9

The reviewed literature would seem to indicate that

(1) there is a need for research to determine the effec-

tiveness of various instructional approaches in teaching the

International System of Units, (2) that psychologists

disagree regarding the importance of physical activities to

learning, and (3) that the roleof physical activities in

learning will depend on the content being learned. On the

other hand, many educators seem sure, without research

evidence, that the International System of Units should be

taught through activities.

Since educational systems will be called upon to

help make the transition to the International System of

Units, it follows that teachers should be equipped with the

most effective instructional approaches in their presen-

tations. As a result, there is an existing need for

investigation of possible instructional approaches to

teaching the International System of Units.

Italgzgals.f....the.2zalagm

A review of the literature indicates that psych-

ologists and educators are in disagreement on the relative

9B. R. Bugelski, The Psychglogy)pf Learnijx_Agali.td
tQTeaching, (New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1964),
pp. 149-156.

2 1



6

importance of activities in learning. It seems that they do

agree on the point that the role of activities will be

determined by the content being learned. However, the

writer was unable to find research evidence that verified

the role of activities when teaching the International

System of Units, therefore, revealing the situational

problem to which this study is directed.

PUrPpse qf St.PAY

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the

relative effect of two instructional approaches upon the

attitude, achievement and retention of fourth, fifth and

sixth grade students who studied the International System

of Units. The instructional approaches are: (1) Approach A

(laboratory activity) provides instruction by having stu-

dents physically measure objects (three-dimensional in

nature) with tools and instruments that are scaled in metric

measures, and (2) Approach B (simulation activity) provides

instruction by having students identify the measurements of

objects (two-dimensional in nature) from pictures containing

metric tools and instruments which are superimposed near the

object to be measured.

A secondary purpose of this study was to ascertain

the relative effect of two instructional approaches upon the

attitude of the fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachers who

taught the International System of Units.

Specifically, this study attempted to answer the

following questions:

2 2



1. To what extent do Approach A and Approach B

affect the attitude of fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students who are studying the Inter-

national System of Units?

2. To what extent do fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students who are exposed to Approach A and

Approach B increase their knowledge of the

International System of Units?

3. To what extent do fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students who are exposed to Approach A and

Approach B retain information regarding the

International System of Units?

4. To what extent do laboratory and simulated test

types affect the achievement of fourth, fifth

and sixth grade students who are studying the

International System of Units?

5. To what extent do laboratory and simulated test

types affect the retention of fourth, fifth and

sixth grade students who are studying the

International System of Units?

6. To what extent do Approach A and Approach B

affect the attitude of fourth, fifth and sixth

grade teachers who are teaching the Inter-

national System of Units?

Itatement oZ HyD9t)ies9s

The general research hypothesis for this study was

that a significant difference would exist in attitude,

2 3
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achievement and retention among fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students who have been exposed to the International

System of Units by Approach A (laboratory activity) and

Approach B (simulation activity). A second research

hypothesis for this study was that a significant difference

would exist between students' performance on the laboratory

section and the simulated section of the achievement test

and the test of retention.

Prior to testing the above hypotheses by analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, Kerlinger and

Pedhazur10 emphasize that one should test for homogeneity

of regression coefficients between each treatment group,

since homogeneity of regression coefficients is assumed to

be true in any application of the analysis of covariance.

It was therefore necessary to test the hypothesis of

whether there are differences in mental ability of students

receiving instruction by Approach A and Approach B, for

each section of the test by grade level.

The above general hypotheses were tested through

the specific null hypotheses listed below.

Hol: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the attitude scale
on the mental ability scores, does not
significantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the attitude scale over the use
of a common regression coefficient when
pretest scores are held constant for grade
four, five and six.

10Fred Kerlinger and Elazor Pedhazur, Multiple
(New York: Holt, Rinehart.4 s

and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 267.

2 I



9

Ho2: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
achievement test on the mental ability
scores, does not significantly improve the
prediction of the scores of the cognitive
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade four, five and
six.

Ho3: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the adhievement test on the
mental ability scores, does not signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of the scores
of the simulated section of the achievement
test over the use of a common regression
coefficient when pretest scores are held
constant for grade four, five and six.

Ho4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the achievement test on the mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
laboratory section of the achievement test
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Ho5: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the scores of the attitude
scale after initial attitude toward the
International System of Units, initial know-
ledge of the International System of Units
and mental ability are held constant for
grade four, five and six.

Ho6: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the scores of the cognitive
achievement test after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.
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Ho7: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of the
laboratory and simulated sections of the
achievynent test after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Hoa: No significant difference exists between the
scores students received on the laboratory
section and the simulated section of the
achievunent test, regardless of the instruc-
tional approach, after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho9: No significant interaction exists between the
scores students received on instructional
approaches and test types, after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Holo: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
retention test on mental ability scores, does
not significantly improve the prediction of
the scores of the cognitive retention test
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Hon: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches.A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
simulated section of the test of retention
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

26
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Ho12: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section cf the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
laboratory section of the test of retention
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Ho13: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the scores of the cognitive
retention test after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho14: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of the
laboratory and simulated sections of the test
of retention after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho15: No significant difference exists between the
scores students received on the laboratory
section and the simulated section of the test
of retention, regardless of the instructional
approach, after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho16: No significant interaction exists between
the retention scores students received on

, instructional approaches and test types,
after initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are held
constant for grade four, five and six.
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Ho17: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units,
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are held
constant.

Hola: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as meaiured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the cognitive achievement test aft-r initial
knowledge of the International Si m of
Units and mental ability are hela ..onstant.

Ho19: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on the
cognitive retention test after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant.

Ho20: No significant difference exists between
teachers who taught the International System
of Units by Approach A and those who taught
by Approach B as measured by the scores of
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units
was held constant.

'o

Achievement, refers to the accomplishment or profi-

ciency of performance in a given skill or body of knowledge

as measured by an objective test over the informational

content presented by the treatments.

Approach A refers to an instructional strategy

whereby physical measurements of three-dimensional objects

are taken in a laboratory setting by elementary students
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for the purpose of learning the basic units of the Inter-

national System of Units.

Approach 11 refers to an instructional strategy

whereby measurement activity is simulated pictorially in

two-dimensional form for the purpose of assisting elementary

school students in learning the basic units of the Inter-

national System of Units.

Attitude refers to a tendency to react favorably or

unfavorably toward a designed stimuli, i.e., to take a

position or bearing as indicating feeling. As used in

this study, attitude refers to the favorable o unfavorable

feelings of students toward the International System of

Units as assessed through the use of a researcher-prepared

scale.

Cpulitiveo as used in this study, refers to non-

laboratory or simulated measures of the students' knolodedge

or comprehension of the International System of Units, i.e.,

a paper and pencil assessment of a student's knowledge and

comprehension of the International System of Units which

involved no overt physical activity.

Content vAliditv, refers to the representativeness or

sampling adequacy of the content--the substance, the matter,

the topics--of the measuring instrument.11

11L. Cronback and P. Meehl, "Construct Validity of
Psychological Tests," losychological Bulletin, LII (1955),
281-302.
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DaDrument refers to a test constructed by the

investigator which was used as a posttest and as a reten-

tion test.

International 5ystetu .24 Upits (u), popularly known

as the modernized metric s3-rstem, refers to the coherent

system of units based upon and including the meter (length),

kilogram (mass), second (time), kelvin (temperature), mnpere

(electric current), and candela (luminous intensity), as

established by the General Conference on Weights and

Measures in 1960, under the Treaty of the Meter. A seventh

base unit, the mole (for the amount of substance) is being

considered as another SI base unit. The radian (plane

angle) and the steradian (solid angle) are supplemental

units of the system.12

Laboratory, peasurement a_ctivities refer to the

processes in which the student becomes involved in measuring

the various three-dimensional objects with metric scales.

Laboratory gectioA Sala jjaztruaejark refers to a

type of testing instrument which attempted to determine the

ability of the students to measure metrically through

laboratory activities.

111q/licatioll refers to any act tending to increase

the use of the metric system (SI), whether it be increased

12U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of
Standards, U.S. Metric Study the Consumer: Intrim Report
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), p.
139.
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use of metric units or of engineering standards that are

based on such units.13

Metric svstem refers to the measurement system that

commonly uses the meter for length, the kilogram for mass,

the second for time, the degree Celsius (formerly referred

to as "Centigrade") for temperature, and units derived from

these. This system has evolved over the years and the

modernized version today is identified as the "International

System of Units," which is-abbreviated,

Bellabilitx refers to the consistency between

measurements in a series.15

Retentiort is the result of an experience occurring

as a persisting after-effect that may serve as a basis for

future modification of response of exercise. As used in

this study, it refers to the amount of knowledge related to

the International System of Units that the students retained

over the six week time interval between the date the study

was initiated and the date the test of retention was

administered.

5cho1astic aptitude is defined as the student's

score measured by the Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability,

Form 1.

13Ibid., p. 139.

14Ibid.

15Steven Isaac and William Michael, Handbook,i4
BalgAzda_gacumajjasjsza (San Diego: Robert R. Knapp, 1972),
p. 87.
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3imu1ated, measurement, LQ.tiyities refer to the

processes whereby students are provided a picture of a two-

dimensional object, along side of which a metric scale has

been printed, and are then asked to read and record their

findings.

5imu1gtecig.ectioug21,the. instrumeat refers to a

type of testing instrument which attempted to determine the

ability of the students to measure metrically through

simulated activities.

Agsumptions of thg Study

This investigation was based on the following

assumptions:

1. The researcher-prepared attitude scale, the

test of initial achievement and the test of retention were

valid and reliable.

2. The scores achieved by the subjects were a true

measure of their ability to perform measuring tasks related

to the International System of Units, regardless of the

instructional approach to which they were assigned.

3. The test items of the posttest and test of

retention represented the application level of the cognitive

domain as described by Bloom.

4. The scores of the subjects in the treatment

groups, as indicated by attitude scores along with

achievement and retention test scores, were a function of

the two instructional approaches.
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5. Current course work and other concomitant

experiences did not have an effect upon the students'

abilities to perform measurement tasks related to the

International System of Units.

6. Random assignment of schools to treatments had

substantially the same effect upon the experiment as random

assignment of individuals to treatments.

7. The random assignment of students to different

sections of the fourth, fifth and sixth.grade classes was

not substantially different in effect from the random

assignment of students to treatments.

8. Reading ability did not have an effect upon the

students' achievement since both the instructional materials

and instruments were read aloud by the participating

teachers while the students completed the measurement

activities.

9. It was assumed that the treatment groups were

equivalent in manual dexterity since treatments were ran-

domly assigned to schools.

Limitations of the Studx

This investigation was organized and conducted

within the following limits:

1. The study was limited to fourth, fifth and

sixth grade students of the Warrensburg R-VI Public School

District in Warrensburg, Missouri, during the spring

quarter of 1975. Any generalization beyond the population
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will be valid only to the extent that the sample of

students experiencing the treatments was representative of

other fourth, fifth and sixth,grade students and to the

extent that the teachers participating in the study were

representative of fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachers

in the participating school district.

2. The study was limited by the investigator's

ability to construct valid and reliable achievement and

retention test instruments which were used in the inves-

tigation.

3. The study was further limited to the two

instructional approaches which utilized researcher-prepared

film/slide and audio/tape presentations.

4. The selection of teachers for the study was

limited to those teachers who had less than seven years of

teaching experience as well as those who had received no

formalized instruction on SI measurement.

5. Further generalizations are limited to the use

of the same instruments employed in the study.

Method of 5t3ady,

Data for this study were gathered from fourth,

fifth and sixth grade students enrolled in Reese, Ridgeview

and Southeast Elementary Schools, Warrensburg, Missouri.

The study, which was conducted over a three week period

during the spring quarter of the 1974-75 school year, was

terminated with the administration of a posttest of

3 1
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achievement. This was followed by a test of retention which

was administered three weeks after the completion of the

posttest.

The instructional materials for the two treatments

were subjected to a pilot study during the winter quarter

of the 1974-75 school year, the quarter preceding the study.

The students involved in the pilot study were enrolled in

the upper elementary school grades of Central Elemntary

School, Warrensburg, Missouri. This study was used to

evaluate the instructional procedures, the instructional

packages and to validate the attitude scale and the

achievement and retention test instruments.

IreatmgnI,v,a.riADles. This study had as its

experimental variable the type of related assignments that

were used in the instructional approaches to teach the

International System of Units. The two approaches were:

Approach A - This approach utilized assignments

that required students to learn the basic units of the

International System of Units through laboratory activities.

The teachers in Approach A presented the necessary related

information during the first part of the class period,

utilizing a researcher-prepared slide/tape presentation.

For the remainder of the class period, students were given

a self-instructional package which required them to measure

three-dimensional objects with metric tools and instruments.

The teacher administered the self-instructional packages

3'5
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as well as supervised and maintained order in the classroom

while students made their measurement.

Approach B - This approach required that students

learn the basic units of the International System of Units

through simulated activities. The teachers in Approach B

utilized the same researcher-prepared slide/tape

presentation as that utilized by teachers of Approach A.

However, for the remainder of the period the students were

administered a self-instructional package containing two-

dimansional pictures, along side of which were printed the

metric scales and instruments. The teacher supervised and

maintained order in the classroom while students read the

measurements on the printed representation of metric scales

and instruments.

Laajzajjatg_al.lardiasasjazjant. Each of the two

treatments (Approaches A and B) was assigned at random to

(1) Ridgeview or (2) Southeast and Reese Elementary Schools.

Reese and Southeast schools were randomly assigned to one

approach since Reese Elementary School contained only the

first four grades, whereas Southeast Elementary School

housed grades five and six. A total of twelve intact

classes, two at each of the three grade levels from each

school, participated in this study.

Igagtex_Aglagliall. This study utilized twelve

teachers who had signed a contract to teach the fourth,

fifth and sixth grade at Reese, Ridgeview and Southeast

Elementary Schools during the 1974-75 school year. Teachers
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involved in this study were selected on the following

basis: (1) willingness to cooperate in the study, (2)

comparability of years of teaching experience, (3) lack of

fonnal instruction in SI measurement, (4) schedule

compatibility, and (5) school to which they had been

assigned.

InitIALAIAL22_21_=Aul. As noted in a previous

paragraph, intact classes were used in the experiment. To

ascertain the degree to which the initial status of the

groups varied, information was collected on the subjects'

attitudes toward the International System of Units, their

scholastic aptitudes and their prior knowledge of the

International System of Units.

The scholastic aptitude scores of the subjects were

taken from their permanent school records.

Prior knowledge of the International System of

Units and the attitude of the students toward the Inter-

national System of Units were ascertained by administering

researcher-prepared achievement and attitude tests.

presaration,of attitude test. The attitude test

used to assess the feeling of the students toward each

instructional approach was developed by the researcher.

Test items were administered to students participating in

the pilot study in an effort to validate the instrument.

- f II -

The tests of achievement and retention used to measure the

effectiveness of each instructional approach were also
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developed by the researcher. Test items, constructed to

measure the subjects' abilities to think at the application

level of the cognitive domain, were administered to

students participating in the pilot study in an effort to

validate the instruments.

Analysis of data. Multiple regression analysis was

the principal statistic used to test the null hypotheses.

Kerlinger16 recommends that the multiple regression proce-

dure be used when the n's are unequal or whenever it is

desirable to include one or two covariates for control

purposes, both of which happen to be true in this study.

To ascertain whether or not there was a significant

difference between the achievement levels of students

exposed to the two treatments, only the posttest and

retention test scores were used.

Itelattailii_tarataata

The amount of literature written about the Inter-

national System of Units has increased significantly in the

last decade. Much of the literature pertaining to the

International System of Units is devoted to explanations

of SI measurement, arguments for and against its adoption,

estimates of conversion costs and other related topics. In

addition, there is an increased mnount being written

concerning the anticipated impact the International System

16F. N. Kerlinger, Lo.tn_x_algijam5_01jiallaxigzaijias.earsa
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 646.
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of Units will have on education. The investigator reviewed

recent research and literature as it pertained to: (1) the

International System of Units in the curriculum; (2) recom-

mendations for teaching the International System of Units;

and (3) studies related to activity and learning.

Thq Int4prIlationa1 SysDera Dnits in the QIIrric-

iama. The United States has long been aware of the

advantages of having a standard method of measurement. Our

customary system of measurement has met the needs of society

down through the years. However, it seems that other

nations have been equally successful with the SI system of

measurement. In fact, since its introduction in France in

1790, it has swept most of the civilized world, and is now

common language of cammerce, industry, science and

everyday living among 90 percent of the world's people.17

It is apparent that if the United States continues to

embrace what many consider an outmoded system of weights

and measures, it is likely to suffer heavy financial

losses in the world market place.

In 1968, the National Bureau of Standards conducted

a study to determine the impact of increased worldwide use

of the International System of Units on the United States.

The NBS report, written in 1971, was transmitted to Congress

with the recommendation of the Secretary of Commerce that

17H. Manchester, "Here Comes the Meter," Beaderl_s
Digest, XLIII (April, 1972) , 14.
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the United States officially adopt the International

System of Units, deliberately and carefully, over a ten-

year period. It was further recommended that early priority

be given to educating every American school child and the

public.18

In a 1972 article, Edson reported that should

Congress decide to give metrication the green light, the

educational establishment will have to play a vital part

in introducing the International System of Units to the new

generation that will use it. The author foresees a gradual

changeover into SI of books, maps, instruments, courses and

teaching methods, with the sciences leading the way and

other subjects following along.19 Neville expressed a

similar opinion when he recommended that the educational

system will be called upon to help make this transition

from the customary system to SI.2°

Bowles stated that as a result of the general use

of the International System of Units in other countries

and its use in science, elementary school children should

acquire more familiarity with the system than is provided

18Odom, op. cit., p. 60.

19Lee Edson, "New Dimensions for Practically
EverythingMetrication," Aperican Education, XXI (April,
1972), 14.

20Harvey A. Neville, "Educating the Public in the
Use of the Metric System," tLournal of ChemW1 Eduqation,
II (July, 1925), 594.
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in current textbooks.
21 Jones emphasizes that SI should be

taught as a system that will be used in the future rather

than the current method of teaching it as a system that

might be utilized.
22

Souers and Winslow maintain that

measurement is inherent in the process of science and a

knowledge of the International System of Units soon may be

necessary, not only for every science student, but for

every American as well.23

In a 1973 article, Hallenberg reported that educa-

tors favored the International System of Units for the

following reasons:24

1. The coordination of measures of length, area,

volume and mass, combined with decimalization,

facilitates computations.

2, The International System of Units is a simple

and logically planned system. Its decimal

basis conforms to our numeration system.

3. Once the system of prefixes has been learned,

the uniformity in names for all types of

-Richard D. Bowles, "The Metric System in Grade
Six," Trig_itgltialaali.c_agAche4; XI (January, 1964), 38.

2 2Phillip G. Jones, "'Metrics: Your Schools Will Be
Teaching It," Aglaztua_asjaasaljasaisLjauraals, CLI (July,
1973), 23. .

23C. V. Souers and D. R. Winslow, "Ideas to Stimulate
Lessons in Measurement for Upper Elementary and Junior High
School Students," School Scieqg and M4thgmatics, LXVI
(June, 1966), 532.

24Arthur E. Hallenberg, "The Metric System, Past,
Present - -Future," T4e Arithmet.ic Ttacner, XX (April, 1973),

255.
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measures makes for greater simplicity and ease

in changing to more convenient-sized units for

specific purposes.

4. The International System of Units requires less

competence in the manipulation of common frac-

tions, thus providing more time for othe::

learning tasks.

Hough, chairman of the American Geophysical Study

of the Metric System, reported that education would greatly

benefit by changing from the English units to the Inter-

national System of Units. It was estimated that 25 percent

of a child and teacher's time could be saved in arithmetic

courses if this change were made. It was concluded that SI

adoption would greatly reduce the load in our grade schools

and high schools in the curriculums that include both

mathematics and the sciences.25

Fineblum stated that exceptional children learn the

International System of Units more readily than they do the

present system. The following reasons were cited: 26

1. It allows teachers to teach in ascending order

from concrete to the abstract more easily.

25F. W. Hough, "Why Adopt the Metric System," Cildl
Enzineering, IIX (November, 1960), 74.

26Carol Fineblum, "Key Issues Concerning the
Adoption of the Metric System and Implications for the
Education of Exceptional Children" (paper prepared for the
Council for Exceptional Children, Arlington, Virginia,
1970), p. 6.
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2. It can be used to teach the decimal concept

showing its relationship to our own monetary

system.

3. It is easier to read and remember.

In 1972, Manchester reported that a recent Gallup

Poll indicated that the more people know about the Inter-

national System of Units the more they favor its adoption;

college graduates and professional people were among its

leading advocates. It was also found that young people are

more receptive than their elders to the International System

of Units. Manchester indicates that the SI educational

program should be done in large part through the elementary

school children who can carry the language measurement

experiences and computational exercises into the homes of

our country.
27

Bowles found that elementary students and teachers

cannot be blamed for lack of information about the Inter-.

national System of Units. Upon inspecting eight series of

arithmetic textbooks published between 1956 and 1963, it

was discovered that only three mentioned the International

System of Units in the sixth grade. It was also found that,

from June 1953, to May 1963, BAJALAIi2DA1 aadaz listed only

eleven entries on the International System of Units of

which seven were in journals not readily available to

elementary school teachers. 28

27Manchester, op. cit., p. 23.

28Bow1es, op. cit., p. 36.
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Branscomb, in a 1971 article, reported that 10

percent of the elementary and intermediate students are

exposed to a new science curriculum the.; includes the

International System of Units. It was pointed out that

the trend toward increased exposure to the International

System of Units is detectable, but small, and it appears

mainly in the new science curriculum. Branscomb also

stated that in elementary and intermediate mathematics, a

very small proportion of time is spent on measurement, and

of that probably less than 20 percent is devoted to the

International System of Units. It was pointed out that

where the International System of Units is used, it is

introduced as a second measurement language and no attempt

is made to make the understanding and the use of the

system instinctive.29

Jones reported on a UNESCO study that compared

arithmetic achievement of school children in thirteen

European countries. It was found that the children in

England and Scotland, who were taught the "English" system,

were found to be less proficient tpan those fram countries

on the European continent, who had been taught the Inter-

national System of Units. The most probable explanation,

the author concluded, was the difference in measurement

systems that were used in instruction.30

29Lewis M. Branscomb, "The U.S. Metric Study," Mg.
Sci,ance Teacher., XXXVIII (November, 1971), 58.

30Jones, op. cit., p. 24.
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Roth, in a thesis prepared on the International

System of Units, recommended that SI be taught in the

private and public schools of the United States in the

elementary grades and in doing this the English system

should be de-emphasized. It was pointed out that textbooks

should be prepared and revised as normally scheduled to

highlight SI units. Roth recommended that SI units be

followed by their English equivalents in brackets and then

later issues could eliminate them.
31

What significance does this have for teachers? In

pointing to the needs of elementary students studying the

International System of Units, Holmes and Snoble stated

that elementary teachers should allow them to become

familiar with the standard, gain an understanding of the

superiority of a decimal subdivision, and then urge the

students to use the International System of Units in all

of their measurement activities. It was further suggested

that the monetary system of the United States would be a

good starting point for teaching the International System

of Units.32 Devilbiss discussed the combination of the

31Norman H. Roth, "The Desirability and Practica-
bility of Adoption of the Metric System in the United
States," U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Commerce,
Conyeol,ns to the netric,Systeol, Hearings before Committee,
Eighty-eighth Congress, 2nd Session, on S1278, January 7?
1964 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1964)')
PP. 25-48.

32N. J. Holmes and J. Snoble, "How to Teach Measure-
ments in the Elementary Schools," NEA Publications Sale No.
471-14580 (Washington, D.C.: National Science Teachers
Association, 1969), p. 10.
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SI and the English systems used in industrial education

classes. It was suggested that industrial arts teachers

should make students aware of the type of measurements that

they will be exposed to in their professions and occupa-

tions.33 Hyek pointed out that business teachers will have

the job of teaching a generation to use the system, accept

the system, and to think with SI standards. It was

reported that in some cases the SI change has begun with

the introduction of the "new math" programs.34

Bkcommendatj.ans for tejachipg_he International

Szatgal_al_Unita. Today, educators are continuously

revising the school's curriculum in order to provide

students with an education that will prepare them for the

future world. Such a change is occurring in the area of

measurement with the customary system being replaced by

the International System of Units.

In a study concerning the knowledge students have

of the International System of Units, Hinebaugh concluded

that since SI units are so important in high school science

and since such a large portion of children now go to high

33,Joseph M. Devilbiss, "Can We Measure Up?" 5choo1
$11D9, XIVII (October, 1967), 51.

J. L. Hyek, "The Metric System and the Business
Teacher," business Educat;on World, XLVI (June, 1966),
16-17.
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school, there seems excellent justification for including

such units in the elementary curriculum. 35

Streng emphasizes that familiarity with the terms

and actual use of both the International System of Units

and the English system of measurement is just as logical as

foreign language at an early age. To make the system a

useful tool rather than a barrier, the best approach is to

start the enlightenment of elementary children, their

teachers and the publishers of their books. 36

Crane, in an article concerning when to teach the

International System of Units, reported that she found that

the third grade is a good time to introduce the systems of

measurement. It was further pointed out that children are

old enough to grasp the concepts and most cf the terms used,

and that they are young enough to have the bulk of science

and mathematics still ahead of them.37

In a 1973 article, King and Whitman described the

procedures being followed to convert the schools of Hawaii

to the International SysteM of Units. The authors found

through administering a series of Piagetian-type tests to

elementary students that they do not possess the concepts

350scar Hinebaugh, "Conclusion of the Vocabulary
Study of English and Metric Units of Measurement," Eduaa-
lisuaaLieagazghaulalia, VIII (April, 1929), 175-180.

36Evelyn Streng, "Meaningful Metric," Sclipo13ctence
and Mathematics, LIV (May, 1964), 421-422.

37Beverly Crane, "The Metrics Are Coming," 01-ade
Teac,her, LXXXVIII (February, 1971), 88-89.
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the concepts needed for measuring until sometime during the

third grade. Consequently, it was recommended that formal

instruction in measurement begin during the third grade and

by the time students reach the sixth grade they should have

an operational understanding of measurement.
38

Helgrem advocated that the International System of

Units be part of the education of all elementary students

(Grades 1-8) throughout the school year with heavier

emphasis placed at the upper six grades. 39 Zafforoni

recommends that the International System of Units be taught

at the intermediate grade level since it is part of the

science courses at the secondary level. 40

Wakeham, 41 as well as Viets, 42 stated that initial

instruction in the International System of Units should

emphasize the fundamental units--meter, gram, and literand

the prefixes that indicate the multiples and submultiples

of ten. Wakeham pointed out that it is unnecessary to

teach the whole International System of Units and that

38Irv King and Nancy Whitman, "Going Metric in
Hawaii," The ArithmetiQ T-tacher, XX (April, 1973), 259.

39Fred Helgrem, "The Metric System in the Elementary
Grades," The Arithme.tic Teachgr, XIV (May, 1967), 351.

"Joe Zafforoni, "Developing Concepts of Measure-
ment," ,Instructor, LIXI (April, 1962), 33.

"G. Wakeham, "Note on Teaching the Metric System,"
Journal of ChemicaLEducatioa, XXV (May, 1970), 134.

42Lottie Viets, "Experiences for Metric Mission-
aries," The Arithmetig Teacher, XX (April, 1973), 270.
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three units each of length, volume, and weight suffice

for all common purposes: meter, centimeter, millimeter;

liter, milliliter, cubic centimeter; kilogram, gram,

milligram.

Helgrem, in a 1967 article, indicated the ways by

which the International System of Units might be taught by

making the following suggestions:43

1. In the third grade, students should practice

measuring to the nearest centimeter and should

also learn to estimate metric lengths. This

should be followed with simple problems in

square and cubic measures in centimeter and

meter.

2. In the fourth grade, there should be exercises

in measuring to the nearest millimeter,

estimating metric linear distances, and

weighing to the nearest gram.

3. In the fifth grade, students should continue

practice in measuring and estimating metric

lengths followed by problems in volume or

capacity and mass. Study should also be carried

on to develop skill in conversion of one metric

unit to a larger or smaller unit by a change in

the position of the decimal point.

43Helgrem, op. cit., p. 351.
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4. In the sixth grade, time should be spent in

review of the metric units learned in previous

grades.

Bargman in a study to determine the most appropriate

grade level for teaching the various phases of the Inter-

national System of Units formulated the following

guidelines:44

1. At grade three the following may be taught:

(a) understanding the meaning and approximate

sizes of various metric units of length, liquid

volume, and weight; (b) ability to measure

length, liquid volume, and weight using whole

numbers; (c) understanding the organization of

the metric system by multiples of tens; and

(d) ability to perform simple conversions

between metric units using whole numbers.

2. At grade four, the phases of the SI given in

number one above and also the determination of

area and cubic volume may be taught.

3. At grade five the phases of the SI given in

numbers one and two above and also the following

may be taught: (a) ability to measure length,

liquid volume, and weight using decimals; and

44John Bargman, "An Investigation of Elementary
School Grade Levels Appropriate for Teaching the Metric
System" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Northwestern
University, 1973).
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(b) ability to perform conversions between

metric units using decimals.

4. At grade six, the phases of the SI given in

number one, number two, and number three above

may be taught.

Recently, educators have expressed concern over

whether conversion between the English and the International

System of Units should be taught to elementary students.

Westmeyer and McAda advised that no student's academic life

should depend on his ability to make conversions between

measuring systems and warned that conversion exercises could

turn students Against the International System of Units.

The authors maintain that if SI is to be taught, students

should be convinced of its importance and then get them to

memorize the few names involved. 45

Pray strongly emphasizes that conversion between

the International System of Units and the English system

should be eliminated entirely. It was emphasized that the

object is not to enable the student to be able to convert,

but to allow him to compare the two systems as separate

entitieswithout confusing the issue by switching back and

forth between themand to let him decide which is the

easier to handle.46

45Paul Westmeyer and Harlene M.cAda, "Awkwards and
Other Units," Ille_5cience Teacher, XXXIII (March, 1966), 62.

46Richard H. Pray, "The Metric System is Simple,"
The Arithmetic Teacher, VIII (April, 1961), 179.
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In 1974, Brooks conducted a study to ascertain the

effectiveness of two instructional approaches when teaching

the International System of Units to seventh grade indus-

trial arts students. The two instructional approaches

were: (1) exclusively SI, and (2) SI in relationship to

the custamary system. Upon analyzing the achievement

scores, Brooks concluded that teaching the International

System of Units exclusively on its own is no more effective

than teaching it in relationship to the customary system.

However, in terms of retention scores, he concluded that

instruction presented exclusively SI was significantly more

effective for students with high mental ability than if SI

is presented in relationship to the customary system.47

Educators are also interested in the most effective

methods and techniques that can be used to teach the Inter-

national System of Units. Lately, articles have emphasized

that students learning the International System of Units be

taught by methods that are activity oriented.

In a 1972 paper, Odom offered the following ideas on

how to teach the International System of Units:

1. Teachers should emphasize learning by doing.

2. It is best if students learn to use metric units

by measuring in metric units only. 48

47Howard J. Brooks, "A Comparison of Instructional
Approaches in Teaching the Metric System to Seventh Grade
Students With Varyin, Mental Ability" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Missouri, Columbia, 1974).

480dom, op. cit., p. 60.
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Warning reported that researchers in sociology at

Iowa State University have found that people advance through

five stages before they can use a new system like the

International System of Units. The stages are (1) aware-

ness, (2) information gathering, (3) application, (4) trial,

and (5) adoption. The third stage, which is the application

stage, is where the learner begins to apply his knowledge by

practicing measurement in SI units.49

Zafforoni,5° Swan,5 and Paige-Jennings52 contend

that the best way to gain some understanding of the Inter-

national System of Units is to provide real life experiences

with it. The authors maintain that emphasis should be

placed on practical applications, and more problems could

be devised which physically require the students to do some

measuring. Swan recommended that students should be

provided a multitude of experiences in the field--measuring

distance, heights, areas, volumes, etc. Souers and Winslow

also advocated that science teachers use activities that

remove children from passive roles into more active roles,

49Margaret Warning, "Start Now to Think Metric,"
Journal of Forae ELco.nomics., LXIV (December, 1972), 18-19.

50Zafforoni, op. cit., p. 33.

51Malcolm D. Swan, "'Experience, Key to Metric Unit
Conversion," Tkie Science Teacher, XXXVII (November, 1970),
69.

52Donald Paige and Margaret Jennings, "Measurement in
the Elementary School," The Arithmetic Teacher, XIV (May,
1967), 357.
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which produces in the learner the thrill of discovery and

demands creative thinking.53

Studies re14ed to activity and learrang. A review

of educational literature revealed a variety of studies

related to the effect of activities on learning. There

were studies related to activities in the subject areas of

industrial arts, science and mathematics. Although no

research was discovered which varied the amount of activity

when teaching the International System of Units, a review of

related literature provides implications for this type of

investigation.

In 1967, Pershern studied the effect of industrial

arts activities on science achievement in the fourth, fifth

and sixth grades. The experimental method consisted of

integrating related industrial arts activities with science

units, while the traditional method was characterized by

lectures, discussion, reading-recitation, and other non-

laboratory methods. Units of electricity and machines were

used in the study. Pershern reported that, as a result of

the unit of instruction on electricity, fourth and fifth

grade students of the experimental method made significant

gains in achievement at the .05 level of significance.54

53Souers and Winslow, op. cit., p. 532.

54Frank R. Pershern, "The Effect of Industrial Arts
Activities on Science Achievement and Pupil Attitudes in the
Upper Elementary Grades" (unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Texas A & M University, 1967).
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Johnson designed a study to ascertain whether or

not varying concrete activities affected the achievement of

students in grades four, five and six. The Maximum treat-

ment used a semi-programmed text together with two sets of

physical models and instruments for each child to use as

directed by the text. The Moderate treatment used the same

programmed text as the Maximum treatment, but students were

deprived of the models. The Minimum treatment used the same

tests as did the other two treatments except that all

drawings end illustrations were removed and verbal descrip-

tors substituted. It was found that a high degree of

concreteness yielded higher means on immediate achievement

scores as well as higher retention scores.55

Sherman conducted a research study to ascertain the

effectiveness of two methods of utilizing laboratory-type

activities in teaching a physical science course; the direct

manipulative approach and the indirect non-manipulative

approach. The non-manipulative classes viewed projected

slides which represented sequences of the same activities as

those performed by the manipulative group. The manipulative

group operated equipment. Sherman found no significant

differences in achievement as a result of teaching the

55Robert L. Johnson, Jr., "Effects of Varying
Concrete Activities on Achievement of Objectives in Peri-
meter, Area, and Volume by Students of Grades Four, Five,
and Six" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University
of Colorado, 1970).
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physical science course by the manipulative method as

compared to the non-manipulative method. 56

Schmitz, in a study comparing the effectiveness of

utilizing two types of student participation in laboratory

activities when teaching dimensional analysis in high school

physics, found different results than did Sherman. The two

methods of student participation were identical to those

used by Shennan. Schmitz found that the mean achievement

scores of the manipulative group were higher than those of

the non-manipulative group. It was concluded that the

manipulative laboratory activities contributed significantly

to the level of achievement attained by students utilizing

the elements of dimensional analysis.57

In 1967, Wright conducted a study to ascertain the

differential effects of selected activities when used to

supplement taped lecture presentations. The taped lecture

presentation was the same for all treatments, but the

activities varied. The activities were immediate dismissal

after viewing the lecture, reference to a list of study

questions during the lecture followed by dismissal after

the lecture, writing a summary of the lecture, discussing

%Jack E. Sherman, "The Relative Effectiveness of Two
Methods of Utilizing Laboratory-Type Activities in Teaching
Introductory Physical Science" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, The University of Wisconsin, 1968).

57Francis Leo Schmitz, "A Comparison of the Relative
Effectiveness of Utilizing Two Types of Student Participa-
tion in Laboratory Activities in Teaching Dimensional
Analysis in High School Physics" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, The University of Wisconsin, 1970).
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the lecture with a teaching assistant, listening to or

participating in a reaction panel selected from the

treatment group, and working in buzz groups following the

lecture. Upon analyzing the achievement test scores,

Wright concluded that supplemental activities generally

have a positive effect on student performance--and the

lecture method, as a teaching technique, can be improved

significantly by additional learning activities. 58

An experimental comparison of three approaches to

teaching a fifth grade unit of science was conducted by

Downs in, 1968. The students in the three approaches had:

(1) a laboratory constructional experience directly related

to the unit of science under study, (2) a laboratory

constructional experience which was unrelated to science,

or (3) no constructional laboratory experience at all.

Upon analysis of achievement test scores, Downs concluded

that unrelated laboratory constructional experiences are

superior to no laboratory constructional experiences at all

but directly related laboratory constructional experiences

are far superior to unrelated laboratory constructional

experiences.59

58Char1es William Wright, "The Effect of Supplemental
Activities on the Learning of Students in Taped Lecture
Classes" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, The University
of Nebraska, 1967).

59William Alan Downs, "The Effect of Constructional
Activities Upon Achievement in the Areas of Science and
Mathematics at the Fifth Grade Level" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Missouri, Columbia, 1968).
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Johnson's (1970) study involved seventh grade boys

in a year-long study in a seven through twelve grade urban

high school. The researcher attempted to identify the

effectiveness of using activity oriented lessons in a

mathematics class. Students were taught by one of the

following three methods: (A) Text--Exclusive use of the

textbook as the only mode of instruction, (B) Activity--

Exclusive use of instructional modes other than the

textbook, and (C) Enriched--A textbook-based mode which was

augmented by enrichment activities from treatment (B). On

the basis of the achievement tests, Johnson concluded that

low and middle ability students are apparently aided in

the learning of some concepts in seventh grade mathematics

by the use of activity oriented lessons. No significant

difference, however, was de'...,ected in achievement between

activity-enriched and textbook-based instruction.
60

Zummary. Educators agreed that the present

teaching of weights and measures is not only inadequate but

also ineffective. Authorities also concurred that the

International System of Units is becoming increasingly more

important and that schools must find a place for it in the

curriculum. Many of the articles favored introducing the

60Randall E. Johnson, "The Effect of Activity
Oriented Lessons on the Achievement and Attitudes of Seventh
Grade Students in Mathematics" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1970).
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International System of Units into our educational programs

at the primary grade level.

Despite agreement about the importance and

necessity of teaching the International System of Units,

opinions varied widely as to the concepts that should be

taught, the grade level they should be introduced, and

%tether conversion to English units should be taught. The

issue of which methods to use when teaching the Inter-

national System of Units was discussed extensively.

It would appear that, on the basis of the

literature and research studies reported, no definite

concensus of opinion has been reached concerning the

effectiveness of utilizing activities when teaching the

International System of Units in the elementary school.

All of the articles seem to indicate the possible

need for such an approach, but research evidence to

substantiate the argument for including an activity approach

%ten teaching the International System of Units in the

elementary curriculum is lacking. Therefore, this study

was designed to provide answers to some of the questions

concerning the use of activities in instruction related to

the International System of Units.
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Chapter II

DESIGN AND ORGANIZATION OF THE EXPERIMENT

In Chapter I the problem, purpose, hypotheses,

definition of terms, assumptions, limitations, and method

of study were stated along with a review of related

literature.

Chapter II 'describes the design of the experiment

along with the variables controlled, the nature and selec-

tion of the population, and the preparation of instructional

materials. The results of the pilot study are also

described along with a description of the physical facili-

ties used in the study.

Research Design

This investigation was conducted as a nonequivalent

control group design which is a quasi-experimental design as

identified by Campbell and Stanley.1 This design allowed

the researcher to make comparisons between naturally

assembled intact groups since the treatments were assigned

at random to the groups.

One treatment group (Approach A) utilized assign-

ments that required students to learn the basic units of SI

1Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley,
Experimental,and Ouasi-gxperimental Des.igps for Resarch
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1963)) P. 47.

44
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measurement through laboratory activities. The other

treatment group (Approach B) was required to learn the

basic units of SI measurement through simulated activities.

The non-equivalent control group design is illus-

trated by the following symbols:

Laboratory group 01 XA 02 03

Simulated group 01 XB 02 03

The symbol 01 repreebnts the initial observation which was

a pretest measure of attitude and prior knowledge that

helped to ascertain group equivalence. The two treatments

are symbolized by XA for the laboratory approach and Xs for

the simulated approach. The symbol 02 represents the

laboratory and simulated sections of the posttest measure

along with.posttest measures of attitude and knowledge,

while 03 indicates the readministration of the posttests

described in 02 as tests of retention, with the exception

of the attitude measure.

According to Campbell and Stanley, the internal

validity of this design might be weakened if the extraneous

variables of history, maturation, testing, instrumentation,

and regression go uncontrolled. They further explained

that if the extraneous variables are not controlled, the

difference, if any, between pretest and posttest scores may

be due to the intraction effects of the extraneous varia-

bles rather than the effects of the treatments. They also

suggested that since both treatment groups would be affected

6 1
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by the extraneous variables, the controlling factor should

therefore be the pretest.2 The classes within treatment

groups were pretested and any initial difference which

existed between the treatment groups were statistically

adjusted by analysis of covariance through mult:iple

regression.

Control Variables,

In experimental research it is desirable to control

all independent variables except those involved in the

treatments. If this is possible, it can then be concluded

that a certain relationship exists between the treatments

(Approach A and B) and the dependent variable (SI achieve-

ment test).

In this study the following variables were held

constant, insofar as possible, for both groups partici-

pating in the study:

1. Self-contained classroom organization

2. Grade levels

3. Subject matter area

4. Unit plans on measurement

5. Objectives measured

6. Number of activities

7. Sequence of presentation

8. Format of lessons

2Ibid., p. 48.
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9. Date presentation of content was initiated

10. Maximum number of minutes spent on a lesson

11. Class time

12. Dates and times tests were administered

13. Glasswork done outside of controlled conditions

14. Scales, pretests, posttests, and tests of

retention

15. Date presentation of content was completed

16. Slide/tape presentations

Other variables which were beyond the control of

the investigator which may have had an effect on the

expertment were assumed to have had an equal effect on

both groups.

The study utilized four fourth, four fifth and

four sixth grade teachers from Reese, Ridgeview and

Southeast Elementary Schools. The teachers administered

the self-instructional packages and the evaluation

instruments as well as supervised and maintained order in

the classroom. The slide/tape presentations and the unit

lessons were also of a self-instructional format. In an

effort to control reading ability, teachers were required

to read the scales, test instruments and unit lessons to

the students, but were requested not to answer any questions

that students might have concerning the International

System of Units. This latter requirement was designed to

control teacher influence.
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Students were told that the Warrensburg R-VI Board

of Education had decided to include SI as part of the

fourth, fifth and sixth grade curriculum and that two

instructors from Central Missouri State University would

be assisting their teachers. Students were requested:

(1) not to discuss the project with other fourth, fifth

and sixth grade students, and (2) to perform to the best

of their ability. They were also told that their teachers

would not be able to answer questions concerning SI

measurement during the project.

Kature and Selection_ of PpRulatiort

Permission to conduct the study was obtained from

the Warrensburg R-VI Board of Education during the second

semester of the 1973-74 school year. The experiment itself

was conducted during the second semester of the 1974-75

school year. A sample of four fourth, four fifth and four

sixth grade classes was selected from a population of six

fourth, six fifth and six sixth grade classes. Two of the

six fourth grade classes were located at Reese, Ridgeview

and Southeast Eaementary Schools. Three of the fifth

grade and three of the sixth grade classes were located in

Ridgeview and Southeast Elementary Schools. A sample of

two fourth grade classes, two from Reese and two from

Southeast Elementary Schools were chosen along with two

fifth and two sixth grade classes from both Ridgeview and

Southeast Elementary Schools.
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All but two of the sixteen upper elementary teachers

located in these three schools had expressed a willingness

to participate in the study. The two fourth grade teachers

who expressed a desire not to participate in the study did

so for personal reasons. A comparison of years of teaching

experience revealed that twelve of the teachers, two from

Reese, four at Southeast and six at Ridgeview, had less

than seven years of teaching experience, while the other

two sixth grade teachers at Ridgeview had more than

thirteen years of teaching ex.perience. Since comparability

of years of teaching experience was one of the limitations

of the study, those teachers who had less than seven years

of teaching experience were selected for inclusion in the

study.

The study, which consisted of 115 fourth grade,

104 fifth grade and 109 sixth grade students, was designed

to accept intact groups of students who were assigned to

their classes by normal scheduling procedures. The four

fourth grade classes had an average enrollment of twenty-

nine students each, while the four fifth grade classes had

an average enrollment of twenty-six students each and the

four sixth grade classes had an average enrollment of

twenty-seven students each.

Some students enrolled in each of the twelve

classes were not included in the analysis of the data due

to one or more of the factors listed below:

6 5
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1. Complete pretest, posttest, and retention test

scores were not available.

2. Absenteeism during all or part of the treatment.

3. Mental ability scores were not available.

Data for the final analysis are based on the

performance of 252 students in grades four, five and six.

One hundred twenty-three students comprised the sample

for Approach A and 129 students comprised the sample for

Approach B. Composite scores of each student are reported

by grade level by instructional approach. (Appendix A)

Table I shows the distribution of the total

research population of 252 students by approach and grade

level.

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESEARCH POPULATION*
BY APPROACH AND GRADE LEVEL

Grade
Levels Approach A Approach B Total

Fourth 41 42 83

Fifth 41 41 82

Sixth 41 46 87

*252 students in grades four: five and six
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IDstructional Materials and Procedures

The instructional materials were prepared by the

researcher based on the review of the literature pertaining

to basic measures of the International System of Units.

The instructional materials were limited to the SI units of

length, volume, mass and temperature that are taught at

the fourth, fifth and/or sixth grade levels. Each unit

was designed to be (1) self-instructional, (2) easily

transportable, (3) self-contained, and (4) inexpensive.

The sequence of instructional activities, as shown

in Figure 1, was followed for the purpose of controlling

the instructional variables. The only differences in

instruction that existed between the three grade levels

were (1) the treatments (Approach B and B), since both

groups received the same information at each grade level

through the use of common slide/tape series, (2) the depth

of study of the International System of Units as a given

grade level, and (3) the total time spent on instruction

at a given grade level. Student activities for instruc-

tional Approach A were based upon laboratory experiences,

while the activities for instructional Approach B were

based upon simulated experiences. Regardless of instruc-

tional approach, the activities were based upon the same

concepts of SI measurement.
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Over SI

=.11=111111110.1.
Introduce Each ,

Unit With Slide/Tape I

1

Approach A
(Laboratory Activity)

52

Approach B
(Simulated Activity)

Posttest
(Achievement)

Retention Test
(Achievement)

FIGURE 1

SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Preparing the Instructional Katerials

Development of the objutivas. The instructional

objectives for this study focused upon the type of learning

related to the cognitive domain as described by Bloom. 3

3Benjamin S. Bloom, et al, TIxonomy qt. Educational
Objectives,jiand)Qook I: Cunitive apinqiA (New York: David
McKay Company, Inc., 1965), pp. 62-143.
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More specifically, the objectives were those pertaining to:

1. Knowledge of terminology

2. Knowledge of specific facts

3. Comprehension - translation

4. Comprehension - interpretation

5. Application

The lessons, for which objectives were developed,

included the followdng basic measuring units of the

International System of Units: (1) linear, (2) volume

(capacity), (3) weight (mass), and (4) temperature. Within

each lesson, the researcher prepared specific objectives

that corresponded to the following outline (Appendix B):

I. Identify SI unit

II. SI measuring tools

III. Relationships between SI units

IV. Examples of SI unit

V. Estimating in SI unit

VI. Measuring in SI units

DevelpopmeAt of the ilde/talpe. The slide/tape

series used in this study was developed by the researcher.

The text for these tapes is included as a part of this

report. (Appendix C) A slide/tape was prepared for each

of the four measuring units utilized in the study. The

content of each slide/tape was based on the instructional

objectives prepared by the researcher for a given grade

level. The slide/tapes developed for each grade level

were somewhat different. The total fourth grade slide/tapes

6 9
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served as a preface to the longer slide/tapes used by the

fifth grade. This was also the case for the slide/tapes

used by the sixth grade. This allowed the researcher to

include more complex concepts at the fifth and then even

more complex concepts at the sixth grade level. Upon

completion of the slide/tape series by grade level, each

slide/tape was evaluated for content validity by a panel

of judges. The developer then revised the slide/tapes,

basing his revisions on recommendations made by the panel

of judges.

LXyllopmult of the unit lessons. To alleviate any

possible treatment variations that could have occurred in

the fourth, fifth and sixth grade classes, lessons of a

self-instructional format were utilized with both treatment

groups. The lessons for each treatment group (Approaches A

and B) varied only by: (1) the way the activities were

presented and solved and (2) the International System of

Units studied at a given grade level. The lessons for

Approach A (laboratory activity) required students to

solve an activity by physically measuring a three-

dimensional object with a metric scale and then recording

their findings (Appendix D). In the lessons for Approach B

(simulation activity), an identical activity was used with

the exception that the measuxements were read mnd recorded

from a picture of the object, along side of which a metric

scale had been printed (Appendix E).
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The lessons were developed around the instructional

objectives listed in Appendix B. Each lesson was designed

to allow students to first estimate measurements and then

to check their estimate by physically measuring (Approach A)

or by reading a printed scale (Approach B). All lessons

were initiated with the standard base unit of SI measure-

ment and were followed by multiples and submultiples of

that unit. The capacity of the measuring instruments

tended to limit the size of the objects to be measured.

With the above ideas in mind, a numoer of

activities were selected for each lesson. Selection was

limited to activities that could be completed during the

period of the experiment. Activities were further limited

by the: (1) grade level of the students, (2) cost of the

object, (3) availability of the object, and (4) size of

the object.

Upon completion of the lessons, they were evaluated

by a panel of judges who checked, by grade level, for the

accuracy of content, similarities in lessons between

approaches, clarity of instructions, and relevance to

stated objectives. The researcher then revised the lessons

basing his revisions on recommendations made by the panel

of judges. The lessons were then subjected to a pilot

study.

Development of _the instrumenta. The instruments

used to assess attitude, measure achievement and measure

retention in this study were designed and prepared by
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the researcher. The achievement and retention measures

were designed to test the student's ability to respond to

the application level of the cognitive domain. The

attitude scale and the achievement test were administered

as a post-measure at the conclusion of the experimental

period. The achievement test was also administered as a

test of retention three weeks later. (Appendix F) There

were three different instruments used in the study. One

instrument was designed to assess student attitude, another

to assess student knowledge and the third to assess a

student's ability to measure accurately using SI measures.

This latter instrument consisted of a separate section for

both laboratory and simulated test items. Test items

within each section were constructed so that they would

differ in only two respects, i.e., (1) the size of the

object being measured, and (2) the approach used to

measure the object, which was the treatment variable.

All of the instruments used in the study were

subjected to a panel of judges for the establishment of

content validity. The researcher revised the instrument

basing his revisions on recommendations made by the panel

of judges and then subjected the instrument to a pilot
a

study.

Twenty-two upper elementary school students

enrolled in the Laboratory School of Central Missouri State

University comprised the pilot study. The answer sheets

were machine scored by the Testing Center of Central
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Missouri State University and were analyzed by the Computer

Center, also located on the campus. An item analysis,

utilized to ascertain the effectiveness of the test items,

supplied the researcher with measures of item difficulty,

point-biserial correlation and a reliability c9efficient.

This latter measure was obtained through an application of

the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. 4

Forty-six statements about measurement were

developed by the researcher for the attitude scale with

five responses per scale item. A reliability coefficient

of .912, with a standard error of measurement of 2.443

was obtained for the attitude scale. Sixteen of the

original forty-six items which exhibited a correlation of

less than .10, were discarded. Nunnally5 supports this

approach by stating that it is more desirable to construct

a test based on the point-biserial correlation of items

rather than on item difficulty. Of the original forty-six

statements, thirty were retained for the final attitude

scale which was used to assess the student feelings toward

the International System of Units.

Thirty-one multiple choice items were constructed

for the cognitive instrument, i.e., the instrument which

was used to assess student knowledge of the International

J. P. Guilford, zwidamaral_z_atissdsa_in
Pucliplogy and Ej.ucatiom (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1965) , pp. 458-462.

5Jum C. Nunnally, 2.sychulQtric Theory (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967), p. 254.
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System of Units. This instrument, like all of the
s

instruments used in the study, had five responses per test

item. A reliability coefficient of .764, with a standard

error of measurement of 2.376 was obtained for this

instrument. One of the original thirty-one items was

discarded since it exhibited a correlation of less than

.10, leaving thirty items for the final test instrument.

Sixty multiple choice items were constructed,

thirty for the laboratory section and thirty for the

simulated section of the instruments which were designed

to assess the ability of the students to make SI measure-

ments. Each test item was followed by five responses. A

reliability coefficient of .711, with a standard error of

measurement of 1.561 was obtained from the laboratory

section of the instrument, while the simulated section had

a reliability coefficient of .802 and a standard error of

measurement of 1.477.

The researcher also utilized the point-biserial

correlations to select the items for the final laboratory

and simulated sections of the instrument, also discarding

items exhibiting a correlation of less than .10. Of the

original sixty test items, twenty-seven items from both the

laboratory and simulated section of the achievement test

were retained for use in the final instruments. (Appendix

F).

At the completion of the pilot study, a second

application of the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 was applied
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to the data obtained from the application of the final

laboratory and simulated sections of the instrument. This

analysis revealed reliability coefficients of .718 on the

laboratory section and .839 on the simulated section of

the achievement test. The standard error of measurement

for the laboratory section was 1.476, while the standard

error of measurement for the simulated section was 1.331.

Thorndike and Hagen6 reported that a reliability coefficient

of this magnitude was sufficient for the comparison of

groups of students.

Filpt ,5tudv,

The pilot study, conducted two weeks prior to the

major experiment, was used to evaluate and regulate the

instructional procedures, self-instructional lessons, and

to validate the instruments.

A total of twenty-two fifth and sixth grade

students were randomly assigned to Approach A or Approach B.

The students were then administered the attitude scale

which was followed by the cognitive instrument. All of the

students, regardless of approach, were then presented the

first slide/tape which covered materials related to

Lesson I. Fcllowing the slide/tape presentation, the

students of both approaches were directed to separate

°Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, Measure-
ment, and;valuation in_Psycholagy and Educatiaa (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1961), p. 190.
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classrooms where the firz:, lesson was administered. Each

student received a copy of the lesson and was asked to

silently read Lesson I while their instructor read the

contents aloud.

The procedures outlined for Lesson I were also

followed for Lessons II through IV. After canpleting

Lesson IV, students were administered the researcher-

prepared attitude, cognitive and laboratory and/or simulated

achievement instruments.

It was evident from studentst comments and the

observations made by the researcher during the pilot study,

that several changes were imperative. In an effort to keep

the work stations cleaner, it was decided to substitute

sand for water Whenever possible and that the sand be

poured and measured inside the lid of the kit at the work

station. The large number of items in the kit (32 items),

from which the students had to choose, caused a time play.

To alleviate this problem in the actual experiment, only

those items needed for the unit lesson being studied were

placed in the kit. Finally, a string located in the pilot

study kit became easily tangled during the measuring

process. This problem was corrected by replacing the

string with a piece of ribbon.

There were no major problems with the slide/tape

presentations that were utilized in the study. After the

pilot study was comploted, all necessary changes were made,

and the :Tide/tapes, lessons and instruments were prepared

for t:)e actual experiment.

7 6
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Blysica1 Facilities

The actual experiment was conducted in four fourth,

four fifth and four sixth grade classrooms, two fourth

grade classes from Reese, two fifth grade and two sixth

grade classes from Southeast along with two fourth, two

fifth and two sixth grade classes from Ridgeview Elementary

Schools. The instructional materials and procedures

utilized in each of the four fourth, four fifth and four

sixth grade rooms within each of the three schools were

identical by grade level, although the physical layout of

the rooms did vary. All rooms were well lighted and had

adequate ventilation and heating. The rooms were arranged

so that students could easily view the slide/tape presen-

tation on the screen from their desk (Appendix G).

The rooms were well equipped with student desks,

teacher desk, projection screen, slide projector and tape

recorder. In addition to this equipment, a large table

was placed at the back of the six rooms where Approach A

was being utilizcd. Each table was divided into six work

stations (cubicles constructed with cardboard) which

prevented students from observing each other during the

measuring activity.

The metric scales and objects to be measured were

stored in a kit below each work station. Students were

asked to do their measuring inside the lid of the kit which

had been placed on the table at their work station

(Appendix G).
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In an effort to expedite administration of the

laboratory and simulated sections of the posttest and the

test of retention, three tables (eighteen work stations)

were set up in the multi-purpose room of each school. Each

group of students could be observed while they completed

their test instruments since the tables radiated out from

the instructor (Appendix H).

Zama=

This study was conducted as a nonequivalent control

group design which is a quasi-experimental design with

random assignment of treatments to intact groups. The

design was used to ascertain the effect of the two treat-

ments, laboratory or simulated activities, on the dependent

variable. Through this type of design every effort is

made to control all extraneous variables and to maximize

the effects cf the treatments.

The instructional materials prepared for this study

included slide/tapes, laboratory/simulated lessons, and

instruments. The instructional materials and instruments

were modified and improved on the basis of suggestions by

a panel of judges.

Two weeks prior to the actual experiment a pilot

study was conducted to evaluate and regulate the instruc-

tional procedures and self-instructional lessons, and to

validate the instruments. The pilot study was conducted in

the upper elementary school grades of the Laboratory

7 8
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School of Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg,

Mdssouri.

The sample selected from a population of six

fourth, six fifth and six sixth grade classes consisted of

two classes at Reese, four classes at Southeast and six

classes at Ridgeview Elementary Schools, Warrensburg,

Mdssouri. The study was conducted during the second

semester of the 1974-75 school year.
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Chapter III

CONDUCTING THE EXPERIMENT

The previous chapter describes the research design,

control variables, nature and selection of the population,

instructional materials and procedures, and the preparation

of instructional materials. The results of the pilot study

were also discussed along with the physical facilities

utilized in the experiment. Chapter III describes the

procedures followed in conducting the experiment.

_ .- ir i -

Final approval to conduct this research study at

the fourth, fifth and sixth grade levels in Reese,

Ridgeview and Southeast Elementary Schools was obtained

fram the Warrensburg R-VI Bcdard of Education. After

permission was granted, the researcher met in early

September of 1974 with the principals and four fourth,

four fifth and four sixth grade teachers of the three

elementary schools to acquaint them with the nature of

the experiment. Since the Warrensburg R-VI Board of

Education had earlier advised the elementary, junior high

and senior high school administrations to begin planning

for conversion to the International System of Units, the

64
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principals and teachers were very receptive to a study of

this nature.
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Prior to starting the experiment, the participating

teachers and principals were asked to attend an orientation

meeting. During this meeting, they were familiarized with

the instructional activities that would be followed during

the experiment (see page 52). The participants first

viewed a portion of the researcher-prepared slide/tape

series related to Lesson I. Following the slide/tape

presentation, the teachers and their principals were

shown an example of Lesson I and its accompanying answer

sheet. The researcher then outlined all of the lessons

as follows:

I. Lesson I - INTRODUCTION TO SI MEASUREMENT

II. Lesson II - PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES IN SI

MEASUREMENT

III. Lesson III - LINEAR IN SI MEASUREMENT

IV. Lesson IV - CAPACITY/VOLUME IN SI MEASUREMENT

V. Lesson V - MASS/WEIGHT IN SI MEASUREMENT

VI. Lesson VI - TEMPERATURE IN SI MEASUREMENT

The researcher also outlined the SI units which

would be included in each lesson, by grade level. This

breakdown is shown in Figure 2.
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LESSONS (Fourth)

GRADE LEVELS

(Fifth) (Sixth)

66

I (lesson was
1 1
the same for all grades)

II

deci
kilo

deci
kilo
centi
milli

deci
kilo
centi
milli

III

meter
decimeter

meter
decimeter
centimeter

meter
decimeter
centimeter
kilometer

IV

liter liter
milliliter

liter
milliliter

V

kilogram kilogram
gram

kilogram
aramem

VI Celsius Celsius Celsius

FIGURE 2

SI UNITS, PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

BY GRADE LEVEL

In addition to the lessons outlined, a proposed

research schedule was submitted to the participants for

their approval. The teachers at each grade level recom-

mended that: (1) minor changes be made in the research

schedule for their particular grade to make the schedule

more compatible with their existing class schedules, and
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(2) the common time for the research activities be

conducted between eleven and twelve o'clock each day. The

schedule cited in Figure 3 was approved by both the teachers

and their principals and was followed throughout the

experiment.

DAYS

LABORATORY APPROACH

(Reese & Southeast)

SIMULATED APPROACH

(Ridgeview)
_

1

1

.

Attitude Pretest

Cognitive Pretest

Attitude Pretest

Cognitive Pretest

2

3

4-6

7-10

11-13

14

,

Lesson #I

Lesson #II

Lesson #III

Lesson #IV

Lesson #V

Lesson #VI

Lesson ila

Lesson #II

Lesson #III

Lesson #IV

Lesson #V

Lesson #VI

14

14

15

16

Attitude Posttest

Cognitive Posttest

Laboratory Posttest

Simulated Posttest

Attitude Posttest

Cognitive Posttest

Simulated Posttest

Laboratory Posttest

17

17

18

Cognitive Retention Test

Laboratory Retention Test

_Simulated Retention Test

Cognitive Retention Test

Simulated Retention Test

Laboratory Retention Test

FIGURE 3

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

'8 3
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Finally, the participants were divided into two

groups by randomly assigning instructional Approach A to

Reese and Southeast Elementary Schools and instructional

Approach B to Ridgeview Elementary School. Each group was

then provided with a detailed procedure for carrying out

the study along with an example of the type of activity

their stu Ats would experience. This was done in separate

rooms by instructional approach.

ljaitia; Statu&_ o,f the Groups

In this study it was not possible for the researcher

to randomly assign students to treatments since the students

had already been assigned to classes in advance of the

researcher's initial contact with the schools. Therefore,

the researcher accepted the classes as they were scheduled

and randomly assigned treatments to the intact classes.

Under these conditions the researcher utilized the analysis

of covariance through multiple regression research procedure

for purposes of analyzing data collected from the study.

This technique takes into account, or adjusts for, initial

differences that may exist between the treatment groups due

to the following covariates: (1) attitude toward SI

measurement, (2) knowledge of SI measurement, and (3) mental

ability.

The students' attitudes toward SI measurement

were assessed by administering an attitude scale which had

been constructed by the researcher. This scale was the

8
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first instrument to be administered as a part of the

study. Individual scores obtained from use of this scale

are reported in Appendix A, by instructional approach.

The students' knowledge of the International System

of Units was assessed by administering a cognitive pretest

which was constructed by the researcher. The individual

scores obtained fran this pretest are reported in

Appendix A, by instructional approach.

The students' mental ability was measured by

administering the Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability,

Form 1, to all three upper elementary grades in the three

participating schools. Mrs. Mary Elliott, Elementary

School Guidance Counselor, assisted the researcher in

administering this instrument during the fall semester of

1974. Individual mental ability scores are reported in

Appendix A, by instructional approach.

Listructiona1 Procedures

The actual experiment was conducted over a three

week period, beginning on Friday, April 4, 1975, and

ending on Friday, April 25, 1975. The pretests were

administered on April 4, while the posttests were adminis-

tered on April 23, 24 and 25. The tests of retention were

administered on May 15 and 16, 1975, three weeks after the

administration of the posttests. The classes participating

in each instructional approach were supervised by the
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regular classroom teacher who also administered all of

the evaluation instruments.

Geraml Px9cedures

Each teacher was given a list of procedures to

follow while administering the self-instructional lessons

in an attempt to hold the instructional variables constant.

The instructional materials utilized during a unit lesson

were delivered to the classroom on the day preceding the

date when the lesson would be presented. They were then

organized by the researcher for each lesson according to

the instructional approach being used (Appendixes D and E).

The students, regardless of instructional approach,

were intioduced to each lesson by a common slide/tape. Mith

the exception of Lesson I, Introduction to SI Measurement,

and Lesson II, Prefixes and Suffixes in SI Measurement, all

slide/tape presentations were followed by a related lesson

which was the treatment variable. All students received a

copy of the lesson along with an answer sheet and were asked

to read the contents silently as their teacher read it

aloud. The time allotted for each lesson was the same for

both treatment groups within a given grade level. The

time allotted to each grade level did vary since there

were more units, prefixes and suffixes being studied at

the fifth grade level than at the fourth grade level. The

same concept held true for grade six over grade five. This

is illustrated in Figure 2 (see page 66). Throughout the

experiment, students were told to record the amount of time
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it actually took them to complete each lesson. This

information was used as a check to assess the amount of

time which should be allotted for a given instructional

approach. At the end of each lesson, the students were

asked to check their answers with the key provided by the

teacher. Although the questions requiring the students to

estimate a measurement were not scored, each student was

nevertheless encouraged to note the differences between his

estimated and measured response. It was felt that through

this self-instructional approadh, students would be able

to better assess their understanding of SI measurement.

The completed lessons and answer sheets were collected at

the end of each class period by the teacher.

aaill_ixacaduzaa

More specific information about the day-to-day

procedures that were followed throughout the experiment are

presented in this section. The procedures are discussed in

terms of those pertaining to: (1) both experimental groups

(Approadhes A and B), (2) only group A (Approach A), and

(3) only group B (Approach B). The schedule of classes is

presented in Figure 3 (see page 67).

au 1. Both experimental groups were administered

the researcher-prepared attitude scale and the cognitive

pretest on the International System of Units (Appendix I & (7).

The evaluation instruments and computer answer sheets were

furnished to the students by the teacher while the students

8 7
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supplied their own soft lead pencils. The general direc-

tions preceding each evaluation instrument helped students

to complete the information requested at the top of the

answer sheet as well as to record their answers. The

teachers read each test item aloud while the students read

them silently. Sufficient time was then allowed for the

students to record their response. After the testing

session, the teachers collected all test booklets and

answer sheets.

Day 2. Lesson I which was entitled, "Introduction

to SI Measurement," was presented to both experimental

groups by a common slide/tape. The slide/tape presentation

included the history of measurement, SI units and their

relationships, and the advantages of adopting SI measure-

ment. Following the slide/tape presentation, students were

informed that the program would continue the next day with

Lesson II. The script for the slide/tape which was used

in Lesson I is located in Appendix C.

Day_a. Students in both experimental groups were

administered Lesson II through the common slide/tape

entitled, "Prefixes and Suffixes in SI Measurement." This

slide/tape included an explanation of the most frequently

used prefixes and suffixes along with the symbols that

were used to represent them. At the end of the slide/tape

presentation, students were told that the program would
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continue the next day with Lesson III. The slide/tape

script for Lesson II is located in Appendix C.

Days 4-6. During the first of the three days

spent on this unit, both experimental groups received

instruction through the mmmon slide/tape for Lesson III

entitled, "Linear in SI Measurement." This slide/tape

included a study of the multiples and sub-multiples of the

base unit, meter, their symbols, and the instruments used

to measure each unit of length. The remaining two days

were spent in administering the treatment variables to the

two instructional approaches. The maximum anount of time

allotted for the treatment variables was fifteen minutes

for grade four, twenty-five minutes for grade five, and

thirty minutes for grade six. This treatment was to be

administered over the remaining two days of this lesson

following the specified time allocations for a given grade

level.

Group A students physically measured the length of

three-dimensional objects with metric scales which were

located at each of the six work stations (Appendix D). The

general procedures were the same as those described earlier

in Chapter III, with the exception of a few procedures which

were unique to this group. Students in this group were

required to complete the odd numbered sections of each

lesson as a class, since the odd numbered sections served

to reinforce the slide/tape series as well as to provide

example problems. The even numbered sections of the lesson

8 9
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were completed by groups of six students. During adminis-

tration of the even numbered sections of the lesson,

students not participating were involved in reg4lar classroom

activities. The above procedure was repeated for each odd

and even numbered section of the lesson. Students were

encouraged to move quickly and quietly to and from the

work stations.

Students in group B were provided two-dimensional

pictures of objects along side of which a metric scale had

been printed (Appendix E). The students were asked to

identify the size of each object and to record their

responses. The general procedures for group B were the

same as those described earlier in Chapter III, with the

exception of a few procedures which were unique to this

group. Students in group B were also required to complete

the odd numbered sections as a class since these sections

were identical for groups A and B. The even numbered

sections for this group, unlike group A, were also

completed as a class. The slide/tape script for Lesson III

is located in Appendix C.

Days 771Q. The fourth lesson which was entitled,

"Capacity/Volume in SI Measurement," was administered to

both experimental groups in the course of four days.

During the first day, both groups viewed a common slide/tape

dealing with SI units of capacit,y/volume. The slide/tape

explained the units of volume most frequently used, the

relationship that exists between each unit, the symbols of

9 0
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each unit, and the measuring scales used for each unit.

The remaining three days were used to administer the

treatment variables to the two instructional approaches.

The maximum amount of time allotted for the treatment

variables was fortyminutes for grade four, ninety minutes

for grade five, and ninety Ainutes for gradelitk. This

treatment was to be administered over the remaining three

days allotted for the lesson.

The procedures followed by each group were the

same as those used during the fifth and sixth days of

Lesson III (Appendixes D and E). The slide/tape script

for Lesson IV is located in Appendix C.

paya_ 11-13. This period of time was utilized by

the two instructional approaches to study Lesson V which

dealt with a study of mass/weight. On the first day both

experimental groups viewed a common slide/tape entitled,

114ass/Weight in SI Measurement." The two basic units of

mass, kilogram and gram, were presented along with the

symbols and measuring scales used for each. The last two

days of the lesson were used to administer the treatment

variables to the two instructional approaches. The maximum

amount of time allotted for the treatment variables was

thirty minutes for grade four, sixty minutes for grade

five, and sixty minutes for grade six. This treatment

was to be administered over the remaining two days of

the lesson. The procedures followed by each group were

the same as those used during the fifth and sixth days of

9 1
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Lesson III (Appendixes D and E). The slide/tape script

for Lesson V is located in Appendix C.

Day 14. The sixth and final lesson entitled,

"Temperature in SI Measurement," was presented to both

experimental groups through the use of a cammon slide/tape

by the same title. This slide/tape was centered around

the Celsius scale which is used to measure temperature in

the International System of Units. Following the slide/tape

presentation, the researcher provided the two instructional

approaches with the treatment variables. The maximum

amount of time allotted for the administration of the

treatment variables was thirty minutes for grade four,

thirty minutes for grade five, and thirty minutes for

grade six.

The procedures followed by each group were the

same as those used during the fifth and sixth days of

Lesson III (Appendixes D and E). The slide/tape script

for Lesson VI is located in Appendix C.

Apimnistration oZ the jutclulleht

To ascertain whether or not any differences in

attitude and achievement had occurred due to the experi-

mr,:al treatment, the researcher-prepared attitude scale,

co.;nitive test and the laboratory and simulated sections

of the achievement test were administered as a post

measure. The attitude scale and cognitive test were

administered on the fourteenth day of the treatment,
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whereas the laboratory and simulated sections of the

achievement test were administered on the final two days

of the experiment (Appendix F). Three weeks later, the

same instruments were administered as tests of retention.

The exception to this was the attitude scale which was

not administered as a measure of retention. The attitude

scale contained thirty items. The students were asked

to provide one of three possible responses which were:

(1) agree, (2) disagree, or (3) not sure. A copy of this

scale is provided in Appendix I. The cognitive test

contained thirty multiple-choice items. Each item was

followed by five possible responses from which the student

was to choose one. A copy of this instrument is located

in Appendix J. Since there was a laboratory and a

simulated section to the achievement test, each experimental

group received the section related to their respective

instructional approach during the first day and the

remaining section of the test on the second day.

The laboratory section of the instrument contained

twenty-seven multiple-choice items that required students

to physically measure three-dimensional objects. Eighteen

work stations were set up in the multi-purpose room of

each school (Appendix F), and the measuring scales and

objects needed for each section of the test were stored

in a kit which was placed below each work station.

The simulated section of the achievement test also

contained twenty-seven multiple-choice items which required

9 3
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students to record measurements when the measuring

activities were simulated pictorially. Unlike the

laboratory section, the simulated section of the achievement

test was administered in the regular classroom.

The procedures utilized to administer both sections

of the achievement test were identical for each instruc-

tional approach, regardless of the treatment to which the

group had initially been assigned. Each student within

a given instructional approach received one section of

the instrument and a camputer amswer sheet. The general

directions preceding each section of the instrument were

designed to help students complete the information

requested at the top of the answer sheets as well as to

record their answers. The teachers read each test item

aloud and allowed students sufficient time to complete the

measuring activity. The teachers collected the instruments

and answer sheets at the end of each testing session.

Scoring the Ilistruments

To expedite the scoring of all pre, post and

retention measures, comput3r answer sheets were utilized

throughout the study. After administering one of the

evaluation instruments, the answer sheets were manually

inspected for tears, bent papers, light marks and

excessively smudged sheets, in an effort to assure the

researcher that the machine used to score each paper would

accept all of the answer sheets for processing.

9 I
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Following the inspection, the answer sheets were

optically scanned in the Testing Center of Central Missouri

State University, Warrensburg, Missouri, and the raw

scores were printed on the margin. In addition, the

optical-scanning machine punched data cards to record the

(1) instructional approach, (2) student identification

number, (3) teacher identification number, (4) test type,

(5) item responses, and (6) raw test scores. The data

cards were then processed and analyzed through computer

programs which are on file at the Computer Center of

Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, Missouri.

59nunary

In early September of 1974, the Warrensburg R-VI

Board of Education, principals of Reese, Ridgeview and

Southeast Elementary Schools, and the twelve participating

teachers from these schools were contacted to describe the

proposed study and to solicit their cooperation. After

approval was received from the teachers and principals,

the participants were again contacted and were provided a

detailed description of the study.

It was not possible to randomly assign students to

treatments; therefore, the researcher accepted intact

groups as scheduled and randomly assigned treatments to

groups. To ascertain the initial difference that existed

between the treatment groups, information was collected on

the students' mental ability, attitude toward the

9 5
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International System of Units and their prior knowledge

of SI measurement. The mental ability of the students

was assessed through administration of the Henmon-Nelson

Test of Mental Ability (Form 1) to the entire fourth,

fifth and sixth grade population of the Warrensburg R-VI

Public Schools during the fall semester, 1974. The students'

attitude toward SI measurement and their knowledge of the

International System of Units was assessed through the use

of researcher-designed instruments.

The study was initiated on April 4, 1975, with the

adninistration of the attitude and cognitive measures in

an effort to assess the students' feelings toward and prior

knowledge of the International System of Units. All three

grade levels then received the two treatments during the

next three weeks. One experimental group received instruc-

tion by Approach A which had students physically measuring

three-dimensional objects (laboratory activities), while

the other experimental group received instruction by

Approach B, which required them to learn the basic units of

SI measurement through simulated activities. On the final

two days of the experiment, a researcher-prepared attitude

scale, cognitive instrument and laboratory and simulated

sections of the achievement test were administered to each'

fourth, fifth and sixth grade student. Each experimental

group was administered the section of the achievement test

which related to their respective instructional approach

during the first day of evaluation and the remaining

9 6
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section on the second day. Three weeks after administering

the post measures, tests of retention were administered.

Each answer sheet was manually inspected, machine scored,

processed, and analyzed through the facilities of the

Testing and Computer Centersrbf Central Missouri State

University.

9 7



Chapter IV

MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Chapter III described the preparation for the

experiment, orientation meeting, initial status of groups,

instructional procedures followed in conducting the

experiment, administration of the instruments, and scoring

of the instruments. This chapter presents the results of

the data on the mental ability test, attitude scale,

pretests, posttests, and tests of retention,by grade level,

for the groups involved in the study. A description of

the statistical analysis and the findings of the experi-

ment are also reported in this chapter.

Method for Data Analysla

The purpose of this study as described in Chapter I

was to ascertain what effect two instructional approaches

to teaching the International System of Units would have

upon the attitude, cognitive, achievement and retention),,of

fourth, fifth and sixth grade students. The instructional

approacites were: (1) Approach A (laboratory activity)

provided instruction by having students physically measure

three-dimensional objects with metric scales, and (2)

Approach B (simulation activity) provided instruction by

having students identify measurements from pictures of

82
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two-dimensional objects along side of which metric scales

had been printed. The effect of the two sections of the

achievement test on the initial achievement and retention

of the International System of Units was also investigated.

The relative effects of all the data were measured

by the scores of scales, pretests, posttests, and tests of

retention which were obtained from the eighty-three fourth

grade, eighty-two fifth grade and eighty-seven sixth grade

students participating in the study. The score of each

student is recorded in Appendix A, by grade level.

Since this study was composed of naturally assembled

intact classes, it became evident that the initial status

of the experimental groups could be different. Therefore,

due to the nature of the c.asses, the researcher analyzed

the data resulting from administration of the attitude

scale, cognitive test, achievement test and tests of

retention by analysis of covariance through multiple

regression.

As stated in Chapter I, the assumption of homo-

geneity of regression coefficients is assumed to be true

when adjustments are made for covariates.1 Therefore, it

is important for one to first establish that the regression

coefficients in each group are the same before testing in

1Fred Kerlinger and Elazor Pedhazur, Multiple
Rezression in Behavipral Researqh (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc., 1973), p. 267.
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order to ascertain whether or not significant differences

exist between the treatment groups.

Due to a definite lack of experimental research

data to support SI measurement, the .05 level of confidence

has been accepted as the standard confidence level for

this study.

IgarjjaiLlar_aguaggangza_cal_liggitess

On Popttest Data

The student scores from the researcher-prepared

attitude scale (Appendix I), cognitive test (Appendix J),

and the simulated and laboratory achievement tests

(Appendix F) were evaluated and the resulting data were

analyzed for homogeneity of regression coefficients. This

procedure was utilized to ascertain whether or not the

effect of attitude toward the International System of

Units, prior knowledge of the International System of

Units and mental ability were different for students

receiving instruction by Approach A than it was for students

receiving instruction by Approach B. Thus, the null

hypotheses which follow were subjected to analysis at each

grade level. All hypotheses will be subjected to analysis

at a single grade level before moving to another hypothesis,

rather than analyzing each individual hypothesis at each

grade level. This will allow for a comparison of all

hypotheses at a given grade level prior to an analysis of

selected hypotheses for combined grades.

100
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Fourth Grade

Attitilde. The first hypothesis which was subjected

to analysis was:

Hol_4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the attitude scale
on the mental ability scores, does not
significantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the attitude scale over the use
of a common regression coefficient when
pretest scores are held constant for grade
four.

To test for a significant difference in attitude,

the multiple regression procedure was used to compare the

regression coefficients of all the fourth grade students in

Approaches A and B. Table II is used to illustrate the

separately derived regression coefficients for each approach

as compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0007 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the post attitude scale. The "F" ratio

associated with this increment, as shown in Table II, was

no greater than could be expected by chance. On the basis

of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho1_4) was accepted.

.09gpitj.ve. The second hypothesis which was

subjected to analysis was:
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TABLE II

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF MENTAL ABILITY ON
POSTTEST DATA OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df ms

Atitude
R 1,7,10,23,24-R

2
1,5,7,10 .0007 1 .0007 .07

Errgtr Term
1-R41,7,10,23,24 .7214 77 .0094

Cpnitive
R 1,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0054 1 .0054 1.42

Err2r Term
1-R 1,7,23,24 .2984 78 .0038

Simulated Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0011 1 .0011 .14

ErrRr Term
1-R41,7,23,24 .6008 78 .0077

Laboratory Se2tion
R21,7,23,24-R 1,5,7 .0001 1 .0001 .01

ErrRr Term
1-R41,7,23,24 .6495 78 .0083

R21,7,23,24 proportion of variance accounted for by

or using separate regression coefficients for

R21,7,10,23 ,2
4each group

R21,5,7 = proportion of variance accounted for by using a
or common regression coefficient for both groups

Vector 1 = Approach A-Approach B; 5 = combined mental
ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude pretest;
23 = mental ability-laboratory; 24 = mental ability-simulated

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is
3.96 for both 1 and 78 degrees of freedom and 1 and 77
degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level.
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Ho2-4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
achievement test on the mental ability .

scores, does not significantly improve th'e
prediction of the scores of the cognitive
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade four.

To test for a significant difference in the-

knowledge students had acquired of the International

System of Units as measured by the cognitive test, the

multiple regression procedure was used to compare the

regression coefficients of all fourth grade students in

Approaches A and B. Table II (page 86) is used to illus-

trate the proportion of variance accounted for by using

separately derived regression coefficients for each approach

as compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0054 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the cognitive posttest. The "F" ratio

associated with this increment, as shown in Table II

(page 86), was no greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho2-4)

was accepted.

Aqhievement--Simulated. The hypothesis associated

with simulated achievement was:
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Ho3-4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability score8, does not signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the simulated section of the
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade four.

To test for a significant difference in simulated

achievyment, the multiple regression procedure was again

used to compare the regression coefficients of all students

in Approaches A and B. Table II (page 86) is also used to

illustrate the proportion of variance accounted for by

using separately derived regression coefficients for each

approach as compared to a common regression coefficient for

both approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0011 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the simulated section of the achievement

posttests. The "F" ratio associated with this increment,

as shown in Table II (page 86), was no greater than could

be expected by chance. On the basis of these results, the

null hypothesis (Ho3_4) was accepted.

A=1112Maa--Laboratory. The hypothesis associated

with laboratory achievement was:

Ho4_4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability scores, does not
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significantly improve the prediction of
the scores of the laboratory section of
the achievement test over the use of a
common regression coefficient when pretest
scores are held constant for grade four.

A test for a significant difference in laboratory

achievement using the multiple regression procedure was

also used. Table II (page 86) is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

The analysis yielded an increment of .0001 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the laboratory section of the achievement

posttest. The "F" ratio associated with this increment,

also shown in Table II (page 86), was found to be no

greater than could be expected by chance. On the basis of

these results, the null hypothesis (Ho4_4) was accepted.

0: f

On Posttest DO4

After an analysis of the homogeneity of regression

coefficients on the posttest data, the researcher then

tested the effects of the approaches on the data.

Fourth Grade

Attitude. Acceptance of the null hypothesis (Ho1_4)

revealed that the effect of attitude toward the
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International System of Units, knowledge of the Inter-

national System of Units, and mental ability were in fact

the same for all students receiving instruction by Approach

A and B. This allowed the researcher to examine the data

for significance differences between approaches utilizing

the following hypothesis:

Ho5-4: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units,
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units, and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the attitude scores of

all students who were exposed to Approaches A and B, the

analysis of covariance through multiple regression statis-

tical procedure was utilized. The attitude means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B were 12.80 and

14.26 respectively, as reported in Table III. The differ-

ences between the attitude means for the students were

tested and found to be no greater than could be expected by

chance, as is shown in Table IV.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho5_4) was accepted.
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TABLE III

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POSTTEST ATTITUDE AND
COGNITIVE SCORES OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS

BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source
Approach A
Mean S.D.

Approach B
Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Attitude 12.80 6.28 14.26 8.76 13.54

Cognitive 12.37 4.39 17.10 6.23 14.76

Approach A
II. Covariates Mean S.D.

Approach B
Mean S.D.

Grand
Means

Attitude
Pretest 10.17 4.06 10.52 3.76 10.35

Cognitive
Pretest 7.05 2.95 9.43 3.16 8.25

Mental
Ability 104.61 13.84 114.38 15.22 109.55
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTES'
ATTITUDE AND COGNITIVE SCORES OF FOURTH GRADE STUrma.

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df

Coyariate

R 5,7,10

Attitude
(after adjustwent)
1145,7310,21-R45,7,10

Error:
Subjects x Attitude Within Approaches

1-R45,7,10,21 .7721 78

.2778

.0001 1

Covariate
(after adjustment)
R25,7 .6901

Cognitive
(Rfter adj4stment)
R45,7,21-R45,7 .0066 1

Error:
Suycts x Cognitive Within Approaches

1-R 5,7,21 .3033 79

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude pret
A - nproach B
F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for

degreet of freedom, and 1 and 78 degrees of freedom.
*Significance at .05 level of significance.
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Cognitive. Acceptance of null hypothesis (Ho2-4)

allowed the researcher to examine the data for significant

differences between approaches utilizing the following

hypothesis:

Ho6-4: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the cognitive achievement test after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive scores of

students who were exposed to Approach A and B, the analysis

of covariance through multiple regression statistical

procedure was utilized. The cognitive means for students

exposed to Approaches A and B were 12.37 and 17.10

respectively, as reported in Table III (page 91). The

differences between the cognitive means were tested and

found to be no greater than could be expected by chance as

is shown in Table IV (page 92).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho6-4) was accepted.

AcIlievement. Acceptance of the null hypothesis

(Ho3-4) and (Ho4-4) revealed that the effect of mental

ability was in fact the same for students receiving instruc-

tion by Approach A and B. This allowed the researcher to

examine the data for significant differences between

1 1 0
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approaches and test types utilizing the following

hypotheses:

Ho7_4: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the combined
scores of the laboratory and simulated
sections of the achievement test after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.

No significant difference exists between
the scores students received on the
laboratory section and the simulated
section of the achievement test, regardless
of the instructional approach, after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.

Ho9-4: No significant interaction exists between
the scores students received on instruc-
tional approaches and test types, after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.

Ho8_4:

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

students receiving instruction by Approach A and those

receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. The combined achievement means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of

test type, were 6.87 and 8.09 respectively, as reported

in Table V. The differences between the combined achieve-

ment means for students were tested and found to be no

greater than could be expected by chance as is shown in

Table VI.
111
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Oa the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho7-4) was accepted.

TABLE V

MANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS Of POSTTEST
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS
BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

I. Test
Type

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Simulated
Section

Laboratory
Section

7.49 2.20

6.24 1.72

8.55 1.33 8.02

7.62 1.75 6.94

Totals 6.87 8.09

II. Covariates
Approach A

Mean S.D.

Approach B

Mean S.D.

Grand
Means

Cognitive
Pretest 7.05 2.95 9.43 3.16 8.25

Mental
Ability 104.61 13.84 114.38 15.22 109.55
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TABLE VI

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTEST_ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS BY
INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df MS

Covariate
R25,7

ApRroaches Lafter adjustment)

3344

R45,7,21-R45,7 .0101 1 .0101 2.02

Te§t Type (after adjustment)
R45,7,22-R25,7 .0770 1 .0770 35.00*

ApRroaches x Test Type (after adjustment)
R45,7323-R2517 .0013 1 .0013 .59

Error:
Subjects Within Aproaches
R25,7,26 to 108-R 5,7,21 .4029 81 .0050

Subjpcts x Test Types Within Approaches
1-R45,7,22,23,26 to 108 .1740 79 .0022

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B; 22 = test
type; 23 = approach x test type; 26 to 108 = person vectors.

F-ratio required for
degrees of freedom and 1 and

*Significance at the

significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 81
79 degrees of freedom.

.05 level of significance
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In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

students on tlw laboratory section of the achievement test

and their scores on the simulated section of the achieve-

ment test, the analysis of covariance through multiple

regression statistical procedure was Again utilized. The

combined means for students on the laboratory section as

well as the simulated section of the achievement test,

regardless of instructional approaches, were 8.02 and 6.94

respectively, as reported in Table V (page 95). There

was a significant difference in achievement scores of

students which favored the simulated section of the

achievement test. As reported in Table VI (page 96), the

difference was greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho8-4) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for students, the analysis of covariance

through multiple regression statistical procedure was again

utilized. This analysis revealed no significant difference

in the interaction between instructional approaches and

test types for students, as is shown in Table VI (page 96).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho9-4) was accepted.
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Te5ting for Homogeneity of Regression Coefficients

On Test of Retentipn Data

The student scores from the researcher-prepared

cognitive test of retention (Appendix J) and the achieve-

ment tests of retention (Appendix F) were evaluated and

the resulting data were analyzed for homogeneity of

regression coefricients. This procedure was utilized to

ascertain whether the effect of prior knowledge of the

International System of Units and mental ability were

different for students receiving instruction by Approach A

than it was for students receiving instruction by

Approach B.

Fourth Qrade,

gognitive. The following hypothesis was used to

assess the amount of cognitive information which the

students had retained:

Ho10_4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
retention test on mental ability scores,
does not significantly improve the
prediction of the scores of the cognitive
retention test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade four.

To test for a significant difference in retention,

the multiple regression procedure was utilized to compare

the regression coefficients of all the students in

Approadhes A and B. Table VII is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately
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TABLE VII

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF MENTAL ABILITY ON
RETENTION TEST DATA OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion 9f
Variance (R4) df ms

Cognitive
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0071 1 .0071 1.36

Error Term

1-R21,7,23,24 .4065 78 .0052

Simulated Section

1121,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0002 1 .0002 .02

Error Term

1-R21,7,23,24 .6734 78 .0086

Laboratory Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0001 1 .0001 .01

Error Term
l-R21,7,23,24 .6887 78 .0088

R21,7,23,24 proportion of variance accounted for
by using separate regression coefficients for each group

R21,5,7 = proportion of variance accounted for by
using a common regression coefficient for both groups

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 5 = combined
mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 23 = mental
ability-laboratory; 24 = mental ability-simulated

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level
is 3.96 for 1 and 78 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0071 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the cognitive test of retention. The "F"

ratio associated with the increment, as shown in Table VII,

was no greater than could be expected by chance. On the

basis of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho10_4) was

accepted.

Achivementglmulated. The null hypothesis

associated with retention on the simulated section of the

achievement test was:

Holl_4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of
the simulated section of the test of
retention over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade four.

To test for a significant difference in retention

on the simulated section of the achievement test, the

multiple regression procedure was used to compare the

regression coefficients of all the students in Approaches A

and B. Table VII (page 99), is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as
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compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0002 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the simulated section of the achievement test

of retention. The "F" ratio associated with the increment,

as shown in Table VII (page 99) was no greater than could

be expected by chance. On the basis of these results, the

null hypothesis (Ho11-4) was accepted.

Achieyement-yaboratorv. The hypothesis associated

with retention on the laboratory section of the achievement

test was:

Ho12_4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of tht scores of the
laboratory section of the test of retention
over the use of a cammon regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four.

To test for a significant difference in retention

on the laboratory section of the achievement test, th,.

multiple regression procedure was again used. Table VII

(page 99) is used to illustrate the proportion of variance

accounted for by using separately derived regression

coefficients for each approach as compared to a common

regression coefficient for both approaches.
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This analysis yielded an increment of .0001 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the laboratory section of the achievement

test of retention. The ?mitr ratio associated with this

increment, also shown in Table VII (page 99), was no

greater than could be expected by chance. On the basis of

these results, the null hypothesis (Ho12-4) was accepted.

I.

jtetention Test

After an analysis of the homogeneity of regression

coefficients on the retention test data, the researcher

then tested the effects of the approadhes on the data.

Enurtl. GradA

Cognitive,. Due to the acceptance of the null

hypothesis (Bolo-4) which revealed that the effect of

mental ability and prior knowledge of the International

System of Units was in fact the same for students receiving

instruction by Approach A and B, the researcher then

examined the data for significant differences between

approaches utilizing the following hypothesis:

Hol3-4: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the cognitive retention test after initial
knovdedge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade four.
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In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive retention

scores of students receiving instruction by Approach A and

those receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. The cognitive retention means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of

test type, were 12.80 and 16.10 respectively, as reported

in Table VIII. The differences between the cognitive

retention means were tested and found to be no greater

than could be expected by chance, as is shown in Table IX.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho13-4) was accepted.

Aahlgumgka. Due to acceptance of hypotheses

(Holl-4) and (Hol2..4) which tested for homogeneity of

regression coefficients, the researcher was able to

ascertain the effects of: (1) Approaches A and B on

retention, (2) simulated and laboratory test types on

retention, and (3) the interaction of these two factors

on retention.

Stated in the null form for purposes of statistical

treatment, the follo'hing retention hypotheses were tested:
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TABLE VIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COGNITIVE
RETENTION TEST SCORES OF FOURTH GRADE
STUDENTS BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source
Approach A

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Totals
Approach B Mean

Cognitive 12.80 4.15 16.10 5.09 14.47

II. Covariates
Approach A Approach B Grand
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

Cognitive
Pretest 7.05 2.95 9.43 3.16 8.25

Mental
Ability 104.61 13.84 114.38 15.22 109.55

Ho14-4: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B at. measured by the combined
scores of the laboratory and simulated
sections of the test of retention after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Unitri and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.

Ho15_4: No significant difference exists between
the scores students received on the
laboratory section and the simulated
section of the test of retention, regard-
less of the instructional approach, after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade four.
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TABLE IX

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE
RETENTION TEST SCORES OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2)

df ms

Coxariate
R45,7 .5863

Coritive
R 5,7,21-R25,7 .0012 1 .0012 .23

Error:
Subjects x Cognitive
Within Approaches

1-R45,7,21 4125 79 .0052

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for 1 and 79 degrees
of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.

123
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Ho16-4: No significant interaction exists between
the retention scores students received on
instructional approaches and test types,
after initial knowledge of the Inter-
national System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the retention scores of

students receiving instruction by-Approach A and those

receiving instruction by Approadh B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical pro-

cedure was utilized. The combined retention means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of test

type, were 7.17 and 8.01 respectively, as reported in

Table X. The differences between the combined retention

means were tested and found to be no greater than could

be expected by chance, as is showm in Table XI.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho14-4) was accepted.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the retention scores of

students on the simulated section of the test of retention

and their scores on the laboratory section of the test of

retention, the analysis of covariance through multiple

regression statistical procedure was utilized. The

combined means for students on the simulated section as

well as the laboratory section of the achievement test,
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TABLE X

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RETENTION TEST SCORES
OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS BY INSTRUCTIONAL

APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

I. Source

Approach A

Mean S.D.

Approach B

Mean S.D.

Simulated Section
Retention

Laboratory Section
Retention

7.51

6.83

1.95

1.64

8.07

7.95

2.24

1.57

Totals 7.17 8.01

II. Covariates

Approach A

Mean S.D.

Approach B

Mean S.D.

Cognitive
Pretest

Mean
Totals

7.80

7.40

Grand
Mean

7.05 2.95 9.43 3.16 8.25

Mental Ability 104.61 13.84 114.38 15.22 109.55

regardless of instructional approaches, were 7.80 and*

7.40 respectively, as reported in Table X., There was a

significant difference in retention scores of students

which favored the simulated section of the retention test.
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TABLE XI

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RETENTION TEST SCORES
OF FOURTH GRADE STUDENTS BY

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

Source
-Proportion of
Variance R2 df

Coxariate
R4'5,7

ApRroaches lafter adjustment)

.3001

R45,7,21-11 5,7 .0004 1 .0004 .06

Tegt Type (per adjustment)
11'5,7,22-R 5,7 .0106 1 .0106 4.61*

ApRroaches x Test Type (after adjustment)
145,7,23-1125,7 .0051 1 .0051 2.22

Error:
SOjects Within ARproaches
R45,7,26 to 108-R45,7,21 .4986 81 .0062

Subjrts x Test Types Within Approaches

1-R 5,7,22,23,26 to 108 .1850 79 .0023

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-Approach B; 22 =
test type; 23 = approach x test type; 26 to 108 = person vectors.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 81
degrees of freedom and 1 and 79 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level.
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As reported in Table XI (page 108), the difference was

greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Hol5-4) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for students, the analysis of covariance through

multiple regression statistical procedure was again

utilized. This analysis revealed no significant difference

in the interaction between instructional approaches and

test types,as is shown in Table XI (page 108).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Hol6-4) was accepted.

Upon campletion of the analysis of all the data

for grade four, the researcher then proceeded to apply

the same statistical procedure to the fifth grade data

as had been applied to the fourth grade data.

Te4ting for Kologpneity of Regression Coefficienta

QA ZQ,s_ltes1 Dat4

Fifth Grade

Attitude. The first hypothesis which was

subjected to analysis was:
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Ho1-5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the attitude
scale on the mental ability scores, does
not significantly improve the prediction
of the scores of the attitude scale over
the use of a common regression coefficient
when pretest scores are held constant for
grade five.

To test for a significant difference in attitude,

the multiple regression procedure was used to compare the

regression coefficients of all the fourth grade students

in Approaches A and B. Table XII is used to illustrate

the proportion of variance accounted for by using sepa-

rately derived regression coefficients for each approach

as compared to a canmon regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0004 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the post attitude scale. The "F" ratio

associated with this increment, as shown in Table XII,

was no greater than could be expected by chance. On the

basis of the.se results, the null hypothesis (Ho1...5) was

accepted.

Cogpitive. The second hypothesis which was

subjected to analysis was:
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TABLE III

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF MENTAL ABILITY ON
POSTTEST DATA OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportiou of
Variance (R4) df ms

Attitude

R21,7,10,23,24-R21,5,7,10 .0004 1 .0004 .05

Error Term
1-R21,7,10,23,24 .6304 77 .0082

Cognitive

R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0076 1 .0076 1.62

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .3679 78 .0047

Simulated Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0002 1 .0002 .04

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .4232 78 .0054

Laboratory Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .004 1 .004 .73

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .4283 78 .0055

R21,7,23,24 = proportion of variance accounted for
or by using separate regression

R21,7,10,23,2 4coefficients for each group

R21,7,5 = proportion of variance accounted for by
using a common regression coefficient foror

R21,7,5210both groups

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 5 ... combined
mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude
pretest; 23 = mental ability-laboratory; 24 = mental
ability-simulated.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level
is 3.96 for both 1 and 78 degrees of freedom and 1 and 77
degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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Ho2-5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
achievement test on the mental ability
scores, does not significantly improve the .

prediction of the scores of the cognitive
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade five.

To test for a significant difference in the know-

ledge students had acquired of the International System of

Units as measured by the cognitive test, the multiple

regression procedure was used to compare the regression

coefficients of all fifth grade students in Approaches A

and B. Table XII (page 111) is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0076 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approache:; on the cognitive posttest. The "F" ratio

associated with this increment, as shown in Table XII

(page 111), was no greater than could be expected by

chance. On the basis of these results, the null hypothesis

(Ho2-5) was accepted.

Agritevepprit--5ipu1ateli. The hypothesis associated

with simulated achievement was:
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Ho3-5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability scores, does not signifi-
cantly Improve the prediction of the
scores of the simulated section of the
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest
scores are held constant for grade five.

To test for a significant difference in simulated

achievement, the multiple regression procedure was again

used to compare the regression coefficients of all students

in Approaches A and B. Table XII (page 111) is also used

to illustrate the proportion of variance accounted for by

using separately derived regression coefficients for each

approach as compared to a common regression coefficient for

both approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0002 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a cammon regression coefficient for both

approaches on the simulated section of the achievement

posttests. The "F" ratio associated with this increment,

as shown in Table XII (page 111), was no greater than

could be expected by chance. On the basis of these results,

the null hypothesis (Ho3-5) was accepted.

AaLigyamwat=jallaarigne. The hypothesis associated

with laboratory achievement was:
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Ho4-5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability scores, does not signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the laboratory section of the
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade five.

A test for a significant difference in laboratory

achievement using the multiple regression procedure was

also used. Table XII (page 111) is used to illustrate

the proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

The analysis yielded an increment of .004 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the laboratory section of the achievement

posttest. The "F" ratio associated with this increment,

also shown in Table XII (page 111), was found to be no

greater than could be expected by chance. On the basis

of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho4-5) was accepted.

T'stin& the Effects of AjaproAcAes

On Posttest D4t4

After an analysis of the homogeneity of regression

coefficients on the posttest data, the researcher then

tested the effects of the approaches on the data.
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Fifth Grade

Attiude,. Acceptance of the null hypothesis

(Ho1-5) revealed that the effect of attitude toward the

International System of Units, knowledge of the Inter-

national System of Units, and mental ability were in fact

the same for all students receiving instruction by Approach

A and B. This allowed the researcher to examine the data

for significance differences between approaches utilizing

the following hypothesis:

Ho5-5: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units,
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade five.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the attitude scores of all

students who were exposed to Approaches A and B, the

analysis of covariance through multiple regression statis-

tical procedure was utilized. The attitude means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B were 16.71 and

15.05 respectively, as reported in Table XIII. The

differences between the attitude means for the students

were tested and found to be no greater than could be

expected by chance, as is shown in Table XIV.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho5_5) was accepted.
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TABLE XIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POSTTEST ATTITUDE
AND COGNITIVE SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS

BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Attitude 16.71 7.36 15.05 8.80 15.88

Cognitive 15.37 5.74 14.24 6.65 14.80

II. Covariates
Approach A

Mean S.D.

Approach B

Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Attitude
Pretest 12.20 3.45 11.54 3.42 11.87

Cognitive
Pretest 9.29 3.60 10.20 4.09 9.74

Mental
Ability 112.27 15.17 108.24 15.65 110.26
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TABLE XIV

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTEST
ATTITUDE AND CCGNITIVE SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance_SR2) df Ms

Corriate
R 5,7,10 .3658

ATtude (afteg adjustment)
R 5,7,10,21-R45,7,10 .0038 1 .0038 .46

Error:
Subjects x Attitude Within Approaches
1-R45 7 10 21 .6304 77 .0082

Copriate
Rx.5,7 .6210

Cognitive (4fter adjustment)

R45,7,21-1145,7

Error:
Subjects x Cognitive Within Approaches

21 .3755

.0035 1 .0035 .73

78 .0038

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude pretest; 21 = approach
A-approach B.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 78
degrees of freedom and 1 and 77 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at .05 level of significance.
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Cognittye. Acceptance of null hypothesis (Ho2_5)

allowed the researcher to examine the data for significant

differences between approaches utilizing the following

hypothesis:

Ho6-5: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the cognitive achievement test after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade five.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive scores of

students who were exposed to Approach A and B, the analysis

of covariance through multiple regression statistical

procedure was utilized. The cognitive means for students

exposed to Approaches A and B were 15.37 and 14.24

respectively, as reported in Table XIII (page 116). The

differences between the cognitive means were tested and

found to be no greater than could be expected by chance as

is shown in Table XIV (page 117).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho6-5) was accepted.

L.Olieyement. Acceptance of the null hypotheses

(Ho3-5) and (Ho4_5) revealed that the effect of mental

ability was in fact the same for students receiving

instruction by Approach A and B. This anointed the

researcher to examine the data for significant differences

1 3a
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between approaches and test types utilizing the following

hypotheses:

Ho7-5: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the combined
scores of the laboratory and simulated
sections of the achievement test after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade five.

Ho8_5: No significant difference exists between
the scores students received on the
laboratory section and the simulated section
of the achievement test, regardless of the
instructional approach, after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade five.

Ho9_5: No significant interaction exists between
the scores students received on instruc-
tional approaches and test types, after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade five.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

students receiving instruction by Approach A and those

receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. The combined achievement means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of

test type, were 21.94 and 20.77 respectively, as reported

in Table XV. The differences between the combined

achievement means for students were tested and found to be

no greater than could be expected by chance as is shown

in Table XVI. 140
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TABLE XV

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POSTTEST
ACHIEVEMENT SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS
BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

I. Test Type

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Simulated
Section

Laboratory
Section

23.15 4.17 21.95 4.58 22.55

20.73 5.26 19.59 5.07 20.16

Totals 21.94 20.77

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Means

Cognitive
Pretest 9.29 3.60 10.20 4.09 9.74

Mental
Ability 112.27 15.17 108.24 15.65 110.26
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TABLE XVI

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTEST ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS BY

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2)

.5329

F

df _

ms

Coxariate
R,5,7

ApRroaches Ofter adjustment)
R45,7,21-11'5,7 .0017 1 .0017 .47

Tit Type (per adjustment)
R 5,7,22-R 5,7 .0578 1 .0578 38.53*

ApRroaches x Test Type (after adjustment)

1145,7,23-R25,7 .0000 1 .0000 .00

Error:

R

yjects Within Aproaches
5,7)26 to 105-R 5,7,21 .2898 80 .0036

Subjqcts x Test Types Within Approaches
1-R45,7,22,23,26 to 105 .1177 78 .0015

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B; 22 =
test type; 23 = approach x test type; 26 to 105 = person vectors.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 80
degrees of freedom and 1 and 78 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho7_5) was accepted.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

students on the laboratory section of the adhievement test

and their scores on the simulated section of the achievement

test, the analysis of covariance through multiple ,regression

statistical procedure was Again utilized. The combined

means for students on the laboratory section as well as

the simulated section of the achievement test, regardless

of instructional approaches, were 22.55 and 20.16 respec-

tively, as reported in Table XV (page 120). There was

a significant difference in achievement scores of students

which favored the simulated section of the achievement

test. As reported in Table XVI (page 121), the difference

was greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Hog-5) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for students, the analysis of covariance through

multiple regression statistical procedure was Again

utilized. This analysis revealed no significant difference

in the interaction between instructional approaches and test

types for students, as is shown in Table XVI (page 121).
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On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho9-5) was accepted.

I. 90110.-9-

The student scores from the researcher-prepared

cognitive test of retention (Appendix J) and the achieve-

ment tests of retention (Appendix F) were evaluated and

the resulting data were analyzed for homogeneity of

regression coefficients. This procedure was utilized to

ascertain whether the effect of prior knowledge of the

International System of Units and mental ability were

different for students receiving instruction by Approach A

than it was for students receiving instruction by

Approach B.

Fifth Grade

Cognitive,. The following hypothesis was used to

assess the amount of cognitive information which the

students had retained:

Hol0-5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
retention test on mental ability scores,
dves not significantly improve the
prediction of the scores of the cognitive
retention test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest
scores are held constant for grade five.

To test for a significant difference in retention,

the multiple regression procedure was utilized to compare
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the regression coefficients of all the students in

Approaches A and B. Table XVII is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a'common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the cognitive test of retention. The "F"

ratio associated with the increment, as shown in Table XVII,

was no greater than could be expected by chance. On the

basis of these results, the null hypothesis (11°10-5) was

accepted.

Lawaxwalat=aimalaxad. The null hypothesis

associated with retention on the simulated section of the

achievement test was:

Holl-5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of
the simulated section of the test of
retention over the use of a common regres-
sion coefficient when pretest scores are
held constant for grade five.

To test for a significant difference in retention

on the simulated section of the achievement test, the

multiple regression procedure was used to compare the

regression coefficients of all the students in Approaches
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TABLE XVII

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF MENTAL ABILITY ON
RETENTION TEST DATA OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS

Proportion gf
Source Variance (114) df ms

Cognitive

1141,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0000 1 .0000 .00

Error Tenn
1-R21,7,23,24 .4212 78 .0054

Simulated Section

R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0008 1 .0008 .13

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .4738 78 .0061

Laboratory Section
R21,7,23,24-R2l,5,7 .0284 1 .0284 3.94

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .5654 78 .0072

R21 7 23 24 ' proportion of variance accounted for
by using seiSai'at4 regression coefficients for each group

R21,5,7 = proportion of variance accounted for by
using a common regression coefficient for both groups

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 5 = combined
mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 23 = mental
ability-laboratory; 23 = mental ability-simulated.

F-ratio required for
is 3.96 for 1 and 78 degrees

*Significance at the .

significance at the .05 level
of freedom.

05 level of significance
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TABLE XVIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COGNITIVE
RETENTION TEST SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE
STUDENTS BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Cognitive 15.44 4.97 14.59 5.68 15.01

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Cognitive
Pretest 9.29 3.60 10.20 4.09 9.74

Mental
Ability 112.27 15.17 108.24 15.65 110.26

A and B. Table XVII (page 125) is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0008 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the simulated section of the achievement

test of retention. The "F" ratio associated with the
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increment, as shown in Table XVII (page 125) was no

greater than could be expected by chance. On the basis

of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho11_5) was accepted.

Apjaikaezentallajaszratara. The hypothesis associated

with retention on the laboratory section of the achieve-

ment test was:

Ho12_5: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of
the laboratory section of the test of
retention over the use of a common regres-
sion coefficient when pretest scores are
held constant for grade five.

To test for a significant difference in retention

on the laboratory section of the achievement test, the

multiple regression procedure was again used. Table XVII

(page 125) is used to illustrate the proportion of variance

accounted for by using separately derived regression

coefficients for each approach as compared to a common

regression coefficient for both approaches.

This analysis yielded an increnent of .0284 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the laboratory section of the adhievement

test of retention. The "F" ratio associated with this

increment, also shown in Table XVII (page 125), was no

greater than could be expected by chance. On the basis of

these results, the null hypothesis (Ho12_5) was accepted.
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Testinz the Effets of Awaroaches

SILItelaatisuLlaal.11ata

After an analysis of the homogeneity of regression

coefficients on the retention test data, the researcher

then tested the effects of the approaches on the data.

Cognitive. Due to the acceptance of the null

hypothesis (Hol0-5) which revealed that the effect of

mental ability and prior knowledge of the International

Systan of Units was in fact the sane for students receiving

instruction by Approach A and B, the researcher then

examined the data for significant differences between

approaches utilizing the following hypothesis:

Ho13_5: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the cognitive retention test after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade five.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive retention

scores of students receiving instruction by Approach A

and those receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis

of covariance through multiple regression statistical

procedure was utilized. The cognitive retention means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of

test type, were 15.44 and 14.59 respectively, as reported

in Table XVIII (page 126). The differences between the
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cognitive retention means were tested and found to be no

greater than could be expected by chance, as is shown in

Table

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho13.5) was accepted.

Achievement. Due to acceptance of hypotheses

(Ho11.5) and (Ho12.5) which tested for hamogeneity of

regression coefficients, the researcher was able to

ascertain the effects of: (1) Approaches A and B on

retention, (2) simulated and laboratory test types on

retention, and (3) the interaction of these two factors

on retention.

Stated

treatment, the

Ho14_5:

Ho15_5:

in the null form for purposes of statistical

following retention hypotheses were tested:

No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the combined
scores of the laboratory and simulated
sections of the test of retention after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade five.

No significant difference exists between
the scores students received on the
laboratory section and the simulated
section of the test of retention, regard-
less of the instructional approach, after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade five.
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TABLE XIX

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE
RETENTION TEST SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df ms

Coxariate
R45,7

Cognitive

R2517,21-R25,7

Error:
Subjects x Cognitive Within Approaches

1-R45,7,21

574.1

.0047

4212

1

78

.0047

.0054

.87

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B
.11.111=1.11111111.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for 1 and 78 degrees
of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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Hol6-5: No significant interaction exists between
the retention scores students received on
instructional approaches and test types,
after initial knowledge of the Inter-
national System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade five.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the retention scores of

students receiving instruction by Approach A and those

receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. The combined retention means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of test

type, were 23.45 and 21.58 respectively, as reported in

Table XX. The differences between the combined retention

means were tested and found to be no greater than could

be expected by chance, as is shown in Table XXI.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Hol4-5) was accepted.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the retention scores of

students on the simulated section of the test of retention

and their scores on the laboratory section of the test of

retention, the analysis of covariance through multiple

regression statistical procedure was utilized. The

combined means for students on the simulated section as

well as the laboratory section of the achievement test,

regardless of instructional approaches, were 23.21 and

21.82 respectively, as reported in Table XX. There was a

1 5 1
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TABLE XI

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RETENTION TEST
SCORES OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS BY INSTRUCTIONAL

APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

I. Source

Approach A Approach B
Mean

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Totals

Simulated Section
Retention 24.15 4.15 22.27 4.54 23.21

Laboratory Section
Retention 22.76 3.50 20.88 4.59 21.82

Totals 23.45 21.58

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B
Grand

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

Covariate
Pretest

Mental
Ability

9.29 3.60 10.20 4.09 9.74

112.27 15.17 108.24 15.65 110.26
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TABLE XXI

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF RETENTION TEST SCORES
OF FIFTH GRADE STUDENTS BY

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

SOurce
Proportion 9f
Variance JRz) df ins

Coxariate
R45,7

ApRroaches iafter adjustment)
R45,7,21-1145,7

Tlt Type (per adjustment)

R 5,7,22-R 5,7

ApEroaches 4 Test Type (after adjustment)
R 5,7,23-R45,7

Error:
Sejects Within AEproaches
R 5,7,26 to 105-R 5,7,21

Subjcts x Test Types Within Approaches
1-R45,7,22,23,26 to 105

.4332

.0194

.0253

.0000

.3547

.1638

1

1

1

ao

78

.0194

.0253

.0000

.0044

.0021

4.41*

12.05*

.00

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B; 22 = test
type; 23 = approach x test type; 26 to 105 = person vectors.

F-ratio required fol significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 80
degrees of freedom and 1 and 78 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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significant difference in retention scores of students

which favored the simulated section of the retention test.

As reported in Table XXI (page 133), the difference was

greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho15.5) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for students, the analysis of ,covariance through

multiple regression statistical procedure was again

utilized. This analysis revealed no significant difference

in the interaction between instructional approaches and

test types, as is shown in Table XXI (page 133).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Hol6-5) was accepted.

Upon completion of the analysis of all the data

for grade five, the researcher then proceeded to apply

the same statistical procedures to the sixth grade data

as had been applied to the fourth and fifth grade data.

Test fo.r liomoeeneity of Regrusiork CoeffiglanIg.

On Posttest _Data,

ajairch_arada

Attitqcle. The first hypothesis which was subjected

to analysis was: 158
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Hol.6: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the attitude scale
on the mental ability scores, does not
significantly improve the prediction of
the scores of the attitude scale over the
use of a common regression coefficient
when pretest scores are held constant for
grade six.

To test for a significant difference in attitude,

the multiple regression procedure was used to compare two

regression coefficients of all the sixth grade students in

Approaahes A and B. Table XXII is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaahes.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0265 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

campared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the post attitude scale. The "F" ratio

associated with this increment, as shown in Table XXII,

was no greater than could be expected by chance. On the

basis of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho1_6) was

accepted.

Cogni.tave. The second hypothesis which was

subjected to analysis was:
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TABLE XXII

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF MENTAL ABILITY ON
POSTTEST DATA OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df ms

Attitude
R21,7,10,23,24-R21,5,7,10 .0265 1 .0265 3.92

Error Term
1-R21,7,10,23,24 .5475 81 .0068

Cognitive

R41,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0199 1 .0199 3.49

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .4695 82 .0057

Simulated Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0022 1 .0022 .26

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .7032 82 .0086

Laboratory Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,7,5 .0492 1 .0492 5.79*

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .6985 82 .0085

R21,7,23,24 ' proportion of variance accounted for
or by using regression coefficients for

R21,7,10,23,24 each group

R21,5,7 = proportion of variance accounted for by

or using a common regression coefficient for
R21,5,7,10both groups

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 5 = combined
mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude
pretest; 23 = mental ability-laboratory; 24 = mental
ability-simulated.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level
is 3.96 for both 1 and 82 degrees of freedom and 1 and 81
degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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Ho2-6: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
achievement test on the mental ability
scores, does not significantly inprove the
prediction of the scores of the cognitive
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade six.

To test for a significant difference in the

knowledge students had acquired of the International System

of Units as measured by the cognitive test, the multiple

regression procedure was used to compare the regression

coefficients of all siNth grade students in Approaches A

and B. Table XIII (page 136) is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0199 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the cognitive posttest. The "F" ratio

associated with this increment, as shown in Table XXII

(page 136), was no greater than could be expected by

chance. On the basis of these results, the null hypothesis

(Ho2-6) was accepted.

Acjaievemerlt-75imulated. The hypothesis associated

with simulated achievement was:
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Ho3-6: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability scores, does not signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the simulated section of the
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade six.

To test for a significant difference in simulated

achievement the multiple regression procedure was again

used to compare the regression coefficients for all students

in Approadhes A and B. Table XXII (page 136) is used to

illustrate the proportion of variance accounted for by

using separately derived regression coefficients for each

approach as compared to a common regression coefficient for

both approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0022 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a cammQi. regression coefficient for both

approaches on the simulated section of the achievement

posttests. The "F" ratio associated with this increment, as

shown in Table XXII (page 136), was no greater than could

be expected by chance. On the basis of these results, the

null hypothesis (Ho3-5) was accepted.

Achielument--Iaboratory. The hypothesis associated

with laboratory achievement was:
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Ho4-16: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability scores, does not signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the laboratory section of the
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade six.

A test for a significant difference in laboratory

achievement using the multiple regression procedure was

also used. Table XXII (page 136) is used to illustrate

the proporticn of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

The analysis yielded an increment of .0492 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the laboratory section of the achievement

posttests. The "F" ratio associated with this increment,

also shown in Table XXII (page 136), was found to be

greater than could be expected by clance. On the basis

of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho4_6) was rejected.

Teztiqg the Effects of Approachps.

Op Posttutc Daza,

Sixth Grade

Attitude. Acceptance of the null hypothesis (Ho1..6)

revealed that the effect of attitude toward the Inter-

national System of Units, knowledge of the International
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System of Units, and mental ability were in fact the same

for all students receiving instruction by Approach A and B.

This allowed the researcher to examine the data for sig-

nificant differences between approaches utilizing the

following hypothesis:

Ho5-6: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of the
attitude scale after initial attitude toward
the International System of Units, initial
knowlege of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade six.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the attitude scores of

students who were exposed to Approaches A and B, the

analysis of covariance through multiple regression statis-

tical procedure was utilized. The attitude means for

students exposed to Approach A and B were 19.37 and 12.76

respectively, as reported in Table XXIII. The differences

between the attitude means were tested and found to be

much greater than could be expected by chance as is shown

in Table IIIV. The significance was in favor of Approach

A, the laboratory approach.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho5.6) was rejected.

LL(Iguaitlya. A:ceptance of null hypothesis (Ho2_6)

allowed the researcher to examine the data for significant

16,1
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TABLE XXIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POSTTEST
ATTITUDE AND COGNITIVE SCORES OF SIXTH
GRADE STUDENTS BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Attitude 19.37 8.09 12.76 9.01 15.88

Cognitive 17.41 5.11 16.35 6.19 16.85

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Attitude
Pretest 10.15 3.17 11.43 3.56 10.83

Cognitive
Pretest 8.39 2.90 10.87 4.46 9.70

Mental
Ability 108.41 12.87 101.61 16.06 104.81
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TABLE XXIV

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTEST
ATTITUDE AND COGNITIVE SCORES OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R21 df ins F

Coxariate
R45,7,10 .2327

A4itude (afte adjustment)

R 5,7,10,21-R 5,7,10 .1914 1 .1914 27.34*

Error:
Subjects x Attitude Within Approaches

1-R45,7,10,21 .5759 82 .0070

Corriate (after adjustment)
R 5,7 .4969

Cognitive (after adjustment)
1/45,7,21-R25,7 .0137 1 .0137 2.32

A.

Error:
Subjects x Cognitive Within Approaches
1-R45,7,21 .4894 83 .0059

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude pretest; 21 = approach
A-approach B

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 83
degrees of freedom and 1 and 82 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
H
4-
r.)
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differences between approaches utilizing the following

hypothesis:

Ho6-6: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the cognitive achievement test after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant for grade six.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive scores of

students who were exposed to Approach A and B, the analysis

of covariance through multiple regression statistical

procedure was utilized. The cognitive means for students

exposed to Approaches A and B were 17.41 and 16.35

respectively, as reported in Table XXIII (page 141). The

difference between the cognitive means were tested and

found to be no greater than could be expected by chance

as is shown in Table XXIV (page 142).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho6-6) was accepted.

Achlexement. Rejection of the null hypothesis

(Ho4-6) revealed that the effect of knowledge of the

International System of Units and mental ability were

different for students receiving instruction by Approach A

than it was for students receiving instruction by Approach

B. This necessitated the formulation of alternative

hypotheses, three for high ability students and three for

1
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low ability students, which then took the place of the

original hypotheses (Ho7-6)-(Ho9_6), which could no longer

be used due to the findings in hypothesis (Ho4-6). These

new hypotheses were designed to ascertain the effect of:

(1) Approaches A and B on achievement, (2) laboratory and

simulated test types on achievement, and (3) the interaction

of these two factors on achievement.

The high ability group consisted of students in the

upper 40 percent of a distribution of mental ability scores

of all sixth grade students participating in the study, and

the low ability group consisted of students having scores

in the lower 40 percent of all sixth grade student mental

ability scores. As a result of this process, all of the

sixth grade students who scored 112 or above on the Henmon-

Nelson Test of Mental Ability (Form 1) were placed in the

high ability group, while students who scored 102 or below

on the same instrument were placed in the low ability

group. The mental ability scores are located in Appendix A.

Inforixationa], achielLenient, of high ability students.

Stated in the null form for purposes of statistical

treatment, the following alternative hypotheses for high

ability sixth grade students were tested:

Ho7-6..H: No significant difference exists between
high ability students receiving instruc-
tion by Approach A and those receiving
instruction by Approach B as measured by
the cmnbined scores of the laboratory and
simulated sections of the achievement
test after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units is held
constant.

1 6 9
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Ho8..6_1.j: No significant difference exists between
the scores high ability students received
on the laboratory section and the simu-
lated section of the achievement test,
regardless of the instructional approach,
after initial knowledge of the Inter-
national System of Units is held constant.

Ho9-6-H: No significant interaction exists between
the scores high ability students received
on instructional approaches and test
types, after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units is held
constant.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

high ability sixth grade students receiving instruction by

Approach A and those receiving instruction by Approach B,

the analysis of covariance through multiple regression

statistical procedure was utilized. The combined achieve-

ment means 2or high ability students exposed to Approaches

A and B, regardless of test types, were 24.93 and 24.61

respectively, as reported in Table XXV. The differences

between the combined achievement means for high ability

sixth grade students were tested and found to be no

greater than could be expected by chance as is shown in

Table XXVI.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho7-6-H) was accepted.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

high ability students on the laboratory section of the

achievement tests and their scores on the simulated section
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TABLE XXV

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POSTTEST ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES OF HIGH ABILITY SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

I. Source

Approach A Approach B
Mean

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Totals

Simulated Section
Posttest 26.00 1.41 25.64 2.55 25.86

Laboratory Section
Posttest 23.86 1.88 23.57 2.06 23.74

Totals 24.93 24.61

II. Covariate

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Cognitive
Pretest 9.05 3.15 14.57 4.35 11.26

of the achievement test, the analysis of covariance through

mulciple regression statistical procedure was utilized.

The combined means for high ability students on the

laboratory section as well as the simulated section of

the achievement test, regardless of instructional

approaches, were 23.74 and 25.86 respectively, as reported
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SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTEST ACHIEVEMENT SCORES
OF HIGH ABILITY SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df ms

Covariate
R27 .0016

Auroaches (after adjustment)
1147-R27 .0034 1 .0034 .24

Te§t Type (after adjustment)
1142,7-R27 .2253 1 .2253 24.46*

Aproaches x Test Type (after adjustment)

R 36,7-R21,2,7 .0001 1 .0001 .01

Error:
SpjectR Within Approaches
1147,8-R5 .4766 33 .0144

Subjects x Test Types Within ApproacLes
1-R23,4,5,6,7,8 .2931 32 .0092

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 2 = test type; 3,4,5,6 = test x instruction; 7 -
achievement pretest; 8 = equivalent of person vectors

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 4.15 for 1 and 32 degrees
of freedom and 4.14 for 1 and 33 degrees of freedom.
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*Significance at the .05 level of sipificance.
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in Table XIV (page 146). There was a significant

difference in achievement scores of high ability sixth

grade students which favored the simulated section of the

achievement test. As reported in Table XXVI (page 147),

the difference was greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho8-6-H) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for high ability students, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical procedure

was utilized. This analysis revealed no significant

difference in the interaction between instructional

approaches and test types for high ability sixth grade

students, as is shown in Table XXVI (page 147).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho9-6-H) was accepted.

Inform II . I - -11-$

Rejection of the null hypothesis (Ho4_6) also revealed that

the effect of mental ability was in fact different for

students receiving instruction by Approach A than it was

for students receiving instruction by Approach B, as was

indicated in the previous section of this chapter. This

finding also necessitated the formulation of not only

17 :
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three alternative hypotheses for high ability students, but

also three for their low ability counterparts. Stated in

the null form for purposes of statistical treatment, the

following alternative hypotheses for low ability sixth

grade students were tested:

Ho7_6_L: No significant difference exists between
low ability students receiving instruc-
tion by Approach A and those receiving
instruction by Approach B as measured by
the combined scores of the laboratory
and simulated sections of the achievement
test after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units is held
constant.

Ho8-6_L: No significant difference exists between
the scores low ability students received
on the laboratory section and the simu-
lated section of the achievement test,
regardless of the instructional approach,
after initial knowledge of the Inter-
national System of Units is held constant.

Ho9-6-L: No significant interaction exists between
the scores low ability students received
on instructional approaches and test
types, after initial knowledge of the
international System of Units is held
constant.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

low ability sixth grade students receiving instruction by

Approach A and those receiving instruction by Approach B,

the analysis of covariance through multiple regression

statistical procedure was utilized. The combined achieve-

ment means for low ability students exposed to Approaches

A and B, regardless of test types, were 18.88 and 20.96

respectively, as reported in Table XXVII. The differences
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TABLE XXVII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF POSTTEST ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES OF LOW ABILITY SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS
BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

I. Source

Approach A Approach B
Mean

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Totals

Simulated Section
Posttest 20.85 5.56 21.50 5.37 21.26

Laboratory Section
Posttest 16.92 5.25 20.41 5.68 19.11

I

Totals 18.88 20.96

II. Covariate

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Cognitive
Pretest 7.23 3.61 9.14 3.47 8.43

between the combined achievement means for low ability

sixth grade students were tested and found to be no greater

than could be expected by chance as is shown in Table

XXVIII.
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SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF POSTTEST ACHIEVEMENT SCORES
OF LOW ABILITY SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

Source
Proportion of
Variance R2 df ms

Coxariate
R47 .0246

Approa9hes (after adjustment)
11'47-R47 .0182 1 .0182 .79

Test TyN (after adjustment)
R22,7-R4.7 .0348 1 .0348 7.57*

ApRroaches x TRst Type (after adjustment)

R43,4,5,6,7-R41,2,7 .0142 1 .0142 3.09

Error:
SOject§ Within Approaches
1147,8-11'7 .7600 33 .0230

Subjcts x Test Types Within Approaches
1-R43,4,5,6,7,8 .1481 3'4 .0046

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 2 = test type; 3,4,5,6 = test x instruction; 7 =
achievement pretest; 8 = equivalent of person vectors

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 4.15 for 1 and 32 degrees
of freedom and 4.14 for 1 and 33 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho7_6_L) was accepted.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the achievement scores of

low ability students on the laboratory section of the

achievement test and their scores on the simulated section

of the achievement test, the analysis of covariance through

multiple regression statistical procedure was utilized.

The cambined means for low ability students on the labora-

tory section as well as the simulated section of the

achievement test, regardless of instructional approaches,

were 19.11 and 21.26 respectively, as reported in Table

XXVII (page 150). There was a significant difference in

achievement scores of low ability sixth grade students

which favored the simulated section of the achievement

test. As reported in Table XXVIII (page 151), the differ-

ence was greater than could be expected by chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho8_6_L) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for low ability students, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. This analysis revealed no significant

difference in the interaction between instructional

1 7;)
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approaches and test types for low ability sixth grade

students, as is shown in Table XXVIII (page 151).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho9-6..L) was accepted.

Tutinz_for Homogeneity of Regression Coefficients

On Test oZ Retention Data

The student scores from the researcher-prepared

cognitive test of retention (Appendix J) and the achieve-

ment tests of retention (Appendix F) were evaluated and

the resulting data were analyzed for homogeneity of

regression coefficients. This procedure was utilized to

ascertain whether the effect of prior knowledge of the

International System of Units and mental ability was

different for students receiving instruction by Approach A

than it was for students receiving instruction by

Approach B.

aixth Grade

Cogpitive. The following hypothesis was used to

assess the amount of cognitive information which the

students had retained:

Holo..6: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
retention test on mental ability scores,
does not significantly improve the pre-
diction of the scores of the cognitive
retention test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade six.
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To test for a significant difference in retention,

the multiple regression procedure was utilized to compare

the regression coefficients of all students in Approaches

A and B. Table XXIX is used to illustrate the proportion

of variance accounted for by using separately derived

regression coefficients for each approach as compared to a

common regression coefficient for both approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0027 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the cognitive test of retention. The "F"

ratio associated with the increment, as shown in Table XXIX,

was no greater than could be expected by chance. On the

basis of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho10_6) was

accepted.

AQ1lievement--Simulated. The null hypothesis

associated with retention on the simulated section of the

achievement test was:

Holl_6: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
simulated section of the test of reten-
tion over the use of a common regression
coefficient when pretest scores are held
constant for grade six.

To test for a significant difference in retention

on the simulated section of the achievement test, the

multiple regression procedure was used to compare the
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TABLE XXIX

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF TEE EFFECT OF MENTAL ABILITY ON
RETENTION TEST DATA ON SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df ms

Cognitive
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0027 1 .0027 .51

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .4381 82 .0053

Simulated Section
R21,7,23,24-R21 .0353 1 .0353 3.88

Error Term

1-R21,7,23,24 .7481 82 .0091

Laboratory Section
R21,7,23,24-R21,5,7 .0106 1 .0106 1.14

Error Term
1-R21,7,23,24 .7588 82 .0093

R21,7,23,24 = proportion of variance accounted for
by using separate regression coefficients for each group

R21,5,7 = proportion of variance accounted for by
using a common regression coefficient for both groups

Vector 1 = approach A-approach B; 5 = combined
mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 23 = mental
ability-laboratory; 24 = mental ability-simulated.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level
is 3.96 for 1 and 82 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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regression coefficients of all the students in Approaches

A and B. Table XXIX (page 155) is used to illustrate the

proportion of variance accounted for by using separately

derived regression coefficients for each approach as

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0353 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the simulated section of the achievement test

of retention. The 'TT' ratio associated with the increment,

as shown in Table XXII (page 155), was no greater than

could be expected by chance. On the basis of these

results, the null hypothesis (Holl_6) was accepted.

AchievementLaboratory. The hypothesis associated

with retentic on the laboratory section of the achievement

test was:

Ho12_6: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of
the laboratory section of the test of
retention over the use of a common regres-
sion coefficient when pretest scores are
held constant for grade six.

To test for a significant difference in retention

on the laboratory section of the achievement test, the

multiple regression procedure was again used. Table XXIX

(page 155), is used to illustrate the proportion of
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variance accounted for by using separately derived

regression coefficients for each approach as compared to

a common regression coefficient for both approaches.

This analysis yielded an increment of .0106 when

separate regression coefficients for each approach were

compared to a common regression coefficient for both

approaches on the laboratory section of the adhievement

test of retention. The "F" ratio associated with this

increment is also shown in Table XXIX (page 155), and it

was no greater than could be expected by chance. On the

basis of these results, the null hypothesis (Ho12_6) was

accepted.

Testing,. the Effects, Apprpaches

On Retention Test J:lata

After an analysis of the homogeneity of regression

coefficients on the retention test data, the researcher

then tested the effects of the approaches on the data.

Sixth Qrade.

Cognitive. Due to the acceptance of the null

hypothesis (Ho10_6) which revealed that the effect of

mental ability and prior knowledge of the International

System of Units was in fact the same for students receiving

instruction by Approach A and B, the researcher then

examined the data for significant differences between

approaches using the following hypothesis:

18.1
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Ho13_6: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the scores of
the cognitive retention test after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade six.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive retention

scores of students receiving instruction by Approach A and

those receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. The cognitive retention means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of

test type, were 16.46 and 15.50 respectively, as reported

in Table XXX. The differences between the cognitive

retention means were tested and found to be no greater than

could be expected by chance, as is shown in Table XXXI.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(1-Iol3-6) was accepted.

A..gbiaIlaaJaI. Due to the acceptance of hypotheses

(Ho11_6) and (1-Iol2_6) which tested for homogeneity of

regression coefficients, the researcher was able to

ascertain the effects of: (1) Approaches A and B on

retention, (2) laboratory and simulated test types on

retention, and (3) the interaction of these two factors

on retention.
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TABLE III

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COGNITIVE RETENTION
TEST SCORES OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Cognitive 16.46 4.92 15.50 6.41 15.94

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Cognitive
Pretest 8.39 2.90 10.87 4.46 9.70

Mental
Ability 108.41 12.87 101.61 16.06 104.82

Stated in the null form for purposes of statistical

treatment, the following retention hypotheses were tested:

Ho14_6: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach
A and those receiving instruction by
Approach B as measured by the cambined
scores of the laboratory and simulated
sections of the test of retention, after
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant.
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TABLE XXXI

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE
RETENTION TEST SCORES OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df ms

Copriate
.5529

Cognitive
R45,7,21-1125,7 .0063 1 .0063 1.19

Error:
Subjects x Cognitive Within Approaches

1-115,7,21 4408 83 .0053

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for 1 and 83 degrees
of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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Ho15_6: No significant difference exists between
the scores students received on the
laboratory section and the simulated
section o: the test of retention, regard-
less of tne instructional approach, after
initial knowledge of the International
System qf Units and mental ability are
held constant.

Holó_6: No significant interaction exists between
the retention scores students received on
instructional approaches and test types,
after initial knowledge of the Inter-
national System of Units and mental ability
are held constant.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the retention scores of

students receiving instruction by Approach A and those

receiving instruction by Approach B, the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression statistical proce-

dure was utilized. The combined retention means for

students exposed to Approaches A and B, regardless of

test types, were 23.55 and 23.1 respectively, as reported

in Table XXXII. The differences between the combined

retention means were tested and found to be no greater than

could be expected by chance, as is shown in Table XXXIII.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Hol4_6) was accepted.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the retention scores of

students on the laboratory section of the test of retention

and their scores on the simulated secticn of the test of

retention, the analysis of covariance through multiple
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TABLE XXIII

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RETENTIaN TEST
SCORES OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS BY

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND
TEST TYPE

I. Source

Approach A Approach B
Mean

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Totals

Simulated Section
Retention 24.37 3.82 23.70 4.26 24.01

Laboratory Section
Retention 22.73 4.31 22.50 4.61 22.61

Totals 23.55 23.10

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B
Grand

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

Cognitive
Pretest

Mental
Ability

8.39 2.90 10.87 4.46 9.70

108.41 12.87 101.61 16.06 104.82
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TABLE XXXIII

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANKLYSIS OF RETENTION TEST SCORES
OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS BY

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH AND TEST TYPE

Source
Proportion of
Variance JR2) df ms

Covariate
R25,7

ApRroaches adjustment)

.2160

lafter
R45,7221-R 5,7 .0003 1 .0003 .04

TT Type (after adjustment)
R 5,7,22-R25,7 .0261 1 .0261 12.55*

ApRroaches x Test Type (after adjustment)
R4527,23-R25,7 .0002 1 .0002 .01

Error:
Sejects Within Aproaches

R 5,7,26 to 112-R 5,7,21 .5838 85 .0069

Subjcts x Test Types Within Approaches
1-R45,7,22,23,26 to 112 .1731 83 .0021

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 21 = approach A-approach B; 22 = test
type; 23 = approach x test type; 26 to 112 = person vectors.

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.96 for both 1 and 83
degrees of freedom and 1 and 85 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level of significance.
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regression statistical procedure was utilized. The

combined means for students on the laboratory section as

well as the simulated section of the achievement test,

regardless of instructional approaches, were 22.61 and

24.01 respectively, as reported in Table XXXII (page 162).

There was a significant difference in retention scores of

students which favored the simulated section of the

retention test. As reported in Table IXXIII (page 163),

the difference was greater than could be expected by

chance.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho15_6) was rejected.

In an effort to ascertain whether a significant

interaction existed between instructional approaches and

test types for students, the analysis of covariance through

multiple regression statistical procedure was utilized.

This analysis revealed no significant difference in the

interaction between instructional approaches and test

types, as is shown in Table XXXIII (page 163).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho16-6) was accepted.
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Qa Combined PpstDest Data

aamhingd_aadas.

Attitude. Since there were no significant

differences identified when testing for the homogeneity of

regression coefficients on attitude posttest data for

hypotheses (Ho1..4), (Ho1...5) or (Hol_6), the researcher was

able to omit this procedure and test for the effects of

approaches on combined attitude posttest data. The

hypothesis utilized to make this assessment was:

Ho17: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units,
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are
held constant.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the attitude scores of

all students who were exposed to Approaches A and B,

regardless of grade level, the analysis of covariance

through multiple regression statistical procedure was

utilized. The attitude means for students exposed to

Approaches A and B were 16.29 and 13.98 respectively, as

reported in Table 'XXIV. The differences between the

attitude means for the students were tested and found to

be much greater than could be expected by chance, as is

shown in Tabl3 XXIV. The.significant difference favored

1 9
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TABLE XXXII/

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COMBINED
POSTTEST ATTITUDE AND COGNITIVE SCORES OF
FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Ak
Attitude 16.29 7.76 13.98 8.95 15.11

Cognitive 15.05 5.52 15.92 6.46 15.50

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Attitude
Pretest 10.84 3.71 11.17 3.61 11.01

Cognitive
Pretest 8.24 3.30 10.19 4.00 9.24

Mental
Ability 108.43 14.33 107.88 16.52 108.15
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TABLE XXXV

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COMBINED
POSTTEST ATTITUDE AND COGNITIVE SCORES OF
FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion of
Variance (R2) df MS

Covariate
R25,7,10

Attitude (afteg adjustment)
R25,7,10,21-R45,7,10

Error:
Subjects x Attitude Within Approaches
1-R45,7)10,21

Coxariate
R4527

Cognitive (after adjustment)
R45,7,21-R2527

.2803

. 0332 1 .0332 11.86*

. 6865 247 .0028

.5586

.0010 1 .0010

Error:
Subjects x Cognitive Within Approaches
1-1145,7121 .4404 248 .0018

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attitude pretest; 21 =
approach A-approach B

F-ratio required for
degrees of freedom and 1 and

*Significance at the .

.56

significance at the .05 level is 3.88 for both 1 and 248
247 degrees of freedom.

05 level of significance
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those students who studied the International System of

Units by Approach A, the laboratory approach.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho17) was rejected.

Cogaitive. No significant differences were

identified when testing for the homogeneity of regression

coefficients on the cognitive posttest data for hypotheses

(Ho2-4), (Ho2-5) or (Ho2_6) which enabled the researcher

to immediately test for the effects of approaches on

combined cognitive posttest data. The hypothesis utilized

to make this assessment was:

Ho18: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the cognitive achievement test after initial
knowledge of tne International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive posttest

scores of all students who were exposed to Approaches A

and B, regardless of grade level, the analysis of covariance

through multiple regression statistical procedure was

utilized. The cognitive means for students exposed to

Approaches A and B were 15.05 and 15.92 respectively, as

reported in Table InIV (page 166). The differences between

the cognitive means for the students were tested and found
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to be no greater than could be expected by chance, as

is shown in Table XXIV (page 167).

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho18) was accepted.

TIAtipg the Effecla...g.,LAIumagiLea

On Combined fttentiork Test Data

asmhinad_arAdta.

fdagargixf. Since there were no significant

differences identified when testing for the homogeneity

of regression coefficients on the cognitive test of

retention data for hypotheses (Ho13-4), (Ho13-5) or

(Hol3-6), the researcher was able to omit this procedure

and test for the effects of approaches on the combined

cognitive test of retention data. The hypothesis utilized

to make this assessment was:

Ho19: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the cognitive retention test after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant.

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the cognitive test of

retention scores of all students who were exposed to

Approaches A and B, regardless of grade level, the analysis

of covariance through multiple regression statistical

procedure was utilized the cognitive means for students
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exposed to Approaches A and B were 14.90 and 15.40

respectively, as reported in Table XXXVI. The differences

between the cognitive means for the students were tested

and found to be no greater than could be expected by

chance, as is shown in Table XXXVII.

On the basis of the results of the analysis of

covariance through multiple regression, the null hypothesis

(Ho19) was accepted.

The researcher had originally planned to test

the effects of approaches and test types on combined

posttest and test of retention data. This was not possible

due to the fact that the computer on the campus of Central

Missouri State University did not have sufficient memory

to generate the two hundred and fifty-two person vectors

needed.

Te4ting the Effects_of Approaches

On Teacher Posttestata,

Teachells

Witude.. The hypothesis which was used to assess

the differences in pretest and posttest attitude scores

between the teachers who presented the two approaches was:

How: No significant difference exists between
teachers who taught the International System
of Units by Approach A and those who taught
by Approach B as measured by the scores of
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units
was held constant.
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TABLE XXXVI

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF COMBINED COGNITIVE
RETENTION TEST SCORES OF FOURTH,
FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

BY INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH

I. Source

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Mean
Totals

Cognitive 14.90 4.94 15.40 5.81 15.16

II. Covariates

Approach A Approach B

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Grand
Mean

Coghitive
Pretest 8.24 3.30 10.19 4.00 9.24

Mental
Ability 108;43 14.33 107.88 16.52 108.15

In an effort to ascertain whether there were

significant differences between the attitude of the teachers

who were exposed to Approaches A and B, a t-test for

correlated observations was used. The t-test revealed a

significant difference between the pretest and posttest

scores for both groups of teachers with regard to gain in

teacher attitude toward the International System of Units,
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TABLE XXXVII

SUMMARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF COMBINED
COGNITIVE RETENTION TEST SCORES OF

FOURTH, FIFTH AND SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS

Source
Proportion pf
Variance (114) df ms F

Covariate

R25,7,10

Attitude
(after adjustment)

R25,7,10,21-R25,7,10

5438

.0034 1 .0034 1.89

Error:
Subjects x Attitude
Wit4in Approaches

1-R45,7,10,21 .452 248 .00188

Vector 5 = mental ability; 7 = achievement pretest; 10 = attit-ade pretest; 21 =
approach A-approach B
......----

F-ratio required for significance at the .05 level is 3.88 for 1 and 248 degrees
of freedom.

*Significance at .05 level of significance.
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as measured by the attitude scale which had been developed

by the researcher. This was the same instrument which

had been used by the fourth, fifth and sixth grade students.

An example of this instrument is provided in Appendix I.

Table %XXVIII provides the results of the t-test for gains

in teacher attitude for Approach A while Table XXXIX provides

the results for Approach B.

The pretest mean for the six teachers in Approach A

was 15.33, while the posttest mean for this group was

24.83, yielding a combined mean gain of 9.5, as is shown

in Table XXXVIII. The difference between the pretest and

posttest means revealed a t-value of 13.19, which was

found to be greater than could be expected by chance.

The pretest mean for the six teachers in Approach

was 14.5, while the posttest mean for this group was

26.17, yielding a cambined mean gain of 11.67, as is

shown in Table XXXIX. The difference between the pretest

and posttest means revealed a t-value of 7.20, which was

found to be greater than could be expected by chance.

Although there was no statistical analysis applied

to the combined mean gains for Approaches A and B, it is

worthy to note the levels of significance for the t-values

of Approach A and B which were 13.19 and 7.20, respec-

tively. This indicates a significant difference in teacher

attitude favoring Approach A, the laboratory approach.
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TABLE 'XXVIII

t-TEST FOR CORRELATED OBSERVATIONS OF
APPROACH A TEACHERS ATTITUDE

TOWARD SI MEASUREMENT

174

Teacher/
Grade

A--4

B--4

C--5

D--5

E--6

F--6

Pretest
Score

Posttest
Score

Sum of
Differences

Square of
Differences

18 29 11 121

14 23 9 81

16 23 7 49

15 27 12 144

19 28 9 81

10 19 9 81

N=6 11=15.33 Y2=24.83 iD=57 41)2=557

t=13.19**

Critical values of t for significance at the .05
level are 2.57 for 1 and 5 degrees of freedom. Critical
values of t for significance at the .01 level are 4.03
for 1 and 5 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level.

**Significance at the .01 level.

On the basis of the results of the two t-tests

for correlated observations, the null hypothesis (Hon)

was rejected.
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Teacher/
Grade

A--4

E--4

C--5

D--5

E--6

F--6

175

TABLE MIX

t-TEST FOR CORRELATED OBSERVATIONS OF
APPROACH B TEACHERS ATTITUDE

TOWARD SI MEASUREMENT

Pretest
Scores

Posttest
Scores

Sum of
Differences

Square of
Differences

14 28 14 196

13 29 16 256

18 23 5 25

13 22 9 81

13 25 12 144

16 29 13 169

N=6 Y1=14.5 72=26.17 tD=69 *D2=872

t=7.20**

Critical values of t for significance at the .05
level are 2.57 for 1 and 5 degrees of freedom. Critical
values of t for significance at the .01 level are 4.03
for 1 and 5 degrees of freedom.

*Significance at the .05 level.

**Significance at the .01 level.

lalssux,

The purpose of this study was to compare the

effects of two instructional approaches (Approaches A and

B) on attitude, knowledge, simulated achievement, and

laboratory achievement of fourth, fifth and sixth grade
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elementary school students who were studying SI measure-

ment. The instructional approaches identified were:

1. Approach A (laboratory activity) provided

instruction by having students physically

measure three-dimensional objects with metric

scales; and

2. Approach B (simulated activity) provided

instruction by having students identify

measurements from pictures of two-dimensional

objects along side of which metric scales had

been printed.

Because of the nature and design of the experiment,

the analysis of covariance through multiple regression was

used to analyze all posttest and retention test data.

However, before applying this statistical procedure the

researcher first established the homogeneity of regression

coefficients between groups. This preliminary procedure

was necessary before testing whether or not significant

differences existed between the treatment groups.

Hypotheses were stated and tested to answer

questions concerning the effects of instructional approaches

and test types upon student attitude, knowledge, achieve-

ment, and retention. All hypotheses were tested at the

.05 level of confidence.

The homogeneity of regression coefficients

procedure for checking the effect of attitude toward the

International System of Units, prior knowledge of SI
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measurement, and mental ability on scores students received

on the simulated section and laboratory section of the

achievement test revealed a significant difference between

the approaches on the laboratory section of the achievement

test at the sixth grade level. This finding prompted the

researcher to further analyze the achievement data by level

of mental ability in an effort to isolate this difference.

The homogeneity of regression procedure was- used

to analyze the sixth grade data which revealed that there

was no significant difference in group mean post or

retention achievement scores of high ability sixth grade

students exposed to Approach A or Approach B, as. well as

their low ability sixth grade counterparts.

The homogeneity of regression procedure was also

used to check the effect of attitude toward the Inter-

national System of Units, prior knowledge of SI measurement,

and mental ability on scores students received on all

other posttest and test of retention measures. This

procedure revealed a number of significant differences

between approaches, a summary of which follows: (1) the

simulated section of the achievement test was preferred

over its laboratory section counterpart as assessed from

posttest data, (2) the simulated section of the achievement

test was also preferred over its laboratory section

counterpart as assessed from test of retention data, (3) the

laboratory approach was preferred over its simulated

counterpart at the fifth grade level as assessed from
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test of retention data, and (4) the attitude of sixth

grade students who studied by the laboratory approach was

more favorable toward SI measurement than their sixth

grade counterparts who studied by the simulated approach

as assessed by posttest data.

The combined data of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students by approach also revealed a significant difference

in attitude which favored the laboratory approach over the

simulated approach to teaching SI measurement.

Teacher attitude was also found to have changed

significantly in favor of the International System of

Units, although no attempt was made to establish the

statistical significance of one approach over the other.
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Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS,

AND PROBLEMS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The purpose of this investigation was to compare

the effects of two instructional approaches (Approaches A

and B) on attitude, knowledge, laboratory achievement and

simulated adhievement of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students who were studying SI measurement.

More specifically, the study attempted to provide

answers to the following questions:

1. To what extent do Approach A and Approach B

affect the attitude of fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students whO are studying the Inter-

national System of Units?

2. To what extent do fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students who are exposed to Approach A

and Approach B increase their knowledge of the

International System of Units?

3. To what extent do fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students who are exposed to Approach A

and Approach B ratain information regarding

the International System of Units?

4. To what extent do laboratory and simulated

test types affect the achievement of fourth,

179
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fifth and sixth grade students who are studying

the International System of Units?

5. To what extent do laboratory and simulated

test types affect the retention of fourth,

fifth and sixth grade students who are studying

the International System of Units?

6. To what extent do Approach A and Approach B

affect the attitude of fourth, fifth and sixth

grade teachers who are teaching the Inter-

national System of Units?

The general research hypothesis for this study

was that a significant difference would exist in attitude,

achievement and retention among fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students who have been exposed to the International

System of Units by Approach A (laboratory activity) and

Approach B (simulation activity). A second research

hypothesis for this study was that a significant difference

would exist between students' performance on the laboratory

section and the simulated section of the achievement test

and the test of retention.

Stated in the null form for purposes of statistical

treatment, the following hypotheses were tested:

Hol: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the attitude scale
on the mental ability scores, does not
significantly improve the prediction of the
scores of the attitude scale over the use
of a common regression coefficient when
pretest scores are held constant for grade
four, five and six.
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Ho2: The use of separately derived regression

coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
achievement test on the mental ability
scores, does not significantly improve the
prediction of the scores of the cognitive
achievement test over the use of a common
regression coefficient when pretest scores
are held constant for grade four, five and
six.

Ho3 The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the achievement test on the
mental ability scores, doss not signifi-
cantly improve the prediction of the scores
of the simulated section of the achievement
test over the use of a camnon regression
coefficient when pretest scores are held
constant for grade four, five and six.

Ho4: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the achievement test on the mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
laboratory section of the achievement test
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Ho
5'

No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the scores of the attitude
scale after initial attitude toward the
International System of Units, initial know-
ledge of the International System of Units
and mental ability are held constant for
grade four, five and six.

Ho6: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the scores of the cognitive
achievement test after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.
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Ho7: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of the
laboratory and simulated sections of the
achievement test after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Hoa: No significant difference exists between the
spres students received on the laboratory
section and the simulated section of the
achievement test, regardless of the instruc-
tional approach, after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho9: No significant interaction exists between the
scores students received on instructional
approaches and test types, after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Hoax): The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the cognitive
retention test on mental ability scores, does
not significantly improve the prediction of
the scores of the cognitive retention test
over the use of a cammon regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Ho11'' The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the simulated
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
simulated section of the test of retention
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.
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Ho12: The use of separately derived regression
coefficients for Approaches A and B, when
regressing the scores of the laboratory
section of the test of retention on mental
ability scores, does not significantly
improve the prediction of the scores of the
laboratory section of the test of retention
over the use of a common regression coeffi-
cient when pretest scores are held constant
for grade four, five and six.

Ho13: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the scores of the cognitive
retention test after initial knowledge of
the International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho14: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of the
laboratory and simulated sections of the test
of retention after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho15: No significant difference exists between the
scores students received on the laboratory
section and the simulated section of the test
of retention, regardless of the instructional
approach, after initial knowledge of the
International System of Units and mental
ability are held constant for grade four,
five and six.

Ho16: No significant interaction exists between
the retention scores students received on
instructional approaches and test types,
after initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are held
constant for grade four, five and six.
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Ho17: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units,
initial knowledge of the International
System of Units and mental ability are held
constant.

Hole: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on
the cognitive achievement test after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant.

Ho19: No significant difference exists between
students receiving instruction by Approach A
and those receiving instruction by Approach B
as measured by the combined scores of all
fourth, fifth and sixth grade students on the
cognitive retention test after initial
knowledge of the International System of
Units and mental ability are held constant.

Ho20: No significant difference exists between
teachers who taught the International System
of Units by Approach A and those who taught
by Approach B as measured by the scores of
the attitude scale after initial attitude
toward the International System of Units
was held constant.

samarz

This investigation was conducted as a quasi-

experimental non-equivalent control group design in which

a comparison was made between two approaches to teaching

the International System of Units. Permission to conduct

the investigation was obtained from the Warrensburg R-VI

Board of Education during the Spring of 1974. The
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researcher then selected the elementary schools, teachers,

fourth, fifth and sixth grade classes for participation in

the investigation. Since it was not possible to randomly

assign students to treatments, the researcher accepted

intact groups as scheduled and randomly assigned treatments

to groups. Initial status of the treatment groups was

established using the following variables: (1) mental

ability as measured by the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental

Abilit7 (Form 1), attitude toward the International System

of Units as measured by a researcher-designed and prepared

attitude scale, and (3) knowledge of the International

System of Units as measured by a researcher-designed and

prepared cognitive instrument. All of these measures were

used as covariates to adjust for initial differences

which might exist between the two treatment groups.

Prior to this investigation the researcher

developed a set of instructional objectives based on the

cognitive domain. These objectives were used as the basis

for the: (1) development and preparation of instructional

materials, (2) development and preparation of evaluation

instruments, and (3) adaptation of the slide/tape series

used in the study.

The instructional materials, evaluation instruments,

and slide/tape series were evaluated by a panel of judges.

These items were then subjected to a pilot study during the

Spring of 1975, prior to their adoption for utilization in

the investigation.
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The actual experiment was conducted over a three

week period beginning April 4, 1975, and ending on April 25,

1975. Student experiences within one treatment group were

based on laboratory activities (Approach A): while

experiences for the other treatment group were based on

simulated activities (Approach B). Upon completion of

the treatments, the students were given a researcher-

prepared post attitude scale, cognitive test and achieveuent

tests. Tests of retention over cognitive and achievement

concepts were administered three weeks later on May 15 and

16, 1975.

The analysis of covariance through multiple

regression procedure was the primary research technique

used to analyze attitude, cognitive and achievement post

and retention measures. All hypotheses were tested at the

.05 level of confidence.

The homogeneity of regression coefficients

procedure for checking the effect of attitude toward SI

measurement, knowledge of SI measurement, and mental

ability on scores students received on the post attitude

scale (Hol) revealed no significant difference between

approaches at any grade level.

The homogeneity of regression coefficients

procedure was also used for checking the effect of prior

knowledge of SI measurement and mental ability on scores

students received on the cognitive posttest (Ho2). This
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procedure revealed no significant difference.between

approaches at any grade level.

The homogeneity of regression coefficients procedure

for checking the effect of prior knowledge of SI measurement

and mental ability on scores students received on the

simulated section (Ho3) and laboratory section (Ho4) of

the achievement test revealed a significant difference

between approaches on the laboratory section of the

achievement test at the sixth grade level only. This

finding prompted the researcher to further analyze the

achievement data for sixth grade students by level of

mental ability and prior knowledge of SI measurement in

an effort to isolate this difference.

A statistical analysis, based on the results of

(Hol), revealed a significant difference in group mean post

attitude scores of sixth grade students favoring Approach A,

the laboratory approach (Ho5_6). Significant differences

in post attitude were not identified for their fourth and

fifth grade counterparts (Ho5_4) and (Ho5-5). A statistical

analysis, based on the results of (Ho2), revealed no

significant difference in group mean post cognitive scores

of students studying by Approaches A and 13, at any grade

level (Ho6).

A statistical analysis, based on the results of

(Ho3) at the fourth and fifth grade levels, failed to

reveal a significant difference in the group mean post

achievement scores of students studying by Approaches A
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and B (H07). A statistical analysis, resulting from the

significance found in (Ho3) at the sixth grade level,

failed to reveal a significant difference in the group

mean post achievement scores of high ability (Ho7_6-H)

sixth grade students studying by either Approach A or

Approach B, as well as their low ability (Ho7_6-L)

counterparts.

A statistical analysis, based on the results of

(Ho4) at the fourth and fifth grade levels, failed to

reveal a significant difference in group mean post labora-

tory achievement scores of students studying by Approaches

A and B (Ho8). A statistical analysis, resulting from

the significance found in (Ho4) at the sixth grade level,

revealed a significant difference in the achievement scores

of both high ability (Ho8_6_,H) and low ability (Ho8-6-L)

sixth grade students on the laboratory section of the

achievement test and their scores on the simulated section

of the achievement test. The significant difference

favored the simulated section of the achievement test.

A statistical analysis, based on the significant

difference of (Ho3) and (Ho4), failed to reveal a signifi-

cant interaction of approaches and test types (Ho9) at

any grade level as measured by the researcher-prepared

post lchievement test.

The homogeneity of regression coefficients

procedure was used for checking the effect of prior

knowledge of SI measurement and mental ability on scores
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students received on the cognitive test of retention

(Hol0). This procedure revealed no significant difference

between approaches at any grade level.

The homogeneity of regression coefficients proce-

dure was also used for checking the effect of prior

knowledge of SI measurement and mental ability on scores

fourth, fifth and sixth grade students received on the

simulated section (Holl) and laboratory section (Ho12) of

the achievement test of retention. This procedure revealed

no significant difference between approaches either

section of the achievement test of retention at any grade

level.

The statistical analysis, based on the results

of (Ho10), failed to reveal a significant difference in

group mean cognitive test of retention scores of fourth,

fifth and sixth grade students studying by Approaches A

and B (Ho13).

A statistical analysis, based on the results of

(Holl), failed to reveal a significant difference in group

mean achievement test of retention scores of fourth, fifth

and sixth grade students studying by Approaches A and B

(Hol4).

A statistical analysis, based on the results of

(Ho12), revealed a significant difference in the achievement

retention test scores of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students on the laboratory section of the retention test

and their score on the simulated section of the retention
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test (Ho15). The significant difference favored the

simulated section.

A statistical analysis, based on the results of

(Boll) and (Ho12), failed to reveal a significant interac-

tion of approaches and test types (Hole) at any grade level

as measured by the researcher-prepared achievement test

of retention.

A statistical analysis, based on combined grade

level data on the post attitude scale (Ho5), revealed a

significant difference for approaches (Ho17). The signifi-

cant difference favored Approach A, the laboratory approach.

A statistical analysis, based on the combined

grade level data on the cognitive posttest (Ho6) and the

cognitive test of retention (Ho13), failed to reveal a

significant difference for approaches on the cambined post

cognitive data (Ho18) or the cambined cognitive test of

retention data (Ho19).

A t-test, applied to the difference between pre

and post attitude measures of the twelve teachers involved

in both approaches used in the study, revealed a signifi-

cant difference in favor of SI measurement by those

teachers who taught using Approach A as well as those who

taught using Approach B.

Conclusions

To the extent that the data and findings resulting

from the research procedure employed in this study are
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valid and representative of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students in similar metropolitan areas and that the

assumptions made were valid, some conclusions may be drawn.

However, in considering the conclusions of this study,

certain factors should be kept in mind.

Prior to making an analysis of fourth, fifth and

sixth grade student pcsttest and test of retention measures,

it became necessary to ascertain homogeneity of the intact

groups. This analysis revealed a significant difference

between groups of sixth grade students on their achievement

of the laboratory section of the achievement test. As a

result of this finding, it was concluded that the differ-

ence in sixth grade student scores on the laboratory

section of the instrument could be attributed to differing

levels of mental ability. The conclusions which are made .

with respect to the achievement of sixth grade students

in this study are therefore based on high and low mental

abilities.

When comparisons were made between the laboratory

approach (Approach A) and the simulated approach (Approach

B) on the post attitude measure, the findings revealed

that a significant difference did exist among group mean

scores of sixth grade students, but not for their fourth

or fifth grade counterparts. Therefore, it may be concluded

that, under the conditions of this experiment, sixth

grade students who experience both the laboratory and

simulated approaches to SI measurement will exhibit a
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greater differential effect favoring the laboratory

approach (Approach A).

The findings of this investigation failed to

reveal a significant difference in the effect of Approach A

(laboratdry activities) and Approach B (simulated activi-

ties) on group mean cognitive posttest and test of retention

measures for students at any grade level. Therefore, it

may be concluded that, under the conditions of this

investigation, there will not be a differential effect

upon post cognitive knowledge and retention of that know-

ledge by fourth, fifth and sixth grade students as a result

of exposure to the laboratory approach (Approach A) or the

simulated approach (Approach B) to studying SI measurement.

The findings of this investigation also failed to

reveal a significant difference in the effect of Approach A

(laboratory activities) and Approach B (simulated activi-

ties) on group mean scores of SI measurement for high

ability sixth grade students as well as their low ability

sixth grade counterparts. The same findings were revealed

at the fourth and fifth grade levels although levels of

mental ability were not taken into consideration. It was

also ascertained that the effects of Approach A to Approach

B upon informational retention were not significantly

different for any of the three grade levels. Therefore,

it may be concluded that, under the conditions of this

investigation, there will not be a differential effect

upon the informational achievement and retention of fourth,
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fifth and sixth grade students as a result of exposure to

the laboratory approach (Approach A) or the simulated

approach (Approach B) to studying SI measurement.

When comparisons were made between the laboratory

and simulated sections of the achievement and retention

tests, the findings revealed that a significant difference

did exist among group mean scores of fourth, fifth and

sixth grade students, regardless of their mental ability

level. Therefore, it may be concluded that, under the

conditions of this experiment, fourth, fifth and sixth

grade students who experience both the simulated and

laboratory sections of the achievement and retention tests

will exhibit a greater differential effect favoring the

simulated section of the test.

The findings of this investigation failed to

reveal a significant interaction between instructional

approaches and test types at all grade levels, regardless

of levels of mental ability. Therefore, it may be con-

cluded that, under the conditions of this experiment, there

is no significant interaction between instructional

approaches and laboratory and simulated test types that

affect the ability of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students to make SI measurements.

When comparisons were made between the teachers

who presented SI measurement by the laboratory approach

(Approach A) and the simulated approach (Approach B) on

the post attitude measure, the findings revealed that a

2 2 1
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significant difference did exist among the group mean

scores of the twelve teachers. Therefore, it may be

concluded that, under the conditions of this experiment,

fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachers who experience

either the laboratory or simulated approach toward SI

measurement will exhibit a differential effect favoring

SI measurement.

1111.11.1.tralitiOlat

In view of the findings and conclusions of this

study, the following implications are presented:

Assuming that this study can be replicated with

similar results of no difference in the laboratory approach

(Approach A) or simulated approach (Approach B) to studying

SI measurement, either approach would appear to be

beneficial. Thus, educators involved in the teaching of

SI measurement should explore the possibility of utilizing

either or both approaches.

Since sixth grade students, plus all students when

grade levels were combined, experiencing the laboratory

approach (Approach A) exhibited a more favorable attitude

toward SI measurement than did those students who experi-

enced the simulated approach (Approach B), educators

should take this into consideration when selecting an

approach to present SI measurement concepts.

Since students experiencing the simulated section

of the instrument achieved at a higher level than they did
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on the laboratory section of the instrument, educators

should take this into consideration when testing SI

measurement concepts. A close examination of group mean

scores reveals that it may be desirable to utilize simu-

lated test items prior to the utilization of laboratory

items.

Since the analysis revealed no significant differ-

ence in high or low ability students to achieve and retain

SI measurement concepts, it appears that educators should

explore the possibility of utilizing either or both

approaches when teaching SI measurement to high or low

mental ability levels.

Since the teachers who experienced the laboratory

approach (Approach A) and the simulated approach (Approach

B) both exhibited a favorable attitude toward SI measure-

ment, it would appear that either or both approaches might

be used to teach SI measurement. A close examination of

group mean scores, though, does reveal that there is a

much higher level of significance favoring the laboratory

approach (Approach A).

pxoblems for Further Study

During the course of this study several related

problems emerged that warrant further research. They are

as follows:
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1. What effect would the laboratory approach or

simulated approach to teaching SI measurement

have upon the achievement of students in grades

four through six if the concepts of the

International System of Units are infused with

both science and mathematics concepts?

2. What effect would the laboratory approach or

simulated approach have if students were

grouped according to other classification

variables than those used in this study?

3. What effect does estimating measurements have

upon the learning of SI units of measure?

4. Would the use of laboratory or simulated SI

problems reveal a difference in time for

execution, number of solutions obtained, and

anxiety levels of particular SI problems?

5. What effect would the use of other types of

instructional media to teaching SI measurement

than were used in this study have upon student

attitude and achievement?

6. Could the permanency of attitude and knowledge

of SI measurement be improved by increasing the

time interval between the posttest and the test

of retention by allowing more than three weeks

between these measures?
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7. What effect would the utilization of one

test type as opposed to the two types used in

this study, have upon the achievement and

retention of attitude toward and knowledge

of SI measurement?
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APPENDIX A

Composite Scores for Grades Four, Five and Six

Approach A--Laboratory

Approach B--Simulated
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FOUR APPROACH A--LABORATORY

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest

Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Postteit

Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest Retention
Score Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

54 130 7 10 11 18 15 9 9 9 9

69 126 18 2 5 14 24 23 10 9 7 7

55 123 12 31 5 19 17 10 10 9 9

64 122 10 14 11 18 16 9 10 6 8

8 122 10 14 11 18 16 9 9 7 8

1 119 18 22 8 17 17 9 7 6 8

67 119 18 2 2 8 17 17 8 8 7 5

15 118 9 8 8 13 13 10 8 9 6

21 117 12 14 8 18 14 8 10 7 8

62 1114. 11 1 2 7 17 15 10 9 8 8

6 112 6 14 8 8 10 4 4 6 5

5 112 10 1 2 7 15 12 4 7 5 9

75 112 6 11 5 13 15 7 7 6 8

20 111 9 13 7 14 9 9 8 6 9

4 111 11 15 4 11 15 10 8 8 9

2 111 9 2 7 9 12 7 8 7 5
1.00

( continued next page)
\J1
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FOUR APPROACH ALABORATORY (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Scores

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

71 111 10 5 8 13 20 10 10 7 8

22 110 '6 12 8 11 10 8 8 7 8

19 109 10 9 5 7 11 8 9 8 7

17 109 14 15 11 17 21 10 9 8 8

14 108 7 18 6 8 15 8 8 4 8

72 107 15 19 4 18 13 4 7 5 7

68 106 11 14 10 11 11 10 9. 7 7

9 104 7 11 8 6 8 2 7 4 4

53 104 13 30 14 16 17 9 9 7
n
r

57 104 15 13 6 13 15 9 9 8 8

18 102 16 14 7 12 12 8 7 6 7

10 102 7 11 7 12 10 9 6 3 5

16 96 7 5 6 9 14 4 4 7 7

65 95 11 4 8 15 11 8 9 5 7

61 93 7 10 10 14 15 8 8 8 8

7 92 9 4 10 17 19 8 8 7 7 N)0
(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FOUR APPROACH ALABORATORY (Continued)
r

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest

Score

Cognitive .

Retention
Score

Simulated. Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

3 90 10 18 3 9 7 6 8 6 5

12 90 19 13 10 14 15 7 8 7 6

60 89 5 12 3 8 8 8 6 6 7

52 87 17 16 5 5 7 6 7 6 8

70 87 15 13 4. 8 7 4 2 5 3

66 85 7 6 4 9- 9 5 4 2 5

73 83 1 5 2 7 7 6 4 4

13 75 11 6 7 5 6 6 3
0
4 4

51 . 72 8 17 3 8 6 3 8 2 4.

Mean 104.61 10.17 12.8 7.05 12.37 12.8 7.49 7.51 6.24 6.83

S.D. 13.84 4.06 6.28 2.95 4.39 4.15 2.2 1.95 1.72 1.64
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FOUR APPROACH B - -S IMULA TED

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

566 143 16 28 13 24 20 10 10 9 7

527 13.9 9 19 16 24 20 10 9 9 8

563 137 16 21 14 27 22 9 8 9 9

519 13 5 16 27 12 23 23 10 9 9 10

551 133 11 1 6 5 14 16 9 8 8 8

502 130 13 20 13 23 18 10 10 7 10

561 129 10 2 15 27 23 8 8 8 9

504 126 6 19 13 24 23 10 10 7 7

562 126 12 5 8 20 8 10 10 8 10

556 12 5 8 6 11 18 18 7 7 8 8

523 125 13 3 11 19 18 10 8 8 8

571 125 16 29 12 25 21 9 9 8 9

560 124 9 17 7 12 13 9 9 8 9

512 123 6 1 6 12 13 9 9 5 8

516 122 8 6 6 16 15 8 8 6 9

509 122 15 28 10 29 25 9 9 8 5 Noat( continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FOUR APPROACH BSIMULATED (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

522 120 17 30 11. 19 16 10 8 7 8

520 118 '4 20 8 17 16 9 9 10 8

506 118 10 29 9 20 16 8 9 7 9

511 117 8 5 7 16 18 9 10 9 10

507 115 15 25 13 25 23 9 9 9 9

552 114 4 9 8 14 12 10 10 10

569 114 13 18 14. 17 15 9 8 10 9

513 114 5 6 6 15 15 8 7 6 6

554 114 9 19 16 28 26 9 10 9 9

505 111 15 22 6 13 18 6 8 7 6

508 111 14 3 8 12 8 9 8 6 8

568 110 9 20 6 15 11 8 8 10 8

558 107 7 12 11 19 22 9 10 8 9

573 107 12 8 11 20 18 9 10 10 8

515 106 6 13 8 10 11 8 7 7 7

501 106 11 4 8 12 14 8 7 4 9 r.)o

24.1

(continued next page)
.0
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FOUR APPROACH 8SIMULATED (Co

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest

Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Se
Posttest
Score

Retei
Sc

565 105 12 13 8 13 14 7

503 104 10 6 7 16 15 10

557 102 4 6 12 21 21 10 1

529 100 13 12 6 13 17 9 1

518 98 7 10 9 7 9 8

555 94 13 20 5 8 8 6

514 93 5 2 6 5 7 6

553 88 14 5 8 9 12 6

517 85 12 19 8 10 10 7

575 69 9 16 5 7 8 5

Mean 104.61 10.17 12.8 7.05 12.37 12.8 7.49 7.

S.D. 13.84 4.06 6.28 2.95 4.39 445 2.2 1.
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FIVE APPROACH A--LABORATORY

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

261 143 16 27 16 27 24 27 27 27 24

258 143 19 30 14 23 24 27 27 23 18

207 132 13 15 7 21 19 27 26 24 25

205 129 16 20 14 20 19 22 26 22 26

209 128 10 13 12 19 23 27 26 26 25

273 17 19 28 19 27 26 27 25 26 27

216 127 6 4 6 14 16 25 27 24 20

220 125 12 26 6 15 15 23 26 24 23

262 125 15 7 7 12 15 27 27 23 24

259 124 18 27 3 18 15 27 26 23 27

260 122 13 15 16 16 15 27 27 22 25

270 119 8 13 11 13 12 21 19 17 20

223 118 10 10 13 26 22 24 25 25 25

217 118 10 14 7 10 13 23 24 19 22

222 117 13 20 4 9 10 24 27 25 27

213 117 17 19 7 20 19 27 27 27 23 N
P

(continued next page) P
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FIVE APPROACH ALABORATORY (Continued)

Student
Umber

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest

Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest

Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

253 116 11. 18 14 23 23 26 26 21 24

263 115 13 28 8 24 18 27 25 25 26

257 115 14 26 12 26 20 24 27 24 20

206 115 12 17 10 20 22 27 27 27 27

214 114 10 16 11 13 15 26 26 22 26

203 109 12 9 9 19 17 24 23 21 24

210 108 9 16 11 15 17 25 26 17 19

212 108 10 8 9 8 13 14 26 17 24

255 108 17 29 4 14 17 23 27 25 24

252 107 11 22 9 6 11 23 23 26 17

275 106 7 7 4 12 9 16 17 16 27

268 106 12 14 11 12 12 24 27 22 23

254 106 11 13 12 14 15 25 26 23 21

256 106 11 11 9 12 14 27 27 15 26

20 8 106 13 27 8 14 12 25 27 23 23

(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FIVE APPROACH A--LABORATORY (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

201 106 8 8 12 13 18 25 25 26 23

204 105 15 9 8 11 12 20 23 14 24

202 105 8 16 10 12 12 20 16 18 25

264 105 9 14 6 10 7 18 25 16 24

221 99 6 14 9 9 16 19 23 18 24

219 98 11 7 8 8 5 19 20 14 19

265 96 15 9 7 14 8 23 21 13 14

267 95 15 29 5 14 13 21 24 19 16

224 68 17 14 6 9 12 .12 8 7 8

269 67 8 16 7 8 8 11 13 4 14

Mean 112.27 12.2 16.71 9.29 15.37 15.44 23.15 24.15 20.73 22.76

S. D. 15.17 3.45 7.36 3.6 5.74 4.97 4.17 4.15 5.26 3.50
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FIVE APPROACH HSIMULATED

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
S,:ore

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

714 137 16 20 18 26 22 27 25 26 25

708 134 15 28 18 24 26 25 26 23 26

704 132 18 27 14. 24 20 24 22 23 26

716 129 12 23 16 19 16 26 26 25 26

711 129 16 23 19 25 23 24 27 25 24

755 125 13 28 13 20 17 26 25 25 25

751 124 12 2 12 20 19 27 27 24 16

767 122 17 22 15 20 22 27 25 23 24

766 120 12 20 13 24 23 26 27 25 27

703 119 17 30 16 21 19 25 27 22 23

723 119 10 4 7 12 13 27 22 12 18

761 118 12 2 5 13 14 24 22 22 19

719 118 17 27 15 20 20 25 26 26 24

763 116 14 21 8 10 8 23 24 17 25

752 115 11 26 7 15 10 22 20 18 22
IV
H

754 114 11 23 14 14 21 25 27 23 23

(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FIVE APPROACH BSIMULATED (Continued)

Student
tbmber

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

764 114 11 2 9 13 15 24 25 23 23

756 114 19 23 7 19 21 24 26 20 23

712 113 8 13 9 10 16 23 21 19 19

713 113 12 12 12 15 14 24 26 20 25

706 111 6 9 6 16 17 22 24 22 19

717 111 12 27 14 28 27 26 25 27 24

702 110 6 16 6 12 9 6 21 19 23

709 109 9 4 13 7 10 21 25 22 24

758 107 10 13 10 13 8 17 21 18 21

771 105 12 4 8 17 12 24 26 22 23

765 102 9 7 6 15 15 16 16 16 20

707 102 13 2 10 14 13 22 22 22 24

705 101 12 22 10 10 9 22 24 1(,- 18

710 100 9 7 9 13 14 16 19 17 22

760 93 12 20 10 13 16 22 25 20 24
N
i--

..n

(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE FIVE APPROACH BSIMULATED (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

718 93 14 16 4 8 4 16 12 15

715 91 8 9 4 5 10 16

.16

23 19 18

759 , 90 10 8 11 9 10 26 19 22 15

701 88 6 12 6 5 9 23 18 7 15

721 88 11 10 5 6 10 19 20 17 20

773 88 9 22 7 12 14 19 15 18 16

768 87 5 5 lo 6 7 18 25 16 23

720 83 11 8 8 3 7 10 9 8 7

769 77 7 8 4 2 10 9 14 7 11

757 77 9 12 10 6 8 13 10 12 11

Mean 108.24 11.54 15.05 10.2 14.24 14.59 21.95 22.27 19.59 20.88

S.D. 15.65 3.42 e 4.09 6.65 5.68 4.58 4.54 5.07 4.59

258

0\
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACHLABORATORY

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Se
Posttest
Score

Rete
Sc

405 134 14 29 9 20 18 24 2

412 129 11 17 5 18 16 26 2

428 127 9 22 9 28 28 27 2

409 124 10 17 13 24 17 22 2

475 124 8 24 10 21 22 26 ,
x,

454 122 6 17 11 17 18 25 2

451 121 10 20 15 28 24 27 2

469 121 11 32 12 22 21 26 2

416 121 13 26 12 19 16 27 2

452 118 12 26 10 18 16 26 2

420 118 12 4 1 ,-)...... 16 24 27 2

462 115 17 29 8 19 16 26 2'

464 115 8 16 4 17 14 23 2

472 115 13 28 7 17 15 ,27 2

(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACH--LABORATORY (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive Cognitive Cognitive
Pretest Posttest Retention
Score Score Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

458 114 8 24 4 19 23 27 26 27 24

465 114 15 31 13 16 22 25 26 24 24

466 114 11 20 9 19 16 27 25 23 26

424 113 7 16 5 17 19 27 27 25 26

460 112 10 19 7 24 18 27 27 27 26

471 112 10 19 5 22 20 27 27 24 25

476 112 6 21 12 20 21 27 24 24 26

453 109 12 7 9 14 18 25 25 23 23

455 108 12 20 9 20 17 26 25 21 25

413 107 6 11 10 22 22 27 26 27 25

474 105 12 31 13 19 18 26 25 22 22

468 104 7 29 7 11 15 18 22 15 20

403 103 18 32 4 15 14 21 25 18 18

415 103 8 10 8 18 17 26 27 24 26

422 101 10 12 11 14 11 18 25 21 19 cx
(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACH--LABORATORY (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Scores

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest

Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest

Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

418 100 7 21 8 19 16 18 24 10 24

463 100 13 29 6 14 12 27 26 25 26

406 99 8 24 4 20 17 26 26 22 24

419 9-8 10 16 11 22 8 19 15 23 21

461 97 14 21 5 16 13 24 24 16 21

407 95 4 1 8 13 10 19 20 14 17

404 94 4 16 6 13 15 25 23 21 24

459 93 13 17 8 17 18 26 23 18 24

478 86 8 2 6 5 7 21 23 12 16

467 85 10 16 5 9 11 27 23 19 27

473 84 7 8 10 8 5 7 8 10 12

470 79 12 14 6 4 7 14 14 9 6

Man 108.41 10.15 19.37 8.39 17.41 16.46 24.05 24.37 21.24 22.73

S.D. 12.87 3.17 8.09 2.90 5.11 4.92 4.25 3.82 4.72 4.31 N
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACH BSIMULATED

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cogaitive Cognitive Cognitive
Pretest Posttest Retention
Score Score Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

956 135 15 9 15 22 19 26 24 26 23

909 130 18 29 20 27 27 25 25 23 23

914 124 13 18 12 18 22 26 27 25 27

955 124 9 2 18 23 27 26 26 26 26
_

965 122 11 5 18 23 26 27 24 20 25

920 120 19 21 20 25 22 27 27 25 27

963 118 10 20 11 24 23 27 23 22 26

953 117 18 27 19 24 25 27 27 26 24

960 117 12 2 11 19 18 27 27 26 27

915 115 8 14 5 13 10 27 18 24 22

924 115 8 21 15 22 21 27 26 21 25

908 113 18 30 12 23 19 17 25 21 23

911 112 17 24 18 23 27 24 27 23 27

916 112 11 17 10 17 19 26 25 22 26
1\3970 109 7 2 7 15 11 22 18 18 22 1\30(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACH BSIMULATED (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Score*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttest
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

951 108 9 17 16 22 25 27 26 26 27

972 108 16 26 12 16 14 27 27 25 22

922 107 12 4 7 6 9 22 23 20 19

931 107 8 10 12 12 16 27 26 20 25

913 106 6 10 9 17 18 27 27 22 22

952 105 8 3 12 14 10 23 26 20 22

905 105 10 3 9 24 16 27 27 25 27

903 104 10 2 5 12 13 19 23 22 23

954 103 11 3 6 11 12 20 16 23 26

906 102 12 3 12 9 6 23 25 21 18

904 100 9 19 11 6 10 23 14 16 11

907 100 11 1 9 25 25 26 27 23 25

910 98 7 5 4 9 7 26 27 25 23

901 97 9 5 9 12 16 25 27 22 20
N

976 96 12 2 4 16 11 23 27 22 22 N
I-I(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACH BSIMULATED (Continued)

Student
Number

Mental
Ability
Sc.ore*

Attitude
Pretest
Score

Attitude
Posttest

Score

Cogdthe
Pretest
Score

Cognitive
Posttun
Score

Cognitive
Retention

Score

Simulated Section Laboratory Section
Posttest
Score

Retention
SINWe

Posttest
Score

Retention
Score

975 95 9 21 18 25 13 26 27 24 27

966 94 13 20 8 11 15 25 24 25 24

961 93 14 27 11 22 18 25 19 23 26

959 92 11 7 6 8 6 20 23 18 21

967 91 17 29 13 19 19 22 24 23 26

918 90 13 19 8 15 9 18 18 11 13

927 88 8 1 6 14 11 17 21 27 17

957 88 10 15 13 17 19 27 23 16 23

971 88 10 23 10 19 1 5 26 27 25 26

929 85 15 8 5 7 9 20 27 19 22

912 81 15 10 6 8 5 8 11 7 13

902 79 14 19 1 5 20 15 27 27 27 26

923 78 12 10 8 8 11 20 25 27 17

925 77 4 5 9 6 7 12 26 18 13

969 68 11 9 8 12 8 10 11 8 9(continued next page)
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COMPOSITE SCORES FOR GRADE SIX APPROACH BSIMULATED (Continued)

Student
Number

973

Mean

S.D.

Mental Attitude Attitude Cognitive Cognitive Cognitive Simulated Section
Ability Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest Retention Posttest Retention
Score* Score Score Score Score Score Score Score

Laboratory Sec tion
Posttest Re tention
Score Score

59 6 10 8 12 9 24 20 22 27

101.61

16.06

11.43

3.56

12.76

9.1

10.87

4.46

16.35

6.19

15.5

6.41

23.33

4.61

23.7

4.26

21.74

4.47

22.5

4.61

-

272 273
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APPENDIX B

Instructional Objectives for the Study
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NOTE: Key to Taxonomy Classification of Cognitive Domain.

1. K. T. - Knowledge of Tenminology

2. K. SF. Knowledge of Specific Facts

3. C. T. - ComprehensionTranslation

4. C. I. - ComprehensionInterpretation

5. A. - Application
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LINEAR IN SI MEASUREMENT

Taxonomy
The students should be able to:

K. T. 1.

K. SF. 2.

K. SF. 3.

K. SF. 4.

K. SF. 5.

C. T. 6.

C. T. 7.

Recall the names of common units of

length in the International System of

Units.

Identify the centimeter, decimeter, and

meter markings on a meter stick.

Identify a local distance of one

kilometer.

Recall the symbol for centimeter,

decimeter ard kilometer.

State the relationships between

centimeter, decimeter, meter and

kilometer units from a knowledge of the

meaning of the prefixes.

Identify an object that has a length of

one (1) centimeter, (2) decimeter, and

(3) meter.

Illustrate the relationship that exists

between centimeter, decimeter, meter and

kilometer units, using the correct

syelols.

2 0
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Taxonomy
C1assificatipla

C. I. 8. Identify additional objects that are

either a centimeter, decimeter and meter

in length, or multiples thereof.

C. I. 9. Demonstrate additional relationships

that exist between centimeter, decimeter

and kilometer units, using the correct

symbols.

C. I. 10. Estimate, in centimeters, the length of

common objects, using the correct

symbols.

A. 11. Draw a line segment, in centimeters, of

a length specified.

A. 12. Select the proper units to measure short

and long distances.

A. 13. Measure common objects with rulers or

tapes, marked in SI units, to either the

nearest centimeter, decimeter, or meter,

and record the answer using the correct

symbol.
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VOLUME (CAPACITY) IN SI MEASUREMENT

Oaaaiaaatian

K. T. 1.

K. T. 2.

K. SF. 3.

K. SF. 4.

K. SF. 5.

C. T. 6.

C. T. 7.

The students should be able to:

Recall the names of the commm units of

volume and capacity in the International

System of Units.

Distinguish between SI units of volume

and capacity.

Recall the symbols for liter,

milliliter, cubic centimeter and the

cubic cecimeter.

Identify milliliter markings on

graduates and containers.

State the relationships between cubic

decimeter, liter, cubic centimeter and

milliliter.

Identify a product that has a volume

(capacity) of one (1) cubic decimeter,

(2) liter, (3) cubic centimeter, and

(4) milliliter.

Illustrate the relationship that exists

between cubic decimeter, liter, cubic

centimeter and milliliter, using correct

symbols.
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Taxonomy
Classificatioa

C. I. 8. Identify additional products and

containers that have a volume (capacity)

of one or more (1) cubic decimeter(s),

(2) liter(s), (3) cubic centimeter(s),

and (4) milliliter(s).

C. I. 9. Demonstrate additional relationships

that exist between cubic decimeter,

liter, cubic centimeter and milliliter,

using correct symbols.

C. I. 10. Estimate the volume (capacity) of

containers in cubic decimeters, liters,

cubic centimeters and milliliters, using

correct symbols.

A. 13 Measure the volume (capacity) of

containers to the nearest cubic centi-

meter, liter, cubic centimeter and

milliliter, and record the answer,

using correct symbols.

A. 12. Decide whether the volume (capacity) of

a container should be measured in cubic

decimeters, liters, cubic centimeters,

or millimeters.



Taxonany
Classifi_cnatioa

A. 13. Solve simple problems in converting

from one SI unit of volume (capacity)

to another.

2'00

I
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MASSNEIGHT IN SI MEASUREMENT

Taxonomy
alaaalLaatiQa

K. T. 1.

K. SF. 2.

K. SF. 3.

K. SF. 4.

K. SF. 5.

C. T. 6.

C. T. 7.

The students should be able to:

Recall the names of the common units of

mass in the International System of

Units.

Write the correct symbols for SI units

of mass.

State the relationships between the

units of mass from a knoldedge of the

meaning of the prefixes.

Identify the kilogram and gram masses

from among a set of standard masses.

Recall tht the mass of one milliliter

of water is about one gram and that one

liter of water has a mass of about one

kilogram.

Identify an object that has a mass of

approximately one (1) kilogram and

(2) gram.

Illustrate the relationships that exist

between kilogram and gram, using the

appropriate symbols.

2A
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Taxonany
11.4azifiAaLiaa

C. I. 8. Identify additional objects that have a

mass of one or more (1) kilogram(s) and

(2) gram(s).

C. I. 9. Illustrate additional relationships that

exist bstween kilogram and gram, using

the appropriate symbols.

A. 10. Measure the masses of objects to the

nearest kilogram and gram, and record

the answer using correct symbols.

A. 11. Decide whether the mass of an object

should be measured in grams or

kilograms.

A. 12. Solve simple problems in converting from

one SI unit of mass to another.

232
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TEMPERATURE IN SI MEASUREMENT

Taxonomy
cilasAiliLAtiza

K. T.

K. SF.

1.

2.

K. SF. 3.

K. SF. 4.

^ T. 5.

C. I. 6.

C. I. 7.

A. 8.

The students should be able to:

Identify the degree Celsius as a metric

unit of temperature.

Recall the symbol for degree Celsius.

Identify the degree markings on the

Celsius thermometer.

Identify 0°C as the freezing point of

water and 100°C as the boiling point

of water on the Celsius scale.

Identify substances that have a

freezing point of 0°C and a boiling

point of 100°C.

Identify additional substances that have

a temperature between 0°C and 100°C.

Estimate the temperature of common

substances in Celsius units.

Measure the temperature of a given

substance to the nearest degree, using

the Celsius thermometer, and record his

answer using "°C".
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APPENDIX C

Scripts for Instructional Lessons
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INTRODUCTION TO METRICS

Lesson #I

51i;le # Scriin

(Music-fades in) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

1 Start (Music-same level)

2 Focus (Music-same level)

3 Metric (Music-same level)

4 Introduction to Metrics (Music-fades)

Lesson #1

5 EVER SINCE PEOPLE HAVE LIVED ON THE EARTH THEY
HAVE RECOGNIZED THE NEED TO MEASURE THINGS.
SOMETIMES THE THING TO BE MEASURED WAS A LIQUID
SUCH AS GRAPE JUICE.

6 MANY TIMES, THOUGH, IT WAS A DRY MATERIAL SUCH
AS CORN.

7 FOR UNITS OF MEASURE OUR ANCESTORS USED
WHATEVER WAS HANDY. EARLY UNITS OF MEASURE
WERE BASED ON SUCH THINGS AS THE LENGTH OF
A FOOT,

8 THE WIDTH OF A FIST, OR

9 THE LENGTH OF THE AREA.

10 THEY ALSO USED SUCH UNITS OF MEASUREMENT AS
THE SPAN OF A HAND, A KNOTTED ROPE OR A LENGTH
OF WOOD WITH NOTCHES CUT AT EQUAL DISTANCES.

11 TO MEASURE THE VOLUME OF AN OBJECT OR TO MEASURE
THE CAPACITY OF AN OBJECT OUR ANCESTORS MAY HAVE
USED A CUP, A BOWL OR EVEN A GOURD.

12 TO MEASURE THE MASS OF AN OBJECT, THAT IS, HOW
MUCH SOMETHING WEIGHS COMPARED TO SOME KNOWN
WEIGHTS, THEY MAY HAVE USED STONES, PEBBLES, OR
OTHER SIMILAR OBJECTS.

13 THIS COMMON SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT PRESENTED MANY
PROBLEMS THOUGH BECAUSE EVERYONE DID NOT HAVE
THE SAME LENGTH OF FOOT.

2 (6
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14 ALL HANDS, CUPS AND STONES WERE NOT THE SAME
SIZE EITHER.

15 THEREFORE, MEASURING WITH ANY DEGREE OF ACCURACY
PROGRESSED SLOWLY UNTIL VARIOUS FORMS OF UNIFORM
INSTRUMENTATION WERE DEVELOPED, SUCH AS THESE
WHICH ARE SHOWN.

16 AS THE NEED TO ACCURATELY MEASURE THINGS
INCREASED, SEVERAL COUNTRIES DEVISED THEIR OWN
SPECIAL MEASURING SYSTEMS BASED ON VARYING
TYPES AND SIZES OF MEASURING UNITS.

17 THE ANCIENT BABYLONIANS USED 60 TNITS As THE
BASE OF THEIR MEASURING SYSTEM, WHILE

18 THE EGYPTIANS USED 10 UNITS AS WEIR BASE,

19 AND TEE ROMANS USED 12 UNITS AS THE BASE OF
THEIR SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT.

20 THE ENGLISH SYSTEM, THOUGH, WHICH WAS AGREED
UPON AND USED BY MANY PEOPLE IN THE WORLD, USED
MANY DIFFERENT TYPES AND SIZES OF MEASURING
UNITS WHICH HAD BEEN PRESCRIBED BY THE KING.

21 THIS SYSTEM CONSISTED OF UNITS LIKE THE INCH,
THE QUART, AND THE POUND,

22 AND THIS 1AS THE SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT WHICH
WAS ADOPTED BY THE UNITED STATES.

23 THIS SYSTEM, LIKE SEVERAL OTHERS, HAD A MAJOR
DISADVANTAGE. THERE WAS NO SIMPLE NUMBER
PATTERN RELATING ITS VARIOUS UNITS. ONE FOOT
CONTAINED 12 INCHES, WHILE 1 YARD CONTAINED
3 FEET.

24 ONE QUART CONTAINED 2 PINTS, WHILE 1 GALLON
CONTAINED 4 QUARTS,

25 AND 1 POUND CONTAINED 16 OUNCES.

26 THEREFORE, THE LACK OF A SIMPLE NUMBER PATTERN
MADE THE ENGLISH SYSTEM VERY DIFFICULT TO USE,
ESPECIALLY WHEN A PERSON WANTED TO COMPARE ONE
KIND OF UNIT TO ANOTHER, SUCH AS FINDING OUT
HOW MANY PINTS THERE WERE IN A GALLON OR HOW
MANY OUNCES THERE WERE IN A QUART.

27 THERE WAS HOWEVER A MEASURING SYSTEM WHICH WAS
BUILT UPON A VERY SIMPLE NUMBER PATTERN. THIS
MEASURING SYSTEM HAD BEEN DEVELOPED BY THE
FRENCH.

2'66
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28 IT IS THE SYSTEM WHICH WE USE WHEN WE COUNT OR
NAME NUMBERS SINCE IT IS BASED ON A PATTERN OF
TENS.

29 THIS MEASURING SYSTEM, WHICH USES THE TENS
PATTERN, IS BECOMING VERY WIDELY USED THROUGH-
OUT THE WORLD.

30 THIS SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT IS REFERRED TO AS
THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI).

31 ALL OF THE COUNTRIES WHICH ARE SHADED IN RED
ARE EITHER MEASURING WITH SI UNITS OR ARE
ADOPTING THE SI SYSTEM OF MFASUREMENT. IN
FACT, 98% OF ALL THE COUNTRIES rN THE WORLD
HAVE GIVEN THEIR COMMIMMENT TO ADOPT THE
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI).

32 THE BASIC SI UNIT WHICH IS USED TO MEASURE
LENGTH IS THE METER.

33 A METER STICK, WHICH IS USED FOR MEASURING
LENGTH IN THE SI SYSTEM, IS SLIGHTLY LONGER
THAN A YARD STICK.

34 THE PORTION OF THE METER STICK LYING BETWEEN
THE WHITE ARROWS REPRESENTS ONE-TENTH OF A
METER WHICH IS WRITTEN 0.1 OR JUST .1 METER.

35 THE PORTION OF THE METER STICK LYING BETWEEN
THESE WHITE ARROWS REPRESENTS ONE-HUNDREDTH OF
A METER WHICH IS WRITTEN 0.01 OR .01 METER.

36 WHAT PORTION OF THE METER STICK LIES BETWEEN
THESE WHITE ARROWS? IF YOUR RESPONSE WAS ONE-
THOUSANDTH OF A METER, WHICH WOULD BE WRITTEN
0.001 OR .001 METER, YOU WERE CORRECT.

37 THEREFORE, ALL METRIC UNITS OF LENGTH AND
RELATED TO THE METER BY A PATTERN OF TENS, THAT
IS, EITHER THEY ARE PARTS OF TEN SUCH AS ONE-
TENTH, ONE-HUNDREDTH AND ONE-THOUSANDTH OR
TKEY ARE MULTIPLES OF TEN SUCH AS TEN, ONE
HUNDRED AND ONE THOUSAND.

38 UNITS WHICH ARE SMALLER THAN THE METER ARE
SMALLER BY ONE-TENTH WHICH IS dRITTEN .1,
ONE-HUNDREDTH WHICH IS WRITTEN .01, kND ONE-
THOUSANDTH WHICH IS WRITTEN .001.

39 SIMILARLY, UNITS WHICH ARE LARGER THAN THE
METER ARE LARGER BY 10, 100 AND 1000.
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40 THE UNITS OF MASS OR WEIGHT ALONG WITH THE METER
ARE FUNDAMENTAL UNITS IN THE SI SYSTEM OF
MEASUREMENT. THESE UNITS ALONG WITH VOLUME OR
CAPACITY WHICH IS A UNIT THAT IS DERIVED FRaA
THE METER, ARE RELATED BY THE PATTERN OF TENS
WHICH WE JUST DISCUSSED.

41 THE CUBE SHOWN IN THIS SLIDE REPRESENTS A UNIT
OF VOLUME CALLED A LITER. THE LITER HAS A
SLIGHTLY LARGER CAPACITY THAN THE QUART JAR
WHICH IS SHOWN ON THE RIGHT.

42 LETS USE THIS CUBE FOR PURPOSES OF CLARIFICATION.
THIS CUBE HAPPENS TO BE ONE-TENTH OF A METER
WIDE,

43 ONE-TENTH OF A METER LONG,

44 AND ONE-TENTH OF A METER HIGH.

45 LIKE THE METER, THE LITER VAS ALSO DIVIDED INTO
SMALLER UNITS REPRESENTING ONE-TENTHS, ONE-
HUNDREDTH, AND ONE-THOUSANDTH OF A LITER.

46 THIS TINY CONTAINER HOLDS A VOLUME DNE-
THOUSANDTH OF A LITER. EACH OF ITS INSIDE
EDGES MEASURES ONE-HUNDREDTH OF A METER. THIS
UNIT OF VOLUME OR CAPACITY IS ALSO RELATED TO
THE SI UNIT OF MASS OR WEIGHT.

47 THE AMOUNT OF DISTILLED WATER NEEDED TO FILL
THE TINY CONTAINER AT STANDARD TEMPERATURE AND
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IS SAID TO HAVE A MASS OF
ONE GRAM.

48 THE GRAM, WHICH IS ALSO REPRESENTED BY THE
SMALL BRASS CYLINDER, IS AN IMPORTANT UNIT OF
MASS.

49 IN THE SAME WAY THAT THE METER AND THE LITER
WERE DIVIDED INTO SMALLER UNITS BY A PATTERN OF
TENS, THE GRAM WAS ALSO DIVIDED.

50 THE THREE SMALL L-SHAPED PIECES OF METAL
REPREaENT ONE-TENTH OF A GRAM WHICH IS WRITTEN
0.1, ONE-HUNDREDTH OF A GRAM WHICH IS WRITTEN
0.01, AND ONE-THOUSANDTH OF A GRAM WHICH IS
WRITTEN 0.001.

51 TEMPERATURE IS ANOTHER UNIT THAT WE MEASURE.
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52 THE DEGREE CELSIUS WILL BE USED BY MOST PEOPLE
AS THE UNIT FOR MEASURING TEMPERATURE. THE
DIFFERENCE BETWMEN THE POINT AT WHICH WATER
FREEZES ON THE CELSIUS THERMOMETER AND THE
POINT AT WHICH WATER BOILS IS DIVIDED INTO
,100 EQUAL PARTS.

53 DISTILLED WATER AT STANDARD BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
MILL FREEZE AT ZERO DEGREES CELSIUS, AND

54 DISTILLED WATER AT STANDARD BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
MILL BOIL AT ONE HUNDRED DEGREES CELSIUS.

55 A COMFORTABLE ROOM TEMPERATURE WILL BE APPROXI-
MATELY 25 DEGREES CELSIUS, THE NORMAL BODY
TEMPERATURE WILL BE APPROXIMATELY 37 DEGREES
CELSIUS WHILE A MEAT SUCH AS CHICKEN MAY BAKE
AT ABOUT 160 DEGREES CELSIUS IN THE OVEN. MOST
MEATS THOUGH WILL COOK AT A MUCH HIGHER
TEMPERATURE.

56 AS VAS POINTED OUT EARLIER, THE SI SYSTEM OF
MEASUREMENT IS THE MOST WIDELY USED AND MOST
EASILY UNDERSTOOD SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT IN THE
WORLD.

57 ONE REASON RELATES TO THE SIMPLICITY OF THE
SYSTEW--ONLY A FEW UNITS ARE REQUIRED.

58 ANOTHER IMPORTANT REASON IS THE FACT THAT THE
ARITHMETIC INVOLVED ALLOWS YOU TO KEEP THE
NUMBERS SIMPLE.

59 THIS LATTER REASON IS PROBABLY THE BIGGEST
ADVANTAGE OF THE SI SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT. THE
FACT THAT BOTH LARGE AND SMALL UNITS OF LENGTH,
VOLUME OR CAPACITY AND MASS OR WEIGHT ARE
RELATED BY THE SAME TENS PATTERN MAKES THIS
SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT IDEAL TO WORK WITH.

60 THE TENS PATTERN IS ALREADY USED BY NEARLY
EVERYONE IN THE WORLD FOR COUNTING

61 AS WELL AS FOR WRITING NUMBERS SUCH AS RECORDING
VACATION EXPENSES.

62 THE MONEY SYSTEMS OF MOST OF THE NATIONS OF THE
WORLD ARE ALSO BUILT UPON THE SAME TENS PATTERN.
THE CURRENCY OF THE UNITED STATES SERVES AS AN
EXAMPLE.

63 USING THE SI SYSTEM OF MEASUREMENT CAN BECOME
AS EASY AS WRITING YOUR NAME OR COUNTING CHANGE,
PROVIDED YOU ARE WILLING TO LEARN.
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64 End (Music-fades in)

(Music-same level) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

(Music-fades completely out)
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PREFTTFS AND SUFFIXES IN METRIC MEASUREMENT

Lesson #II

Slide 4 Ssript

(Music-fades in) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

1 Start (Music-same level)

2 Focus (Music-same level)

3 Metric (Music-same level)

4 Prefixes and Suffixes in Metric Measurement
(Music fades)

Lesson #II

5 THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS USES A SERIES
OF SPECIAL PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES TO DESCRIBE
ITS MEASURABLE PROPERTIES.

6 CENTI AND MILLI ARE EXAMPLES OF PREFIXES WHILE
THE WORD METER IS AN EXAMPLE OF A SUFFIX.

7 THREE OF THE BASIC alL7,IXES ARE THE METER WHICH
IS USED TO INDICATE k MEASURE OF LENGTH, THE
LITER WHICH IS USED TO INDICATE A MEASI4RE OF
CAPACITY OR VOLUME AND THE GRAM WHICH IS USED
TO INDICATE THE MASS OR THE WEIGHT OF SOMETHING.

8 A PRE7LL, ON THE OTHER HAND, IS A GROUP OF
LETTERS WHICH ARE PLACED AT THE BEGINNING OF A
WORD WHICH CHANGES TTE MEANING OF THE WORD. AS
YOUR TEACEER SHOWS THESE SLIDES, YOU VIEW THEM.
BUT, BEFORE SHOWING THESE SLIDES TO YOU, YOUR
TEACHER STUDIED THEM. WE CAN TEEREFORE SAY
THAT YOUR TEACHER PREVIEWED THE SLIDES.

9 CERTAIN PREFIXES ARE USED TO DESCRIBE LARGE
THINGS SUCH AS THE CAPACITY OF A SHIP,

10 WHILE A DIFFERENT SET OF PREFTYRIS ARE USED TO
DESCRIBE SMALL THINGS SUCH AS THE WIDTH OF FILM
FOR A CAMERA.

11 THERE ARE SEVERAL PREFIXES WHICH ARE USED IN
SI MEASUREMENT OR THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF
UNITS. THREE OF THE MOST COMMON PREFIXES WHICH
ARE USED FOR LARGE MEASURES ARE KILO, HECTO,
AND DECA.
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12 THREE OF THE MOST COMMON PREFIXES WHICH ARE
USED FOR SMALL MEASURES ARE DECI, CENTI, AND
MILLI.

13 THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER PREFIXES WHICH ARE USED
IN THE METRIC SYSTEM BUT WE WILL ONLY BE USING
A FEW OF THOSE WHICH APPEARED ON THE TWO
PRECEDING SLIDES.

14 WE WILL BE USING ONLY TEE PREFIX KILO WHICH IS
USED TO REPRESENT LARGE MEASURES. THE PREFIX
KILO IS USED TO INDICATE 1000 OR SOMETHING.

15 WE WILL ALSO BE USING THE PREFIX DECI WHICH IS
USED TO REPRESENT SMALL MEASURES. THE PREFIX
DECI IS USED TO INDICATE .1 OR ONE-TENTH OF
SOMETHING.

16 THE SAME PREFIX MAY BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
MORE THAN ONE SUFFIX. THE PREFIX KILO, WHICH IS
USED TO INDICATE 1000 OF SOMETHING, WHEN
COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX GRAM REPRESENTS 1000
GRAMS OF MASS OR WEIGHT.

17 THIS SAME PREFIX KILO, WHEN COMBINED WITH THE
SUFFIX METER REPRESENTS 1000 METERS OF LENGTH.

18 DIFFERENT PREFTYRS MAY ALSO BE USED WITH THE
SAME SUFFIX. THE PREFIX KILO WHEN COMBINED
WITH THE SUFFIX GRAM REPREFENTS 1000 GRAMS OF
MASS OR WEIGHT WHILE THE PREFIX MILLI, WHICH IS
USED TO REPRESENT ONETHOUSANDTH OR .001 OF
SOMETHING, WHEN COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX GRAM
REPRESENTS ONETHOUSANDTH OR GRAMS OF MASS OR
WEIGHT.

19 PREFTWS AND SUFFTTRS ARE SELDOM WRITTEN OUT IN
WORDS AS IS SHOWN HERE BECAUSE THAT WOULD TAKE
A LOT OF TIME.

20 A MORE COMMON PRACTICE IS TO USE SYMBOLS TO
REPRESENT THE PREFTYRS AND SUFFIXES. LETS
EXAMINE THE SUFFTYPIS FIRST. THE SYMBOL FOR
THE SUFFIX METER IS THE SMALL LETTER "m", WHILE

21 THE SYMBOL FOR THE SUFFIX. LITER IS THE SMALL
LETTER "1" AND

22 THE SYMBOL FOR THE SUFFII GRAM IS THE SMALL
LETTERS "gre.
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23 THERE ARE TIMES THOUGH WHEN IT IS NECESSARY TO
MEASURE LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS.
IN THIS CASE IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO COMBINE
A PREFIX SUCH AS DECI, CENTI, MILLI, KILO, OR
OTHERS WITH A SUFFIX SUCH AS LITER.

24 YOU WILL RECALL THAT WHEN THE PREFIX KILO WAS
COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX GRAM, IT BECAME A
KILOGRAM WHICH IS EQUAL TO 1000 GRAMS.

25 THE SYMBOL FOR KILOGRAM IS THE SMALL LETTERS
THE "k" IS THE SYMBOL USED TO REPRESENT

THE PREFIX KILO WHILE THE "g" IS THE SYMBOL
USED TO REPRESENT THE SUFFIX GRAM.

26 WHEN A PREFIX SUCH AS DECI IS COMBINED WITH A
SUFFIX SUCH AS METER, IT BECOMES A DECIMETER
WHICH IS EQUAL TO ONE-TENTH OR .1 METER.

27 TEE SYMBOL FOR DECIMETER IS THE SMALL LETTERS
"dm". THE "d" IS THE SYMBOL USED TO REPRESENT
THE PREFIX DECI WHILE THE "m" IS THE SYMBOL
USED TO REPRESENT THE SUFFIX METER.

28 LETS TAKE A FEW MOMENTS TO REVIEW A FEW OF THE
IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT SOME OF THE COMMON
SUFFIXES SUCH AS METER, LITER AND GRAM.

29 AS WELL AS A FEW OF THE PREFTXES WHICH ARE USED
IN SI MEASUREMENT

30 PREFIXES ARE GROUPS OF LETTERS WHICH ARE PLACED
AT THE BEGINNING OF A WORD WHICH CHANGES THE
MEANING OF A WORD.

31 ALTHOUGH THERE ARE A NUMBER OF PREFIXES WHICH
ARE USED IN THE METRIC SYSTEM, WE ARE ONLY
CONCERNED WITH JUST A FTW SUCH AS KILO WHICH
REPRESENTS 1000 OR SOMETHING.

32 AND DECI WHICH REPRESENTS ONE-TENTH OR .1 OR
SOMETHING.

33 PREFIXES ARE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SUFFIXES.
THE PREFIX KILO WHEN COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX
GRAM GIVES US A KILOGRAM WHICH IS EQUAL TO
1000 GRAMS,

34 AND THE PREFIX DECI WHEN COMBINED WITH THE
SUFFIX METER GIVES US A DECIMETER WHICH IS
EQUAL TO ONE-TENTH OR .1 METER.
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35 THE SYMBOL FOR KILOGRAM IS "kg,"

36 AND THE SYMBOL FOR DECIMETER IS "dm".

(End 4th grade--start 5th & 6th grades)

37 ADDITIONAL COMBINATIONS OF PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES
IgILL BE USED IN THE STUDY OF SI MEASUREMENT.
THE KILOMETER WHICH.TE STUDIED JUST A FEW
MOMENTS AGO, IS ONE OF THOSE MEASURES. THE
PREFIX KILO WHEN COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX METER
BECOMES A KILOMETER WHICH IS EQUAL TO 1000
METERS.

38 THE SYMBOL FOR KILOMETER IS THE LETTERS "km".

39 TWO PREFIXES WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN STUDIED IN ANY
DETAIL ARE CENTI AND MILLI. THESE PREFIXES,
ALONG WITH THE PREFIX DECI, ARE USED WHEN SMALL
MEASUREMENTS ARE TO BE MADE. CENTI IS USED TO
REPRESENT ONE-HUNDREDTH OR .01 OF SOMETHING
WHILE MILLI IS USED TO REPRESENT ONE-THOUSANDTH
OR .001 OF SOMETHING.

40 AN EXAMPLE MAY SERVE TO FURTHER CLARIFY THIS
MEASUREMENT. THE PREFIX CENTI WHICH REPRESENTS
ONE-HUNDREDTH OR .01 OF SCMETHING WHEN COMBINED
WITH METER GIVES US A CENTIMETER WHICH IS ONE-
HUNDREDTH OR .01 METER.

41 THE SYMBOL FOR CENTIMETER IS THE SMALL LETTERS
"cm".

42 MILLI IS ALSO A PREFIX WHICH WE WILL BE USING.
IF WE COMBINE THE PREFIX MILLI WHICH IS USED TO
REPRESENT ONE-THOUSANDTH OF SOMETHING WITH THE
SUFFIX GRAM THEN WE HAVE A MILLIGRAM WHICH IS
ONE-THOUSANDTH OR .001 GRAMS. THIS IS A VERY
SMALL MEASURE OF MASS.

43 THE SYMBOL FOR MILLIGRAM IS THE SMALL LETTERSme.

44 LIKEWISE, IF THE PREFIX MILLI IS COMBINED WITH
THE SUFFIX LITER WE HAVE A MILLILITER WHICH IS
EQUAL TO ONE-THOUSANDTH OR .001 LITER.

45 THIS IS A VERY SMALL MEASURE OF VOLUME OR
CAPACITY AS YOU CAN SEE BY THE SMALL CUBE.
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46 WHAT WILL THE SYMBOL FOR THE MILLILITER BE??
IF YOU GUESSED THE SMALL LETTERS "ml" YOU ARE
CORRECT. HERE WE SEE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
MILLILITERS AND LITERS. IT TAKES 1000
MILLILITERS TO EQUAL ONE LITER.

47 THIS RELATIONSHIP OF TENTHS, HUNDREDTHS,
THOUSANDTHS, TENS, HUNDREDS AND THOUSANDS, YOU
WILL RECALL FROM THE STUDY OF LESSON #I, IS ONE
OF THE BIG ADVANTAGES OF SI MEASUREMENT ALONG
WITH THE PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES WHICH WE JUST
STUDIED.

48 THIS RELATIONSHIP OF TENS, COUPLED WITH THE
PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES WHICH WE JUST STUDIED,
WILL MAKE SI MEASUREMENT A VERY EASY SYSTEM OF
MEASUREMENT TO LEARN.

49 End (Music fades in)

(Music-same level) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

(Music-fades completely out)
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LINEAR

Lesson #III

Slide # a.eXiPt

(Music-fades in) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

1 Start (Music-same level)

2 Focus (Music-same level)

3 Metrics (Music-same level)

4 Linear (Music fades)

Lesson #III

5 THIS LESSON IS ABOUT LINEAR MEASUREMENT OR WE
MIGHT SAY THAT IT INVOLVES MEASURING THE LENGTH
OF THINGS BY SOME UNIT OF MEASURE.

6 THE BASE UNIT USED TO MEASURE LENGTH IS CALLED
TEE METER.

7 THE INSTRUMENT USED TO MEASURE METERS IS REFERRED
TO AS A METER STICK.

8 A METER STICK, YOU WILL.RECALL, IS SLIGHTLY
LONGER THAN A YARD STICK.

9 SINCE THE YARD STICK AND THE METER STICK ARE
SIMILAR IN SIZE WE MIGHT USE THEM TO MEASURE
SOME OF THE SAME THINGS SUCH AS THE WIDTH OF A
BOLT OF CLOTH.

10 THE HEIGHT OF A VERY TALL PERSON, WHEN MEASURED
WITH A METER STICK, WOULD BE APPROXIMATELY TWO
METERS. HIS HEAD WOULD PROBABLY BUMP THE TOP
OF MOST DOORS SINCE MOST DOORS ARE TWO METERS
HIGH.

11 AN AUTOMOBILE ON THE OTHER HAND WOULD MEASURE
APPROXIMATELY FOUR. METERS LONG,

12 WHILE A WHALE MIGHT HAVE A LENGTH OF THIRTY
METERS.

13 THE SYMBOL FOR THE METER IS THE SMALL LETTER
flInff
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14 YOU WILL RECALL FROM OUR FIRST AND SECOND
LESSONS THAT SI MEASUREMENT UTILIZES A SERIES
OF PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES. THE SUFFIX WHICH IS
USED TO DENOTE THE LENGTH MEASURE OF ANYTHING
IS REFERRED TO AS A METER.

15 THE PREFIXES, WHICH WERE STUDIED IN THE SECOND
LESSON, ARE USED WHENEVER IT IS DESIRABLE TO
MEASURE THINGS SMALLER OR LARGER THAN A METER,
LITER OR GRAM.

16 THERE ARE MANY TIMES WHEN IT IS NECESSARY TO
MEASURE THE LENGTH OF THINGS WHICH ARE SMALLER
THAN A METER. AN EXAMPLE MIGHT BE THIS BOX,

17 THE LENGTH OF THIS PIECE OF WOOD WHICH HAS A
SQUARE CROSS SECTION WILL BECOME AN AXEL FOR
THE TWO WOODEN CIRCLES, OR

18 IT MIGHT BE THE LENGTH OF THIS TOY RESCUE
VEHICLE.

19 THEREFORE, THE METER IS MANY TIMES DIVIDED INTO
SMALLER UNITS FOLLOWING A PATTERN OF TENS, A
LJACTICE WHICH IS FOLLOWED THROUGHOUT SI
MEASUREMENT.

20 THE METER IS FIRST DIVIDED INTO TEN EQUAL PARTS.

21 EACH OF THESE PARTS IS REFERRED TO AS A
DECIMETER.

22 SINCE IT TAKES TEN DECIMETERS TO EQUAL ONE METER,
WE SAY THAT A DECIMETER IS EQUAL TO ONE-TENTH OF
A METER WHICH IS WRITTEN 0.1 METER.

23 HERE WE SEE A LITTLE MORE THAN ONE DECIMETER.
IT IS REPRESENTED AS THE DISTANCE FROM THE END
OF THE METER STICK TO THE NUMBER 10, WHICH
REPRESENTS ONE-TENTH OR .1 METER.

24 THE LENGTH OF A BOX OF CRAYOLA CRAYONS IS
APPROXIMATELY ONE DECIMETER.

25 A DECK OF CARDS WOULD ALSO MEASURE APPROXIMATELY
ONE DECIMETER IN LENGTH.

26 A SHEET OF PAPER FROM AN ORDINARY WRITING TABLET
IS SLIGHTLY WIDER THAN TWO DECIMETERS AND IS A
LITTLE SHORTER THAN THREE DECIMETERS IN LENGTH.

27 THIS TOY CAR, ON THE OTHER HAND, MEASURES
SLIGHTLY LONGER THAN TWO DECIMETERS.
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28 THE SYMBOL FOR THE DECIMETER IS THE SMALL
LETTERS "dm".

29 LETS TAKE JUST A MOMENT TO REVIEW. YOU WILL
RECALL THAT A METER STICK IS SLIGHTLY LONGER
THAN A YARD STICK,

30 AND THAT THE SYMBOL FOR THE METER, WHICH IS THE
SUFFIX USED TO DENOTE THE LENGTH OF SOMETHING,
IS THE SMALL LETTER "m".

31 YOU SHOULD ALSO RECALL THAT THE PREFIX DECI IS
USED TO REPRESENT ONE-TENTH OF SOMETHING AND
THAT IT IS WRITTEN AS .1.

32 IN THIS EXAMPLE, DECI WAS USED TO REPRESENT
ONE-TENTH OR .1 METER.

(End 4th grade--start 5th grade) (slide & music)

33 CENTI IS THE NEXT SMALLEST PREFIX WHICH IS
USED IN SI MEASUREMENT.

34 IT TAKES TEN CENTIMETERS TO EQUAL ONE DECIMETER.

35 YOU WILL ALSO RECALL THAT IT TOOK TEN DECIMETERS
TO EQUAL ONE METER.

36 THEREFORE, IT IS EASY TO SEE THAT IT WILL TAKE
TEN TIMES TEN OR ONE HUNDRED CENTIMETERS TO
EQUAL ONE METER.

37 IT MIGHT ALSO BE SAID THAT A CENTIMETER IS
EQUAL TO ONE-HUNDREDTH OR .01 METER SINCE CENTI
IS THE SYMBOL FOR ONE-HUNDREDTH WHICH IS
WRITTEN 0.01.

38 ANOTHER EXAMPLE MIGHT PROVIDE FURTHER CLARIFI-
CATION. THE PREFIX CENTI WHICH REPRESENTS ONE-
HUNDREDTH OR .01, WHEN COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX
METER GIVES US THE CENTIMETER WHICH REPRESENTS
ONE-HUNDREDTH OR .01 METER.

39 A PAPER CLIP MEASURES APPROXIMATELY ONE
CENTIMETER IN WIDTH,

40 WHILE A POSTAGE STAMP MEASURES APPROXIMATELY
THREE CENTIMETERS IN WIDTH WHICH WOULD BE ABOUT
THE SAME WIDTH AS THREE PAPER CLIPS LAID SIDE
BY SIDE.

41 THE DIAMETER OF THESE BALLS WOULD ALSO BE GIVEN
IN CENTIMETERS.
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42 THE S7MBOL FOR THE CENTIMETER IS THE SMALL
LETTERS "cm".

43 LETS TAKE JUST A MOMENT TO REVIEW. YOU WILL
RECALL THAT THE METER STICK IS SLIGHTLY LONGER
THAN A YARD STICK,

44 AND THAT THE SYMBOL FOR THE METER IS THE:SMALL
LETTER "m".

45 YOU WILL ALSO RECALL THAT THE PREFIX DECI IS
USED TO REPRESENT ONE-TENTH OF SOMETHING, IN
THIS CASE, ONE-TENTH OF A METER WHICH IS
WRITTEN 0.1 METER.

46 AND THAT THE SYMBOL FOR DECIMETER IS THE
LETTERS "dm".

47 THE CENTIMETER WAS THE NEXT SMALLEST UNIT
STUDIED AND THE PREFIX CENTI IS USED TO
REPRESENT ONE-HUNDREDTH OF SOMETHING, WHICH
IS WRITTEN .01.

48 HERE WE SEE A CENTIMETER WHICH IS EQUAL TO ONE-
HUNDREDTH OR .01 METER. A CENTIMETER IS
ILLUSTRATED USING A METER STICK.

49 THE SYMBOL FOR CENTIMETER IS THE LETTERS "cm".

(End 5th grade--start 6th grade) (slides &
music)

50 THERE ARE TIMES WRN IT IS NECESSARY TO MEASURE
THINGS WHICH ARE MUCH GREATER THAN A METER. AN
EXAMPLE MIGHT BE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO CITIES,
SAY DUNKIRK, FRANCE, AND BARCELONA, SPAIN.

51 A COMMON PREFIX WHICH IS USED WHEN YOU ARE
TALKING ABOUT LARGE MEASURES SUCH AS LONG
DISTANCES IS THE PREFIX KILO.

52 THERE ARE 1000 METERS IN ONE KILOMETER SINCE
KILO IS THE SYMBOL FOR ONE THOUSAND. THE PREFIX
KILO WHICH REPRESENTS ONE THOUSAND, WHEN
COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX METER GIVES US THE
KILOMETER WHICH IS ONE THOUSAND METERS.

53 A VERY COMMON USE OF THE KILOMETER IS TO REPORT
DISTANCES ON HIGHWAY SIGNS.

54. A KILOMETER IS A LITTLE OVER ONE-HALF MILE IN
LENGTH.
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55 THE SPEED AT WHICH AN AIRPLANE TRAVELS WILL BE
GIVEN IN KILOMETERS PER HOUR.

56 AND THE SAME KILOMETERS PER HOUR TATILL BE USED
TO CLOCK THE SPEED OF A TRUCK OR AUTMOBILE
MOVING DOWN THE HIGHWAY.

57 THE SYMBOL FOR THE KILOMETER IS THE SMALL
LETTERS "km".

58 MEASURING LENGTH IN THE METRIC SYSTEM WILL
REQUIRE THE USE OF A FEW PREFIXES. THE MOST
COMMON SYMBOLS WILL PROBABLY BE THE DECI WICH
IS ONE-TENTH OR .1 METER, CENTI WHICH REPRE-
SENTS ONE-HUNDREDTH OR .01 METER AND KILO WHICH
IS USED TO REPRESENT 1000 METERS.

59 A LITTLE PRACTICE MEASURING IN SI UNITS WILL
ALLOW YOU TO SELECT THE MOST CONVENIENT UNIT
FOR MEASURING THE LENGTH OF THIS BOOK,

60 OR THE MOST CONVENIENT UNIT FOR MEASURING THE
LENGTH OF THIS PIECE OF LUMBER,

61 OR POSSIBLY IT IS DETERMINING THE SI UNIT TO
USE IN MEASURING THE LENGTH AND WIDTH OF A
FOOTBALL FIELD.

62 End (Music fades in)

(Music-same level) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

(Music-fades completely out)
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251

VOLUME/CAPACITY

Lesson #IV

'Script

(Music-fades in) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

1 Start (Music-same level)

2 Focus (Music-same level)

3 Metrics (Music-same level)

4 Volume/Capacity

Lesson #IV

5 THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS ALSO HAS
PROVISIONS FOR MEASURING PROPERTIES OTHER THAN
LENGTH WHICH 'a JUST STUDIED.

6 THE SPACE INSIDE THIS CONTAINER REPRESENTS ONE
OF THE IMPORTANT UNITS OF SI MEASUREMENT. IT IS
CALLED VOLUME OR CAPACITY.

7 VOLUME OR CAPACITY IS THE AMOUNT OF A SUBSTANCE
OR MATERIAL THAT IS HELD IN A CONTAINER.

8 MEASURES OF VOLUME OR CAPACITY MAY BE USED FOR
MEASURING A WET OR LIQUID SUBSTANCE SUCH AS
MILK,

9 OR A DRY OR SOLID MATERIAL SUCH AS SALE.

10 ONE OF THE MOST COMMON SI UNITS WHICH IS USED
TO MEASURE VOLUME OR CAPACITY io CALLED THE
LITER WHICH YOU WILL RECALL HAS A SLIGHTLY
LARGER CAPACITY THAN A QZJART JAR.

11 LETS USE A PLASTIC CUBE FOR PURPOSES OF CLARI-
FICATION. WE WILL ALSO USE A METER STICK TO
MEASURE THE SIZE OF THE CUBE.

12 YOU WILL RECALL FROM OUR STUDY OF LENGTH THAT
WE FIRST DIVIDED OUR METER STICK INTO TEN EQUAL
PARTS.

13 EACH OF THESE 10 PARTS IS REFERRED TO AS A
DECIMETER. YOU WILL RECALL FROM OUR STUDY OF
LENGTH THAT THE PREFIX DECI IS USED TO REPRESENT
ONE-TENTH WHICH IS WRITTEN AS 0.1 METER.
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14 THIS LITER CUBE HAPPENS TO BE ONE-TENTH OF A
METER WIDE WHICH IS THE SAME THING AS SAYING
ONE DECIMETER WIDE,

15 ONE-TENTH OF A METER LONG OR ONE DECIMETER LONG,

16 AND ONE-TENTH OF A METER HIGH WHICH IS THE SAME
THING AS ONE DECIMETER HIGH.

17 THE SPACE INSIDE THIS CUBE WHICH MEASURES ONE
DECIMETER UUDE BY ONE DECIMETER LONG BY ONE
DECIMETER HIGH IS SAID TO HAVE A CAPACITY OR
VOLUME OF ONE CUBIC DECIMETER %ETCH IS EQUAL
TO ONE LITER. THE LITER YOU MILL RECALL IS A
LITTLE LARGER THAN A QUART.

18 GASOLINE WILL BE SOLD BY THE LITER INSTEAD OF
BY THE GALLON. INSTEAD OF ASKING FOR TEN GALLONS
OF GAS YOU WILL ASK FOR FORTY LITERS OF GAS.

19 THE SYMBOL FOR THE LITER IS THE SMALL LETTER "1".

20 IN ORDER TO FIND THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF
SOMETHING YOU MUST MULTIPLY ITS WIDTH BY ITS
LENGTH BY ITS HEIGHT. MHEN THREE THINGS ARE
MULTIPLIED TCGETHER IT IS SAID TO BE CUBED.
LETS USE A RECTANGULAR SHAPED STACK OF CUBES TO
CLARIFY THIS PROCESS. EACH CUBE MEASURES ONE
DECIMETER WIDE BY ONE DECIMETER LONG BY ONE
DECIMETER HIGH. LETS SEE HOW MANY CUBIC
DECIMETERS ARE IN THIS STACK OF CUBES.

21 THE STACK MEASURES FOUR DECIMETERS WIDE BY NINE
DECIMETERS LONG BY FOUR DECIMETERS HIGH. FOUR
DECIMETERS WIDE BY NINE DECIMETERS LONG EQUALS
THIRTY-SIX DECIMETERS. THIRTY-SIX DECIMETERS BY
FOUR DECIMETERS HIGH EQUALS ONE HUNDRED AND
FORTY-FOUR CUBIC DECIMETERS. REMEMBER, WHEN
THREE THINGS ARE MULTIPLIED TOGETHER WE SAY
THAT IT HAS BEEN CUBED.

22 LETS TAKE JUST A MOMENT TO REVIEW. YOU WILL
RECALL THAT VOLUME OR CAPACITY IS THE AMOUNT OF
SUBSTANCE OR MATERIAL THAT IS HELD IN A
CONTAINER AND THAT THIS SUBSTANCE OR MATERTAL TO
BE MEASURED MAY BE EITHER WET OR DRY.

23 YOU WILL ALSO RECALL THAT THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY
OF A SUBSTANCE OR MATERIAL IS FOUND BY MULTI-
PLYING ITS WIDTH BY ITS LENGTH BY ITS HEIGHT,
AND

24 A CUBE WHICH MEASURES ONE DECIMETER WIDE BY ONE
DECIMETER LONG BY ONE DECIMETER HIGH IS SAID TO
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HAVE A VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF ONE CUBIC
DECIMETER WHICH IS EQUAL TO ONE LITER.

25 YOU WILL ALSO RECALL THAT A LITER IS ALMOST THE
SAME SIZE AS A QUART. MORE PRECISELY, THE LITER
IS A LITTLE LARGER THAN A QUART,

26 AND THAT THE SYMBOL FOR THE LITER IS THE SMALL
LETTER "1".

(End 4th grade--start 5th & 6th grades) (slide
& music)

27 LIKE THE METER, THE LITER IS MANY TIMES DIVIDED
INTO SMALLER UNITS. THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF
THE CONTAINER ON THE RIGHT IS ONE-TENTH OR 0.1
LITER OF THE LITER CONTAINER SHOWN ON THE LEFT,

28 WILE THIS EVEN SMALLER CONTAINER IS ONE-
HUNDREDTH OR 0.01 LITER.

29 THIS TINY CONTAINER REPRESENTS AN EVEN SMALLER
UNIT OF VOLUME OR CAPACITY. IT REPRESENTS ONE-
THOUSANDTH OF A LITER WHICH IS WRITTEN 0.001
LITER. IN OTHER WORDS, IT WOULD TAKE 1000 OF
THESE TINY CONTAINERS TO EQUAL THE VOLUME OR
CAPACITY OF ONE LITER. THIS TINY UNIT OF
VOLUME OR CAPACITY IS CALLED A MILLILITER.

30 THE PREFIX MILLI IS USED TO REPRESENT ONE-
THOUSANDTH OF SOMETHING WHILE THE SUFFIX LITER
TELLS US THAT THE UNIT IS USED FOR MEASURING
THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF SOMETHING.

31 SINCE THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF ONE MILLILITER
IS EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY 25.DROPS OF WATER
FROM AN EYE DROPPER, IT BECOMES QUITE OBVIOUS
THAT THIS UNIT OF VOLUME OR CAPACITY WOULD BE
QUITE IMPRACTICAL TO USE IN FIGURING OUT HOW
MUCH WATER A SWIMMING POOL WOULD HOLD.

32 RATHER, THE MILLILITER IS MUCH BETTER SUITED FOR
SOMETHING LIKE COOKING. IN FACT, THE MILLILITER
IS IDEAL FOR SMALL QUANTITIES WHICH ARE USED IN
COOKING SUCH AS SMALL MEASURES OF LEMON JUICE
OR VANILLA.

33 MILLILITERS ARE USED PRIMARILY BY SUCH PEOPLE AS
CHEMISTS WHO NEED TO MAKE VERY ACCURATE
MEASUREMENTS,
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34 AND BY DRUGGISTS AS THEY PREPARE A PRESCRIPTION.

35 THE SYMBOL FOR MILLILITER IS THE SMALL LETTERS

36 LETS TAKE JUST A MOMENT TO AGAIN REVIEW. A
LITER, WHICH IS A MEASURE OF VOLUME OR CAPACITY,
IS A LITTLE LARGER THAN A QUART.

37 THERE ARE MANY TIMES WHEN IT IS NECESSARY TO
MEASURE THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF A SUBSTANCE
WHICH IS MUCH SMALLER THAN A LITER REGARDLESS
OF WHETHER THE MATERIAL WAS IkET OR DRY.

38 A VERY CONVENIENT MEASURE TO USE WHERE IT IS
NECESSARY TO ACCURATELY MEASURE THE VOLUME OR
CAPACITY OF A SUBSTANCE IS THE MILLILITER, AND

39 MILLI IS THE PREFIX WHICH IS USED TO REPRESENT
ONE-THOUSANDTH OF SOMETHING WHICH IS WRITTEN AS
.001.

40 YOU WILL ALSO RECALL THAT IN ORDER TO DETERMINE
THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF A SUBSTANCE OR MATERIAL
YOU MUST MULTIPLY ITS WIDTH BY ITS LENGTH BY
ITS HEIGHT WHICH WILL YIELD ITS CUBIC MEASURE.

41 EVENTUALLY, ALL SUBSTANCES WHICH WILL BE SOLD BY
THEIR VOLUME OR CAPACITY WILL BE SOLD BY THE
LITER SUCH AS GASOLINE, OR BY A LARGER OR
SMALLER SI MEASURE OF THE LITER.

42 End (Music fades in)

(Music-same level) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

(Music-fades completely out)
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MASS/WEIGHT

Lesson #V

Slide # Script

(Music-fades in) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

1 Start (Music-same level)

2 Focus (Music-same level)

3 Metric (Music-same level)

4 Mass/Weight

Lesson #V

5 THIS LESSON IS ABOUT MASS AND WEIGHT. WEIGHT IS
NOTHING MORE THAN THE GRAVITATIONAL ATTRACTION
OF TWO BODIES.

6 THE STRENGTH OR FORCE OF THIS ATTRACTION DEPENDS
UPON THE MASS OF THE OBJECTS IN RELATION TO ONE
ANOTHER.

7 SINCE THE MOON IS SMALLER THAN THE EARTH, THE
MOON IS SAID TO HAVE A SMALLER MASS THAN THE
EARTH. THEREFORE, THE MOON HAS LESS ATTRACTION
OR GRAVITATIONAL PULL THAN DOES THE EARTH.

8 THIS MEANS THAT A PERSON WHO WEIGHS 100 POUNDS
ON THE EARTH WOULD ONLY WEIGH APPROXIMATELY 30
POUNDS ON THE MOON. THE MOON, BEING SMALLER
IN MASS THAN THE EARTH HAS LESS GRAVITATIONAL
ATTRACTION OR PULL.

9 OUR ASTRONAUTS ARE VERY AWARE OF GRAVITATIONAL
ATTRACTION. THEY APPROACH WEIGHTLESSNESS WHILE
CIRCLING THE EARTH IN THEIR SPACE CRAFT BUT
DO NOT MAINTAIN THIS WEIGHTLESS CONDITION WHEN
THEY RETURN TO EARTH. THEREFORE, WE CAN SAY
THAT THEIR WEIGHT IS NOT CONSTANT BUT THEIR
MASS IS.

10 IN EVERYDAY APPLICATIONS, THOUGH, WE WILL NOT
BE CONCERNED WITH WHETHER WE SAY AN OBJECT HAS
MASS OR WEIGHS SO MUCH, I.E., AS LONG AS WE STAY
FAIRLY CLOSE TO THE EARTH. THEREFORE, THE
WORDS MASS AND WEIGHT WILL BOTH BE USED IN THIS
LESSON TO DESCRIBE THE SAME THING.
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11 THE ORIGINAL BASIS FOR ALL SI MEASURES OF
WEIGHT WAS THE GRAM. SINCE IT TAKES 454 GRAMS
TO EQUAL ONE POUND, IT IS QUITE OBVIOUS THAT A
GRAM IS VERY SMALL.

12 SINCE THE GRAM WAS SO SMALL. IT WAS NOT PRACTICAL
TO MEASURE THE WEIGHT OF MAtY ITEMS SUCH AS HOW
MUCH A PERSON WEIGHED.

13 SINCE THE GRAM WAS SO SMALL, THE KILOGRAM WAS
ADOPTED AS THE STANDARD OF WEIGHT. THE
KILOGRAM, WHICH IS EQUAL TO APPROXIMATELY 2.2
POUNDS, IS ONE OF THE MOST USEFUL SI UNITS AND
IS THE ONLY BASIC UNIT OF SI MEASUREMENT WHICH
INCLUDES A PREFIX.

14 THE RREFIX KILO YOU WILL RECALL IS USED TO
REPRESENT 1000.

15 THE PREFIX KILO, WHEN COMBINED WITH THE SUFFIX
GRAM, GIVES US THE KILOGRAM WHICH IS EQUAL TO
1000 GRAMS.

16 THE SUFFIX GRAM MEANS THAT THE UNIT
MEASURE THE WEIGHT OF AN OBJECT.

17 THE BRICK PICTURED HERE WOULD WEIGH
MATELY ONE KILOGRAM.

IS USED TO

APPROXI-

18 A DOZEN APPLES WOULD LIKELY WEIGH ONE AND ONE-
HALF KILOGRAMS.

19

20

THIS PUPPY WEIGHS SIX AND ONE-HALF KILOGRAMS,

WHILE THE BABY PICTURED HERE WOULD LIKELY
WEIGH 7 KILOGRAMS.

21 THE SMALL COLT ON THE OTHER HAND WOULD WEIGH
APPROXIMATELY 110 KILOGRAMS.

22 A ROAST MIGHT WEIGH APPROXIMATELY 4 KILOGRAMS,
A TALL AND STOUT PERSON MIGHT WEIGH 97
KILOGRAMS, WHILE A CAMPING TRAILER WOULD LIKELY
WEIGH 2,600 KILOGRAMS.

23 HOW MUCH DOES THIS HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
PLAYER WEIGH?? YOU ARE CORRECT IF YOU SAID
THAT HE WEIGHS 75 KILOGRAMS.

24 THE SYMBOL FOR THE KILOGRAM IS THE SMALL
LETTERS "kg".
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25 LETS TAKE JUST A FEW MOMENTS TO REVIEW. WE
SAID THAT WEIGHT WAS NOTHING MORE THAN THE
GRAVITATIONAL ATTRACTION OF TWO BODIES AND THAT
THE STRENGTH OF THE ATTRACTION DEPENDED UPON
THF MASS 07 THE BODIES.

26 FOR THIS REASON, MASS IS A BETTER TERM TO USE
WHEN DESCRIBING THIS GRAVITATIONAL ATTRACTION
RATHER THAN WEIGHT SINCE THE MASS OF A BODY WILL
REMAIN VIRTUALLY THE SAME WHEREAS WE KNOW THAT
THE WEIGHT OF A MAN ON THE MOON IS MUCH LESS
THAN HIS %EIGHT ON THE EARTH.

27 SINCE THE GRAM REPRESENTED SUCH A SMALL MASS,
THE KILOGRAM WAS ADOPTED AS THE STANDARD MASS
OR WEIGHT SINCE IT REPRESENTED THE MOST USEFUL
UNIT OF MASS OR WEIGHT.

28 THE PREFIX KILO IS USED TO REPRESENT 1000 WHILE
THE SUFFIX GRAM REFERS TO THE MASS OR WEIGHT
OF AN OBJECT,

29 AND THE SYMBOL FOR THE KILOGRAM IS THE SMALL
LETTERS "kg".

(End 4th grade--start 5th & 6th grade) (slide
& music)

30 THIS SMALL CONTAINER, WHICH IS IN THE SHAPE OF
A CUBE, IS CALLED A CUBIC CENTIMETER. IT PLAYS
A VERY IMPORTANT PART IN FORMING THE RELATION-
SHIP BETWEEN THE METRIC UNITS OF LENGTH,
CAPACITY OR VOLUME, AND MASS OR WEIGHT.

31 YOU WILL RECALL THAT THE PREFIX GENTI IS USED
TO REPRESENT ONE-HUNDREDTH WHICH IS WRITTEN .01.

32 THE LITTLE CUBE MEASURES ONE CENTIMETER NIDE,
ONE CENTIMETER LONG AND ONE CENTIMETER HIGH.
YOU WILL RECALL THAT THE VOLUME OR CAPACITY OF
THE TINY CONTAINER IS FOUND BY MULTIPLYING ONE
CENTIMETER BY ONE CENTIMETER BY ONE CENTIMETER,
ITS WIDTH BY ITS LENGTH BY ITS HEIGHT, WHICH
GIVES US ONE CUBIC CENTIMETER.

33 IT IS THE CUBIC CENTIMETER WHICH IS USED TO
LINK THE SI UNITS OF LINEAR MEASURE WITH THE
VOLUME OR CAPACITY MEASURE.

307
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34 THE MASS OF DISTILLED WATER REQUIRED TO FILL A
CUBIC CENTIMETER CONTAINER FULL UNDER STANDARD
TEMPERATURE AND BAROMETRIC PRESSURE WAS CALLED
ONE GRAM. THE GRAM, WHEN FILLED WITH DISTILLED
WATER, UNDER STANDARD CONDITIONS, LINKS THE SI
UNITS OF MASS, VOLUME AND LINEAR MEASURE.

35 BECAUSE WATER IS AWKWARD TO USE FOR WEIGHING
MANY THINGS, SMALL MASS PIECES WERE DEVELOPED.
THIS SMALL CYLINDRICAL MASS PIECE HAS THE SAME
MASS OR USIGHT AS THE CUBIC CENTIMETER OF
DISTILLED WATER. BOTH HAVE A MASS OF ONE GRAM.

36 EXAMPLES OF COMMON ITEMS WHICH CAN BE REPRE-
SENTED BY THE GRAM WOULD INCLUDE A DIME WHICH
HAS A MASS OF APPROXIMATELY 1.8 GRAMS, AN
ENVELOPE WHICH WOULD WEIGH APPROXIMATELY 6
GRAMS AND A LARGE CAN OF SOUP WHICH WOULD HAVE
A MASS OF APPROXIMATELY 400 GRAMS.

37 THIS PARTICULAR CAN OF SOUP, WHICH IS QUITE
SIMILAR TO THE CAN SHOWN IN THE PRECEEDING
SLIDE, HAS A SLIGHTLY SMALLER MASS OF ONLY
300 GRAMS WHEREAS THE OTHER CAN WEIGHED 400
GRAMS.

38 THE SYMBOL FOR THE GRAM IS THE SMALL LETTERS',grit

39 LETS AGAIN TAKE A FEW MOMENTS TO REVIEW. THE
MASS OF WATER REQUIRED TO FILL A CUBIC
CENTIMETER CONTAINER TO THE BRIM FULL IS ONE
GRAM.

40 SINCE A CUBIC CENTIMETER IS A SMALL VOLUME, A
GRAM LIKEVISE IS ALSO A VERY SMALL UNIT OF
VOLUME AS CAN BE SEEN BY THIS PICTURE.

41 THE SYMBOL FOR THE GRAM IS THE SMALL LETTERS
frgrn.

42 End (Music-fades in)

(Music-same level) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

(Music-fades completely out)
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TEMPERATURE

Lesson #VI

Script

(Music-fades in) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

1 Start (Music-same level)

2 Focus (Music-same level)

3 Metric (Music-same level)

4 Temperature

Lesson #VI

5 THIS LESSON IS ABOUT TEMPERATURE. WE SEE AND
FEEL THE EFFECTS OF TENYERATURE MANY TIMES
DURING OUR DAILY LIVES. IT MAY BE THE HEAT OF
A DAY IN SUMMER OR THE NEED TO TURN UP THE
THERMOSTAT IN YOUR HOME ON A COLD MINTER DAY.

6 TEMPERATURE MUST BE SET ON THE OVEN BY YOUR
MOTHER WHEN SHE BAKES A CAKE OR IT MAY BE
NECESSARY TO CHECK THE TEMPERATURE OF YOUR
FATHER WITE A THERMOMETER IF HE IS SICK.

7 FAHRENHEIT IS THE NAME OF THE SCALE ON THE
CUSTOMARY THERMaMETER.

8 YOU PROBABLY ALREADY KNOW THAT 32° FAHRENHEIT
IS THE FREEZING POINT OF WATER, 70° FAHRENHEIT
IS A COMFORTABLE ROOM TEMPERATURE, 100°
FAHRENHEIT IS THE TEMPERATURE ON A HOT SUMMER
DAY AND 325° FAHRENHEIT IS ABOUT THE RIGHT
TEMPERATURE FOR ROASTING,A CHICKEN. BUT, THESE
NUMBERS WILL ALL CHANGE WHEN WE BEGIN TO MEASURE
TEMPERATURE USING SI UNITS.

9 PERHAPS YOU HAVE HEARD OF CENTIGRADE. THIS WAS
THE ORIGINAL SCALE ON THE METRIC THERMOMETER.
IT WAS DESIGNED SO THAT THE FREEZING AND BOILING
POINTS OF WATER WOULD DIFFER BY 100 DEGREES. IT
WAS CALLED CENTIGRADE BECAUSE CENTI MEANS ONE-
HUNDREDTH AND EACE OF THE DEGREES WAS ONE-
HUNDREDTH OR .01 OF THE TOTAL 100 DEGREES.

309
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10 TODAY, THE CENTIGRADE SCALE HAS BEEN RENAMED TO
CELSIUS AFTER THE MIN WHO INVENTED IT.
CENTIGRADE HAS BECOME CELSIUS. ONLY THE NAME OF
THE SCALE HAS BEEN CHANGED AS THE SCALE ITSELF
REMAINS THE SAME.

11 THE CELSIUS SCALE IS BASED ON THE FREEZING AND
BOILING POINTS OF WATER.

12 0 DEGREES IS FREEZING, THE TEMPERATURE OF
DISTILLED WATER TURNED TO ICE, AT SEA LEVEL
BAROMETRIC PRESSURE,

13 WHILE 100 DEGREES IS BOILING, THE TEMPERATURE
OF DISTILLED WATER TURNED TO STEAM, AT SEA
LEVEL BAROMETRIC PRESSURE.

14 MOST WEATHER TEMPERATURES ARE BETWEEN 0 DEGREES
AND 100 DEGREES, UNLESS THE TEMPERATURE FALLS
BELOW FREEZING. BELOW FREEZING TEMPERATURES
ARE MINUE (-) ON THE CELSIUS SCALE.

15 NORMAL BAKING AND ROASTING TEMPERATURES WOULD
FALL ABOVE 100 DEGREES BECAUSE BAKING AND
ROASTING ARE DONE ABOVE THE BOILING POINT OF
WATER.

16 NORMAL BODY TEMPERATURE WILL BE APPROXIMATELY
37°C WHILE A COMFORTABLE ROOM TEMPERATURE WILL
BE 25°C.

17 WHEN WRITING METRIC TEMPERATURES, DEGREES
CELSIUS WILL BE ABBREVIATED BY THE SYMBOL
FOLLOWED BY A CAPITAL C.

18 YES, TEMPERATURE AFFECTS US MANY TIMES A DAY AND
WE OFTEN MEASURE IT. LETS TAKE JUST A FEW
MOMENTS TO REVIEW. ALTHOUGH OUR WEATHER
FORECASTS ARE CURRENTLY GIVEN IN DEGREES
FAHRENHEIT, THEY WILL EVENTUALLY BE GIVEN IN
DEGREES CELSIUS AS WE BEGIN TO SWITCH TO THE
METRIC SYSTEM.

19 COOKING TEMPERATURES FOR RECIPES WILL ALSO BE
GIVEN IN DEGREES CELSIUS.

20 THE TEMPERATURE OF A NICE SUNNY DAY WILL BE
APPROXIMATELY 30 DEGREES CELSIUS,

21 WHILE NORMAL ROOM TEMPERATURES WILL BE
APPROXIMATELY 25 DEGREES CELSIUS,
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22 AND A HEALTHY CHILD OR ADULT WILL HAVE A
NORMAL BODY TEMPERATURE OF APPROXIMATELY 37
DEGREES CELSIUS.

23 THE SCALE WHICH WE WILL USE TO MEASURE THESE
TEMPERATURES IS CALLED A CELSIUS SCALE OR
CELSIUS THERMOMETER.

24 THE CELSIUS THERMaMETER HAS A FREEZING POINT FOR
WATER OF 0 DEGREES CELSIUS UNDER STANDARD
CONDITIONS AND,

25 A BOILING POINT FOR WATER OF 100 DEGREES
CELSIUS UNDER STANDARD CONDITIONS.

26 DEGREE CELSIUS IS SYMBOLIZED BY THE USE OF A
CAPITAL LETTER "C" SINCE IT STANDS FOR THE
NAME OF THE MAN WHO INVENTED IT AND THE "C" IS
PRECEEDED BY THE DEGREE SIGN AND THE TEMPERATURE
IS READ AS SO MANY DEGREES CELSIUS.

27 End (Music-fades in)

(Music-same level) (for 10 to 15 seconds)

(Music-fades completely out)
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LINEAR

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 3

LABORATORY ACTIVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special answer
sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will be used
to record your answers. You will need to supply your own
oft 2,zaa pencil.

You will be asked to record the time that you start an
activity (Time Started) and the time that you complete an
activity (Time Completed). You will be asked to do this
several times throughout this lesson. Please take special
care to record these times on your answer sheet for each
section of this lesson.

3 3
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Lesson 3

Linear Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the corract time on

your answer, sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

&rat

The meter is the basic unit of length in SI Measure-

ment. The symbol for meter is the small letter "m". The

meter is used to measure length. A meter stick is slightly

longer than a yard stick.

METER STICK (A)

YARD STICK

Take a good look at the length of zle. meter. Your

teacher will hold a meter stick up for you to look at. The

distance from one end of the meter stick to the other end is

one meter.

The unit meter is frequently used when a person has to

find the length of long objects. For example, to measure

the length of a chalkboard it would be easier and faster to

use a meter stick than a smaller measuring stick.

L

Meter _Sill) I Meter (m)

"CHALKBOARD"

3 i 1
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Now let's suppose that you are to measure the length of

the piece of lumber shown below with a meter stick. Notice

the way the meter stick is placed next to the board with the

left end of the stick even with the left end of the piece of

lumber.

1 METER

EVEN

This piece of lumber measures one meter (1 m) long.

This would be written on the answer sheet as 1

(number)

(SI symbol)

What is the best procedure to use when you have to

measure a piece of lumber that is two or three meters long?

The first thing you do is to place the meter stick next

to the piece of lumber and line up the end of the meter

stick with the left end of the board.

1 METER m

Next, place your finger or a pencil mark on the board

so that it is even with.the right end of the meter stick.

Move the meter stick along the board until the left end of

the meter stick is at the spot on the board marked by your

finger or the pencil line.

1 MEUR (m)

315
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The piece of lumber on the preceding page measures

exactly two meters (2 m) long. This would be recorded on

the answer sheet as 2 m ,

(number) (SI symbol)

Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your apswer 51iget beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed
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SECTION #2

Please look at the clock and record the correct time on

your 4Aswer sheet beside the blank entitled, Time

Started

Labor4ory Activities:

One student should go to each work station. Take your

pencil, workbook and answer sheet with you.

Take the tla meter stick from the kit. This meter

stick measures exactly one meter (1 m) long.

1. Take the yellow plastic strip from your kit. How

many meters long is the yellow strip? Measure it

with the red meter stick. Write your Aumber amswer

along with the proper 51: symbol on the answer sheet

beside item 1.

2. Take the white plastic strip from your kit. How

many meters long is the white strip? Measure it

with the red meter stick. Write your AAswer along

with the proper al Bymbol, on the answer sheet

beside item 2.

3. Take the blue plastic strip from your kit. How

many meters long is the blue strip? Measure it

with the red meter stick. Write your answer along

with the proper 5I symbol on the answer sheet

beside item 3.
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When you have completed this measurement exercise,

place the three plastic strips and the red meter stick back

into the kit.

Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your answer s;leet beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed

Return to your seat with your pencil, workbook and

answer sheet.
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SECTION #3

Please look at the clock and record the correct time on

your LAswpy 51leet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Decimeter.

There are smaller SI measures than the mpter which can

be used to measure small objects. Since the SI System of

Measul-ement is a decimal system (based on 10), smaller units

are found by dividing the meter into 10 parts with each part

being the same length, and then dividing each of those parts

into 10 equal parts, and so on.

1 METER (m)

F 1 2 3 4 5
4

Fe--1 decimeter

When the meter is divided into 10 equal parts, each of

the 10 parts is called a decimeter. Your teacher will hold

up a decimeter stick for you to look at. The symbol for

decimeter is the small letters "dm". A decimeter is

actually this long:

6 7
1-

1 DECIMETER (dm)

The decimeter is one-tenth or .1 meter. Some of you

will find that it is about the width of your hand.

310
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The decimeter is seldom used in measuring objects which

are quite long. It does have an important use, though, and

you will learn about that when you study volume/capacity.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your auwers on the Answer, zlieet beside the corresponding

item numbers.

4. 5 m = ? dm 7. 30 dm = ? m
5. 10 m = ? dm 8. 70 dm = / m

13 m = 9 dm 9. 140 dm = ? m

It is very important from now on that

when you use a scale to measure something you place the end

with the spallest number 4mga with the end of the object you

are measuring. A good example would be to measure the

length of a pencil as indicated below. Notice that the end

of the scale (small numbered end) is even with the end of

the pencil.

SMALL
NUMBERED
END

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

t Yencil and scale are even

Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your answer Ilagal, beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed
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SECTION #4

Please look at the clock and record the correct time on

your answer sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

LAbpratorylctivities:

One student should go to each work station. Take your

pencil, workbook and answer sheet with you.

Take the following items from your kit:

--Blue rectangle "A".

--Wood decimeter stick which is 10 dm long.

10. Measure the leneth (longest side) of the blue

rectangle with the decimeter stick. Write your

answer in decimeters and the proper u zypbo1 on

the answer sheet beside item 10.

11. Measure the Niara of the blue rectangle with the

decimeter stick. Write your Anaugx in decimeters

along with the proper al. zymbol on the answer sheet

beside item 11. Width.

When you have completed this measurement exercise,

return the blue rectangle "A" and decimeter stick to the kit.

Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your answer jleet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Return to your seat with the pencil, workbook and

answer sheet.

7,
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SECTION #5

Please look at the clock and record the correct time on

your gaswer, glaeet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

agatinatax.

When the decimeter is divided into 100 equal parts,

each of the 10 small parts is equal to one cpntimeter. Your

teacher will hold up a short orange scale which is divided

into centimeters. Use the small letters "cm" as a symbol

which stands for the word centimeter.

DECIMETER STICK

1
16 17 I 9 10 \

CENTIMETER STICK

1 centimeter

\

"Centi" means "hundredth." The centimeter is an SI

measure of length that is equal to one-hundredth or .01

meter.

dm = 1001j
L_

Key Point
----1_11_1-

= 10
n_

The thickness of one slide of sandwich bread is

approximately equal to 1 cm or 1 centimeter.

cm

At the present time you will probably use the centi-

meter unit more than any other SI unit we have talked about.

322
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Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your Rpswers on the answer, slieet beside the corresponding

item numbers.

12. 1 dm = 9 CM 15. ? M = 300 CM

13. CM = 5 dm 16. 9 CM = 2 m

14. ? cm = 10 dm 17. 400 cm = 9 M

273

Remember that when you are using a scale

you should place the end with the smallest number even with

the left end of the object which you are measuring.

Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your apswex Arieet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

3 '2 3
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SECTION #6

Please look at the clock and record the correct time on

your ADswer Wle:pt beside the blank entitled, Time

Started

Lab.u.a.taxyAglixitiaz.:

One student should go to each work station. Take your

pencil, workbook and answer sheet with you.

Take the following items from your kit:

- -Green triangle marked A, B, C.

--Orange centimeter stick.

- -Paper clip.

--Bolt-Metal.

18. Da= laza A aggla la trlis problga. Estimate the

11=11 of side A of the green triangle, in

centimeters. Write your answer, along with the

proper II zymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number in the ESTIMATE column.

19. DIA joas, jj A laala laz t1is j=jojUgga. Estimate the

1=44 of side B of the green triangle, in

centimeters. Write your answer, along with the

proper az zymizol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number in the ESTIMATE column.
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20. Lig Alt jagaarala fhar rjaig, problem,. Estimate the

lAngtil of side C of the green triangle, in

centimeters. Write your answer, along with the

proper SI, aymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number in the ESTIMATE column.

21. Measure the lautil of side A of the green triangle

with the orange centimeter stick. Wite your

answer along with the proper alhavmbol on the

answer sheet in the MEASUREMENT column.

22. Measure the lAngra of side B of the green triangle

with the orange centimeter stick. Wite your

AAswer along with the proper SI; gymbol on the

answer sheet in the MEASUREMENT column.

23. Measure the lAlutt of side C of the green triangle

with the orange centimeter stick. Wite your

wswer along with the proper a Amaka on the

aaswer sheet in the MEASUREMENT column.

24. Measure the widt4 of the paper clip with the orange

centimeter stick. Write your anawer along with the

proper SI: aymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.
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25. Measure the 12Lgra of the paper clip with the

orange centimeter stick. Write your auswer along

with the proper al, symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

LENGTH

26. Measure the lgngth of the metal bolt with the

centimeter stick. Write your answer with the

proper SI symbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

27. Draw a line that is 9 cm long on your answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number, using the

centimeter stick. Begin this measurement at the

star on your answer s4ekt beside the corresponding

item number.

28. Start at the zero ("0") on the Apswer sheet and

draw a line that is 5 cm long. Use your centimeter

stick for this measurement.

When you have completed this measurement exercise,

return the centimeter stick (orange), the green triangle,

the paper clip, and the metal bolt to the kit.

Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your arkswer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Return to your seat with your pencil, workbook, and

answer sheet.
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SECTION #7

Please look at the clock and record the correct time on

your answer aheet beside the blank entitled, Time

Started

Eilamarax

Just as there are smaller SI units such as the

centimeter, there are also larger SI units used for

measuring length. The unit most often used to measure long

distances is the Xllometer. The kilometer is a unit of

length equal to 1 000 meters. "Kilo" means "one thousand."

The symbol for kilometer is the small letters "km".

The kilometer is about the same distance as going

around a baseball diamond 9i times. The distance from

McDonald's to Reese Elementary School is l kilometers; to

Ridgeview Elementary School is 3i kilometers; and to

Southeast Elementary School is 2i kilometers.

FRACTICE PROBLEM

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answeu on the AnsweT sileet beside the corresponding

item numbers.

29. 2 km = 9 M 32. 4 000 m = ? km

30. 32 km = 9 m 33. 16 000 m = ? km

31. 8 km = ? m 34. 9 000 m = ? km
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Several problems related to distance are given below.

You are to find the correct distance by using the map which

is provided. Please record the distance in kilaneters and

the other information requested on the separate Answer,

afat.
35. Warrensburg to Higginsville

36. Warrensburg.to Sedalia

37. Warrensburg to Jefferson City

38. Is Warrensburg closer to Springfield or to

Jefferson City?

39. Is Warrensburg closer to Kansas City or to Tipton?

.,6er
-,,Higginsville , G

o
-"------.. 92 ..5, 2..Y

32 80 4:- 2V " e
rY**336 4 51

42)

Warrensburg

47

Clinton

158

Springfield

Distances are represented in
IW.ometers and are located
between the cities.
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Please look at the clock again and record the correct

time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed

Check all your answers with the KEY. You will find

that the answers are not supplied for the Estimate

questions. There are '22,1(mag, answers for the Estimate

questions. However, notice the difference, if any, between

your Estimated Measurement answers and the actual

Measurement answers. This will help to show how well you

understand SI Measurement.
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Answer Sheet for

Lesson 3--Laboratory Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

Time Completed

SECTION #2- -Time Started

1. Yellow strip

2. White strip

3. Blue strip

T171E1717 (SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)

Time Completed

SECTION #3--Time Started

4. 5 m =

5. 10 m =

6. 13 m =

7. 30 dm =

(number)

(number

(number)

(number)

dm

dm

dm

(Section #3 Continued Next Pager
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8. 70 dm =
TEG:067P1

9. 140 dm =
.5171;17;77

Time Completed

SECTION #4-7Time Started

10. Length

11. Width

inun (SI symbol)

(number) TE-WFEE3IT

Time Completed

SECTION #5--Time Started

12. 1 dm = an
7;36;7

13.

14.

15.

TaiRE70

(number)

(number)

cm = 5 dm

cm = 10 dm

m = 300 an

16. an = 2 m
(number)

17. 400 cm ==
(number)

Time Completed
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SECTION #6 --Time Started

WM= WhillESEVIEZ

282

18. 4Compare421
(number)(SI symbol) Side A (nir-imiia(SI symbol)

19.
4(number)(SI symbo3)C4SITILeLri-P22 (number)(SI symbol)

20. 4P2111Par23
C(Tiuml"--x7)(SI symbol) (numtieB(SI symbol)

24.

25.1-LENGTH*1

26.

(number) (SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)

(number) SI symbol)

27. *
28. "On

Time Completed

SECTION #7--Time Started

29. 2km=

30. 32 km =

(number)

(number)

(Section #7 Continued Next Page)
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31. 8 km =
TEGigqi

32. 4 000 m = km
(number)

TiaitEW kmT

Tiallire7 km

33. 16 000 m

34. 9 000 m

35. Warrensburg to Higginsville

36. Warrensburg to Sedalia

283

171176777 (SI symbol)

(number TNI7R717.0"

37. Warrensburg to Jeff City

38. Warrensburg is closest to

is a distance of

Taag7:77 (SI symbol)

(name of city)

17.117071;77 (SI symbol)

, which

39. The distance from Warrensburg to Kansas City is

711-31747177 (SI symbol

Warrensburg to Tipton is
(number) (SI symbol)

Therefore, Warrensburg is closer to

by a distance of
(name of city) (number)

and the distance fran

(SI symbol)

Time Completed
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VOLUME/CAPACITY

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 4

LABORATORY ACTrVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own soft lead,

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the time when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). You will be asked to do this
several times throughout this lesson. Please take special
care to record these times on your answer sheet for each
section of this lesson.

334
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Lesson 4

Volume/Capacity Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your Bnswergheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Volume or capacity is the amount of a substance or

material that is held in or contained by a container. In

other words, volume or capacity is the space inside a hollow

object as well as the space which a solid object takes up.

The volume or capacity of a container is measured in cubic

units and the material to be measured may be a wet or liquid

substance or it may also be a dry or solid material.

A cube is an object which has

In other words, a cube is a container

height. Here we have drawn a picture

tainer that is a cube. This block or

volume or capacity of one cubic unit

shown in Figure #1.

How many cubic units are

needed to build the figure below in

Figure #2?

There are two rows of blocks

with 3 blocks in each row. We can

therefore say that there are 2 x 3

or 6 cubic units in the figure.

sides of equal length.

where length = width =

of a block or con -

container has a
141)

/f '31"

Figure #1
tgAtteiN)

as

333

Figure #2
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Now let's lay another layer of cubes on the top of

the figure.which we just examined. How many cubic units are

needed for this new figure?

We again have two rows of blocks with three blocks

in each row, which makes a total

of 2 x 3 or 6 cubic units for the

first layer. However, since there

are two layers with 6 cubic units

in each layer, we now have a

volume of 12 cubic units (6 units x

2 layers) in the new figure whi:h

appears to the right.

There is still a simpler way to figure the volume of

an object. You can find the volume of something by using

the following formula:

Volume length x width x height
(This can be abbreviated as follows)

V LxWxH

Let's use the same problem which we just studied to

see how the formula for volume works. z TS

Irwin
To find the volume of this

figure, use the formula above. In

other words, volume is equal to the

length (3 units) x width (2 units) x

height (2 units).

Volume 3 units x 2 units x 2 units

or Volume = 12 cubic units.
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Therefore the volume or capacity of the figure on

the preceding page would have been written 12 units3 (read

"cubic units"). The small "3" which is placed above and to

the right of the word "unit" is used to show that a volume

measure has been made. In other words, when we multiply the

length x width x height of an object we get the volume or

capacity of the object which is given in units cubed. This

is written "units3".
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Please figure the volume or capacity of each of the

objects shown below. Write your answer, on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Egrmula is= alum
Volume = length x width x height

1. 2.

=
1111PIA

V = unit x unit x unit V = unit x unit x unit

V = units3 V = units3

3. 4.

V = unit x unit x unit

V = units V = units3

V = unit x unit x unit

338
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The volume or capacity of solid objects

as well as empty boxes or containers is figured in cubic

units.

The examples below show that a piece of butter and

an empty box with the same dimensions have the same volume

Nifor capacity.

Lublg_aecloster

We have been studying about volume or capacity of

objects which are measured in cubic units. One of the SI

units which is used to measure volume or capabity is the

cubic decimeter. The SI symbol for the cubic decimeter is

"dm3". It is a cube where the length of each side is

1 decimeter (dm). We can therefore say that it has a

capacity or volume of 1 dm3. The figure on the next page

represents a true volume of one cubic decimeter (dm3).

339
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*This page is reduced 23% from the original.
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Your teacher mill hold up a cube that also has a

volume of one cubic decimeter (dm3). A cubic decimeter is

about the same size as the bottom half of a half-gallon milk

carton and therefore has the same volume or capacity.

Please look at the clock Again and record the

correct time on your 4nswer pheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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SECTION #2

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer, sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Laboratory Activities:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your pencil, workbook, and answer sheet with you.

5. Do not use measuring instrumenta_for this

rinpstian. Remove the half-gallon milk carton

labeled "B" from the kit. Estimate tha volume,

in cubic decimeters (dm3 ), of the milk carton

(V =LxWxH). Write your "qnswer along with

the proper 21 zymbo1 on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Place carton "B"

to one side as you will be using it again.

6. Do not vse measuriqg instruments for this.

Aulatiaa. Remove the foam rubber block labeled

"C" from the kit. Estimate the volume, in

cubic decimeters (dm3), of the foam rubber block

(V =LxWxH). Write your answer along with

the proper a symbol on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Place block "C"

to one side.as you will be using it again.
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question. Estimate the volume, in cubic

decimeters (dm
3
), of the box at your work station

in which everything is stored (V = L x TbIr x H).

Write your answer along with the proper 21,

=hal on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number.

Remove the wood decimeter stick which is 10 dm long

from your kit.

8. Find the volume or capacity, to the nearest

a1,1214_42C1MItAX (dm3), of the milk carton

labeled "B" by.measuring the sides of the carton

with the wood decimeter stick. Use the formula

=LxWxHto figure the volume. Write your

viswer along with the proper al: symbol on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

9. Find the volume or capacity, in subio decimeters

(dm
3 ), of the foam rubber block labeled "0" by

measuring the block with the siecimeter scick.

Use the formulaV=LxWxHto figure the

volume. Write your answeg along with the proper

Bymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.
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10. Find the volume or capacity, to the nearest

cubic decimeter (dm3), of the box at your work

station in which everything is stored. Measure

the box with the decimeter, stick. Use the

formulaV=LxWxHto figure the volume.

Write your answer, along with the proper AI

symbol on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number.

When you have completed this exercise, return the

decimeter stick, the milk carton "B", and the foam rubber

block "C" to the kit.

Please look at the clock Again and record the

correct time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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SECTION #3

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Liter

Earlier in this lesson it was mentioned that the

volume or capacity of a liquid can also be measured. Thus

far vie have only discussed cubic units and in particular the

cubic decimeter which was used to measure the volume or

capacity of solid objects and empty containers. It so

happens that there is a relationship between the cubic units

which we have discussed and liquid units. For example, the

volume or capacity of 1 cubic decimeter is 1 liter. The

liter is the basic unit of capacity. The symbol for liter

is the small letter "1". The small letter "1" is also made

in the cursive form which is ")" so that it will not be

confused with the number 1.

CKey Point j

One liter is

slightly more than a quart.
If
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In SI Measurement, we measure liquid substances such

as milk and gas by the liter (y). Liquids are measured with

the aid of graduates; beakers, cylinders, etc. Your teacher

will show you an example of a liter measure at a later time

during this lesson.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answers on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

11. 1 dm3 = 9 / 14. 9 dn13 = 9 /1
(number) (number)

12. 3 dm3 = 9 i 15. 7 dm3 =
(number) (number)(SI symbo])

13. / dm
3
= 15 1 16. ? = 12 1

(number)
___1_
(number)(SI symbol)

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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SECTION #4

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Laboratou_Activities:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your workbook, answer sheet and pencil with you. Remove the

containers labeled "D" (coffee can) and "B" (milk carton

with top removed) from the kit.

17. Do not use measuring instruments for this

QuIaliaa. Estimate the liter (i) capacity of

container "D" (coffee can). Write your =Ear

along with the proper SI; symbol on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

18. Do not use measuring instruments for this

auestioa. Estimate the liter (i) capacity of

container "B" (milk carton with top removed).

Write your Answer along with the proper az

symbol on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number.

Remove the following items from your kit:

--Plastic liter measure

--Large container filled with sand

--Plastic funnel
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EZE: In the activities that follow we would like for you

to pretend that the sand which you will be using is

water. It was felt that water would create more of a

mess than would sand.

19. Measure the liter (/) capacity of container "Di'

(coffee can) using the following steps. First

fill container "D" with sand and then pour the

sand into the plastic liter measure. Write your

ansyer along with the proper 11 gymbol on the

answer sheet. Pour the sand fram the liter

measure into container "B" (milk carton). Do

this as rapidly as you can. Continue on with

problem 20.

20. Measure the liter (0) capacity of container "B"

(milk carton with top removed) by using the

following steps. First fill the remainder of

container "B" with sand and then pour the sand

into the liter measure. To measure the capacity

of this container you may find it necessary to

empty and fill the liter measure more than once.

Write your Answer along with the proper a'

sym4p1 on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number. Pour the sand from the

liter measure back into the large sand container

with the aid of the funnel. Do this as rapidly

as you can.

348
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Return containers "D" and "B", the large sand

container, the funnel, and the liter measure to the kit.

Please look at the clock Again and record the

correct time on your answer .sheet beside the blank 'entitled,

Time Completed

Return to your desk with pencil, workbook, and

answer sheet.

34 `.)
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SECTION #5

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the Lnower siaggI. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Cubic Centimeter

A cubic centimeter is a unit of volume that is used

to make smaller measures. The symbol for cubic centimeter

may be written as (cm3). Notice in the figure on the

following page the actual size of a cubic centimeter (cm3 )

and its relationship to the cubic decimeter.

350
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*This page is reduced 38.5% from the original.
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A sugar cube is a little larger in size than a cubic

centimeter.

Do you know how many cubic centimeters there are in

a cubic decimeter? Let's review and find out.

CKey Point
111J7

Remember that the volume can be found by

using the formula: Volume = Length x Width x Height, which

is abbreviatedV=LxWx H.

Therefore, if we substitute the number of centi-

meters that are in a decimeter (10 centimeters =

1 decimeter) for each of the three dimensions, we find that:

Volume of 1 dm3 = 10 am x 10 an x 10 an

(therefore)

Volume of 1 dm? = 1 000 cm?

cm3 = .001 dm3

LE
From the above problem we can see that it would take

approximately 1,000 sugar cubes to fill the cubic decimeter

container shown on the preceding page.

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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SECTION #6

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

LaharAtarximUleat:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your workbook, answer sheet and pencil with you. Remove the

boxes labeled "F", "G", "H" and "I" from the kit.

21. Do nQI use measurigg instrumelits Sor this

gullti2a. Estimate the volume, in cubic

centimeters (cm3), of box "F". (V =LxWx H)

Write your answer, along with the proper

snabol on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number. Place box "F" to one side

as you will be using it Again.

22. DQ not use meaauripg tpstruments for this

gallatian. Estimate the volume, in cubic

centimeters (cm3)1 of box "G". (V =LxWx H)

Write your answer along with the proper a

symbol on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number. Place box "G" to one side

as you will be using it again.
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23. ag_Ag.Lia.2_21eAluriziLinhitruslats_ism_schia

ayestion. Estimate the volume, in cubic

centimeters (cm3), of box "H". (V =LxWx H)

Write your answer along with the proper al

=ha on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number. Place box "H" to one side

as you will be using it again.

2 4.. I. 11:;11

auestion. Estimate the volume, in cubic

centimeterz (cm3), of box "I". (V =LxWx H)

Write your answer along with the proper SI

symbol on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number. Place box "I" to one side

as you will be using it again.

Remove the orange --;atimeter stick fram the kit.

25. Measure the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3),

of box "F" by measuring it with the centimeter

stick. Use the formulaV=LxWxH to find

the volume. Write your AnswAr along with the

proper al symbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

351
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26. Measure the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3),

of box "G" by measuring it with the centimeter

stick. Use the formulaV=LxWxHto find

the volume. Write your answer, along with the

proper IL gymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

27. Measure the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3 ),

of box "H" by measuring it with the centimeter

stick. Use the formulaV=LxWxHto find

the volume. Write your Apsmgr along with the

proper SI griabol on the amswer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

28. Measure the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3),

of box "I" by measuring it with the centimeter

stick. Use the formulaV=LxWxHto find

the volume. Write your answer, along with the

proper al gyAboj. on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

When you are finished, return boxes "F", "G", "H",

and "I" along with the orange centimeter stick to the kit.

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your Answer Bheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Return to your desk with pencil, workbook and answer

3sheet. 5
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SECTION #7

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the pnswer Abeet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Milliliter

It was mentioned earlier that the capacity of one

cubic decimeter (1 dm3) i equal to one liter (1 1). The

same relationship exists between the cubic centimeter and

the milliliter. The prefix milli is used to represent

one-thousandth of something. The capacity of one cubic

centimeter (1 cm3) is equal to one milliliter (1 mi). The

symbol for milliliter is the small letters "mi".

This relationship is best explained by recalling a

few key points:

1. You will recall that the prefix milli is used to

represent one-thousandth. Therefore we can

assume that a milliliter (21.1) is 1 of 1 000

parts of a liter.

2. You were also told that zagja_satissignatalag_tex* is

1 of 1 000 parts of a cubic decimeter.

1 dm3 = 1 000 cm3

356 .
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3. Therefore, since you were told that one cubic.

AgLialtlz (1 dm3) has a capacity of one liter

(14), then one cubic centimeter has a capacity

of one milliliter (1 mi).

Chi1 dmi = 1 I 1

A thimble will hold about one milliliter (m)) of

water, while a teaspoon will hold about 5 milliliters (m))

of water. 5mQ

Very small amounts of liquids like medicines are

measured in milliliters (m)). Your teacher will show you a

graduate which can be used to very accurately measure small

amounts of liquids.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

the Answer for each question on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

29.

300

31.

1 m) = am3 32.

33.

34.

2 000 cm3 ? dm3
(number)

2 000 cm3 =

(number)

7 mi = 9
(number)

5 000 mi = 9 j

(number)

18 000 cm3 = I
(number) (number)

357
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Please look at the clock again and record the

correct tine on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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SECTION #8

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer 2heet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Laboratory Activitips:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your workbook, answer sheet and pencil with you. Remove the

containers labeled "J", "K", "L" and 7M" from the kit.

35. Do noIc use measuring instruments far this

questioa. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters

(m.i) of container "J". Write your an2wer, along

with the proper al 2ymbo1 on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Place

container "J" to one side as you will be using

it again.

36. Do_noI use measuring insjruments far this

question. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters

(m)) of container "K". Write your answr along

with the proper 21 symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Place

container "K" to one side as you will be using

it again.
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37. Do not use measuring, instruments for this

questiou. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters

(mA of container "L". Write your ApswIr along

with the proper ZI gymbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Place

container "L" to one side as you will be using

it again..

38. Do not usg measuring insIrumepts for thj.s

questioa. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters

(mh of container 'II". Write your Aggwer along

with the proper ailymkal on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Place

container 7M" to one side as you will be using

it again.

Remove the following items from your kit:

--100 mi plastic graduate

--250 mi glass graduate

--Large container filled with sand

39. Measure the capacity of container "J" by using

the following steps. First fill container "J"

with sand and then pour the sand into the 100

milliliter graduate. Write your Answer along

with the proper al, symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Then pour

the sand from the 100 milliliter graduate back

into the large sand container with the aid of a

funnel.

3 0
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41. Measure the capacity of container "L" by uaing

the following steps. First fill container "L"

with sand and then pour the sand into the 250

milliliter graduate. Write your Answex along

with the al:symbol on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Then pour the

sand from the 250 milliliter graduate back into

the large sand container with the aid of a

funnel.

42. Measure the capacity of container 7M" by using

the following steps. First fill container "M"

with sand and then pour the sand into the 250

milliliter graduate. Write your answer along

with the a symbol on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Then pour the

sand fram the 250 milliliter graduate back into

the large sand container with the aid of a

funnel.

When you are finished, return containers "J",

"L", and "M", the container of sand, and the graduates back

into the kit.

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your aaswer slieet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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Return to your desk with pencil, workbook, and

answer sheet.

Check all of your answers with the KEY. You will

find that the answers are not supplied for the Estimate

questions. There are ng. yrong answers for the Estimate

questions. However, notice the difference, if any, between

your Estimated measurement answers and the actual

Measurement answers.
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Answer Sheet for

Lesson 4--Laboratory Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

1. V units3
(number)

2. V units3
77.1117,T

3. V units3

4. V - units3
(number)

Time Completed

SECTION #2 - -Time Started

EaTIKLIE

5.
4112aaarr$ 8.

(numberXSI symbol)

6.
oinparet. 9.

aalm1-0e7)(SI symbol)

MAOREMENT

(number)(SI symbol)

(numbe4(SI symbol)

7.
444WArgiolos

(number)(SI symbol) (nunit7Z(SI symbol)

Time Completed
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SECTION #3--Time Started

11. 1 cim3 = i
(number)

12. 3 dm
3

(number)

13. dm
3 = 15,e

(number)

14..

(number)

15. 7 dm
3
=

16.

3dm = 9 )

(number) (SI s)mbol)

= 12 )
(number) (SI symbol)

Time Completed

314

SECTION #4.--Time Started

ESTIMAZE, MEASUREMENT

17. .4Complarep,19.

(number)(SI symbol) (n.umlTe7)-(SI symbol)

18. -4Campars.-20.
(iluml(SI symbol)

Time Completed

(number)(SI symbol)

SECTION #5--Time Started

1

0

Time Completed

36
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21 .

Started
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LITIMLZEL MEAMMEMENI.

Walapar-*25 .

(numb er)(SI symbol) (number)0 I symbol)

22 . ..4agualar-226 .

( numb er)(SI s ymbol) (numb er)(SI symbol)

23 . 4asuapareo,27

(nuM--7-1fle (SI symb o 1 (numb er)(S I s ymb o 1)

24 . 44G-221251=P28.
Orlumbezi (SI s ymbol) (numberi (SI symbol)

Time Completed

SECTION #7--Time Started

29 . 1 mi = cm3

30 . 2 000 cm3 =

31 . 5 000 mi) =

32 . 2 000 cm3 =

33
(number)

(number)

(number)

J

)

(number)

nil = 9 )

34 . 18 000 cm3 =

dm
3

,i

Time C ompleted
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SECTION #8--Time Started

EZTIMATE

I il

35 .
.W.d21113=20.39

(numberXSI symbol)

3 6. -4""air-2140.
(nu7a1-3;;)(SI

37 .

38 .

MEASIMEZIENT
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(numberiSI symbol)

symbol) (numbe4(SI

(number)(SI

(nunii)er)(SI

.Wasaluar4.4.1.
symbol)

.40Zalar.t*42 .
symbol)

symbol)

(number)(SI symbol)

(numMoer(SI symbol)

Time Completed
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MASS/wIGHT

ni

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 5

LABORATORY ACTIVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own Loft lead ;encil.

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the time when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). You will be asked to do this
several times throughout this lesson. Please take special
care to record these times on your answer sheet for each
section of this lesson.

367
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Lesson 5

Mass/Weight Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your =war sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Mass is a measure of the amo%nt of material that is

contained in an object. The mass of an object can be found

by using a balance a_cale and mass sat or mass pieces such as

those pictured below. The balance scale will compare the

mass of an object in one pan with the mass of a known

standard in the other pan.

Figure #1

It is very important that you learn how to use the

balance scale so that you will be able to compare unknown

masses with a mass. First locate the pointer on the balance

scale in Figure #1 above. It is located in the center of

the balance scale and happens to be pointing straight down

in the example in Figure #1.

3 6 8



Notice what

happens to the pointer in

Figure #2 as well as to

the pan on the right when

a mass piece is placed on

the right pan of the

balance. The pointer

moved to the left.

Now observe what

happens to the pointer in

Figure #3 when the same

.mass piece is removed

from the right pan and

placed on the left pan.

The mass moved the

pointer to the right and

pushed the left pan down.

The picture to

the right shows what

should happen when the

pans of the balance are

empty. Notice how the

pointer is on the lig=

319

Figure #2

Figure #j

ling.. This means that
Balanced

the scale is balanced.

C IfKey Point 1 the pointer fails to line up with the

long line when both pans are empty, ask your teacher for

help.

3 u 9
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Kilogram

The kilogram is the basic unit of mass in SI

Measurement. The symbol for kilogram is written as the

small letters "kg". In SI Measurement, there is a rela-

tionship between the volume, capacity and mass of distilled

water under standard atmospheric conditions as is shown by

the following drawing:

Poing one cubic decimeter = one liter one(2:key of water of water kilogram

Distilled water is used to show this relationship

between volume, capacity and mass because distilled water

does not contain varying amounts of minerals which makes

some tap (drinking) water heavier or lighter than another.

It should be pointed out, though, that there is very little

difference between the mass of distilled or tap water.

370
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A kilogram is a large unit of mass. Altogether,

four cartons of milk (the kind you can get in your school

cafeteria) have a mass of about 1 kilogram.

A hammer also has a mass of approximately 1

kilogram. A hammer placed on one pan of a balance will just

about balance a 1 kilogram mass piece which is placed on the

other pan as is shown in the example below. Notice that the

pointer is pointing straight down which indicates the scale

is balanced.

ERALTILE_PROVELEKE:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answer on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

1. J of water = 9 kg
(number)

2. 1 dm
3

of water = 9 kg
(number)



3.
/

(number)
of water = 15 kg

4. 9 dm3 of water = 9 kg
(number)

5. 6 1 of water = 6 of mass
(SI symbol)

12 dm3 of water = 12 of capacity
(SI symbol)

322

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer. Alaeet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed
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SECTION #2

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Laboratory ktivities:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your workbook, answer sheet, and pencil with you. Remove

the following items from your kit:

--Balance scale--which might have been left out from

the last activity

--Kilogram (kg) mass--largest mass piece in the kit.

It might have been left out from the last

activity.

--Plastic liter measure

-Plastic teaspoon

--Container filled with colored water

-Plastic funnel

7. Remove the red and yellow pans from the scale.

Find the mass, in kilograms (kg), of the liter

measure when it is almost filled with water.

Place the 1 kilogram mass piece on the right

side of the balance scale. Place the empty

liter measure on the left side of the balance.

Fill the empty liter measure with colored water

from the water container until the scale

balances. It may be necessary for you to remove

313
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or add a small amount of water with the plastic

teaspoon in order to get the scale to balance

properly. Write your Answer along with the

proper al symbol, on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number. CAUTION: Carefully

pour the colored water back into the large

container with the help of the plastic funnel.

Do this on the floor. Return the liter measure,

funnel, plastic spoon and the large water

container to the kit. Do not return the

1 kilogram mass piece as you will be using it

for the next experiment.

8. Place the red and yellow pans back on the scale.

Remove Object "N" fran your kit. What is the

mass, in kilograms (kg), of Object "N"? Place

Object "N" on the left pan of the balance and

the 1 kilogram mass piece on the right pan.

Look at the pointer. Is the mass of Object "N":

(a) less than the 1 kilogram mass piece,

(b) the same as the 1 kilogram mass piece,

or (c) more than the 1 kilogram mass piece?

fdr.s..12_1.h2-1-elLtar-aelara_thes-arr-e_c_tt_a_talauleat

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

3 7 (4
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When you have completed this experiment, place

Object "N" back into the kit. Leave the balance, mass set

and kilogram mass piece at the work station as they will be

used later on in this lesson.

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Return to your desk with the pencil, workbook, and

answer sheet.
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SECTION #3

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer she_et. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

az=
Sometimes a kilogram is not the best SI unit to use

for measuring the mass of an object. This is the case when

the object to be measured is much lighter than a kilogram.

Therefore a small SI unit of mass is needed when small

objects are to be measured. The smaller mass is called a

gran. You will recall that it takes one thousand grams to

equal one kilogram and that the prefix "kilo" means 1 000.

The symbol for gran is the small letter "g".

Gy Point

The drawing below shows how the SI units of volume,

capacity, and mass are related in SI Measurement. You

should note that one cubic centimeter (1 cm3) of distilled

water has a capa:"ty of one milliliter (1 m)). The mass of

this amount of distilled water is 1 gram (1 g).

Gy Point
one cubic centimeter one milliliter one
of water of water gram
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malm_Eautuna:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answers on the answer zlieet beside the corresponding

item number.

9. 1 kg =
(number)

10. 4 kg = 9

(number)

11. 9 9 = 9 000 g
(SI symbol)

12. kg = 5 000 g
(number)

13. 500 m) of water =

14. 100 cm3 of water =

(number)

9

(number)

The gram is a small SI unit of mass. One thumbtack

has a mass of approximately I gram, while a nickel has a

mass of approximately 5 grams. Your writing pencil, when it

was new, had a mass of about 5 grams.

It is important at this time that you learn how to

measure the mass of an object in grams by using the balance

and the mass pieces which are located in the mass set. The

mass set includes the mass pieces nwn on the following

page:

377
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Wm Set

The drawings on the next page show you how to find

the mass of one extra thick pretzel. First you place the

pretzel on the left pan of the balance (Step 1). Next you

follow a simple set of steps by first placing the 1 gram

(1 g) mass piece on the right pan (Step 2). Notice that the

1 gram (1 g) mass piece fails to balance the scale, as does

the 2 gram (2 g) mass piece (Step 3)., and the 5 gram (5 g)

mass piece (Step 4). However Step 5 shows that the 10 gram

(10 g) mass piece is heavier than the mass of one pretzel.

We know then from Steps 4 and 5 that the pretzel has a mass

that is somewhere between 5 grams (5 g) and 10 grams (10 g)

because the 5 gram (5 g) mass piece is too light, while the

10 gram (10 g) mass piece is too heavy. The mass of the one

extra thick pretzel can finally be determined by combining

two masses (5 g and 2 g) to balance the scales as shown in

Step 6. The mass of the one pretzel is found by adding the

two masses (5 g + 2 g) for a total of 7 grams. We can

therefore say that one e,xtra thi.ak putzel has a mass of

approximately 7 grams (7 g).

3ri
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Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your Lazwer aheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

379
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Step #3
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Step #2

step #4

Step #5

*This page is reduced 23% from the original.

Step #6
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SECTION #4

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on the answer sheet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

laboratory ActiviIes:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your workbook, answer sheet, and pencil with you. Remove

the following items from your kit:

- -Balance scale--which might have been left out from

the last activity.

- -Mass set--which might have been left out from the

last activity.

- -Plastic ambercolored cylinders "0", "P", "R" and

"S"

Check your balance to make sure the pointer is on

the lang Jjxe in the center of the scale when the trays are

empty. Call your teacher if the scale is not balanced.

Problem Set A:

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "On?

Place Object "0" on the left pan of the balance and answer

the following uestions:

mom IIIpea= "...MINIM
000,111111 flys:

3 1

1.=
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15. Place the 1 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 1 gram? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove the 2,

zram_mass piece fran the right pan.

16. Place the 2 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 2 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove the 2

gram mass piue frui the right pan.

17. Place the 5 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 5 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove the 5

gram mass piece froizthe right park.

18. Place the 10 gram mas3 piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 10 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove the 10

gram mass piece from the_xight_pAa.

332
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19. If you have measured the mass of Object "0"

correctly, you already know that it is till 3ame

AA one of the measures which you have taken.

You are therefore to write your wswer along

with the propns SI symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Remove Object "0" from the pan of the balance.

Leave the balance at the work station for the next problem

set.
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Problem Set B:

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "P"?

Place Object "P" on the left pan of the balance

and answer the following questions:

20. Place the 1 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 1 gram? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. BAMCIVP thp 1

gram mass piece from the right pan.

21. Place the 2 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 2 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove tile 2

gram mass piece from the rielt pan.
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22. Place the 5 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 5 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove_the

gram mass plece from the rigjat pan.

23. Place the 10 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 10 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Eemove the 10

gram mass piece fram thkri,ght paa.

24. Place the 20 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 20 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove the 2p

.11 H.-- S I 0:

25. Place the 10 gram mass piece and 1 gram mass

piece on the right pan. Is the mass of Object

"P" less than, the same as or more than 11 grams

(10 g + 1 g = 11 g)? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

,he corresponding item number. Rempve the 10

_u -441 In I

3.85

ii
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26. If you have measured the mass of Object "P"

correctly, you already know that it is the, name

AA one of the measures which you have taken.

You are therefore to write your ,qnswer along

with the proper az aymb.Q1 on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Remove Object "P" from the pan of the balance.

Leave the balance at the work station for the next problem

set.
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Problem Sq.D C:

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "R"?

Place Object "R" on the left pan of the balance

and answer the following questions:

27. Place the 10 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 10 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Remove the 10

gram mass _piece from the rigjit_pan.

28. Place the 20 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 20 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number. Do not remove

Ihe-2-2-gbrana--1115-.5--Pi2-Cafr-QM-SchQriZhSe-41tan_az_ja,

will be used in the next question.

3:S7
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29. Place the 10 gram mass piece on the right pan

with the 20 gram mass piece. Is the mass of

Object "R" less than, the same as or more than

30 grams (10 g + 20 g = 30 g)? Circle the

letter before the correct statement on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number. Remove only the 10 gram mass pito frola

tha_right_2aa. Dq,nptremovp, the 20 g;-am mass

piece as it will,be used in the next question.

30. Place the 1 gram mass piece on the right pan

with the 20 gram mass piece. Is the mass of

Object "R" less than, the same as or more than

21 grams (20 g + 1 g = 21 g)? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Remove

only the 1 gram Dasg piece from the right paa.

O. o ii. 0- O .0 u--- o .1

be used in the next questioq.

31. Place the 2 gram mass piece on the right pan

with the 20 gram mass piece. Is the mass of

Object "R" legs than, the same as or more than

22 grams (20 g + 2 g = 22 g)? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Do not

remqu the 20 gram and 2_gram mass pieces from

the right pan a& both will be us0 in the next

qusstion.

3 8
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32. Place the 1 gram mass piece on the right pan

with the 20 gram and 2 gram mass pieces. Is

the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as or

more than 23 grams (20 g + 2 g + 1 g = 23 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number. Remove the 20 gram, 2 gram and 1

gram mass piece tume_the_right_aam.

33. Ifyou have measured the mass of Object "R"

correctly, you already know that it is III& same,

As. one of the measures which you have taken.

You are therefore to write your answer along

with the proper B7110901 on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Remove the Object "R" from the pan of the balance.

Leave the balance at the work station for the next problem

set.
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Problem SQ1

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "S"? This

activity applies to an object whose mass is more

than 50 grams. Place Object "S" on the left pan

of the balance and answer the following

questions:

ort

34. Place the 100 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 100 grams? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number. Remove

the 100 gram mass idece from the rglit 9aa.

35. Place the 200 gram mass piece on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 200 grams? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

zaall the 200 gram mass plece from the rigkit

pan as_it will bq_ used in the next question.

390
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36. Place the 50 gram mass piece on the right pan

with the 200 gram mass piece. Is the mass of

Object "S" less than, the same as or more than

250 grams (200 g, + 50 g = 250 g)? Circle the

letter before the correct statement on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number. Remors,...261Z...the.21=2M-AWAL-aege-11=

1h2_right_zan.- a2.4alaaililla-the--222-gran-mouna
pipce as it will be used in the next question.

37. Place the 20 gran mass piece on the right pan

with the 200 gram mass piece. Is the mass of

Object "S" less than, the same as or more than

220 grams (200 g + 20 g = 220 g)? Circle the

letter before the correct statement on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number. po not removt the 200 gram _and 20 zram

mass pieces from the right 9an As both will be

wed Ata the next.

38. Place the 1 gram mass piece on the right pan

with the 200 gram and 20 gram mass pieces. Is

the mass of ObSect "S" less than, the same as or

more than 221 grams (200 g + 20 g + 1 g = 221 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number. Remove the ZOO grAmi 20 gram and 1

gram mass pieces from the right paa.

391
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39. If you have measured the mass of Object "S"

correctly, you already know that it is lag. Dame

al one of the measures which you have taken.

You are therefore to write your answer along

with the proper al. symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Remove Object "S" from the pan of the balance.

Remove the plastic ambercolored cylinders "0", "P",

"R" and "S" to the kit. Leave the balance, the mass set

and the kilogram mass piece at the work station for they

will be used by the next student replacing you at the work

station.

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Return to your desk with pencil, workbook, and

answer sheet.

Check all your answers with the KEY.
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Answer Sheet for

Lesson 5--Laboratory Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

1. if of water. =
number)

kg

2. 1 dm3 of water = kg
(number)

3. jofwater=l5kg
(number)

4. dm3 of water = 9 kg
(number)'

5. 6) of water = 6 of mass
(SI symbol)

6. 12 dm3 of water = 12

Time Completed

(SI symbol)
of capacity.

SECTION #2--Time Started

7. Liter measure filled with water has a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

(Section #2 continued on next page)
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8. Object "N" (Circle the letter before the correct

statement.)

a. Object "N" has Ilaa mass than does the

1 kilogram mass piece.

b. Object "N" has the AAMA mass as does the

1 kilogram mass piece.

c. Object "N" has more mass than does the

1 kilogram mass piece.

Time Completed

SECTION #3--Time Started

9. 1 kg =

10. 4 kg =

11. 9

(number)

(number)

(SI symbol)
= 9 000 g

12. kg = 5 000 g
(number

13. 500 mi of water =
(number

14. 100 am3 of water =
(number

Time Completed

391



SECTION #4--Time Started

Froblem Set A: (Circle the letter before the correct

statement for each of the following

questions.)

15.

16.

17.

a. Object "0" has lessmmass than does the

1 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the Bane mass as does the

1 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has more mass than does the

1 gram mass piece.

a. Object "0" has less mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the umg mass as does the

2 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has more mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

a. Object "0" has lega mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the zame, mass as does the

5 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has more, mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

393



a. Object "0" has less mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the game mass as does the

10 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has more mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

19. Object "0" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

396
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Problem Set B: (Circle the letter before the correct

statement for each of the following

questions.)

20.

21.

22.

a. Object "P" has less, mass than does the

1 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the game, mass as does the

1 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has more, mass than does the

1 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has less, mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the same mass as does the

2 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has wore, mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has less. mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the samq mass as does the

5 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has wore, mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

397
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23.

24.

25.

a. Object "P" has less, mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the game mass as does the

10 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has issars, mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has lezA mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the same mass as does the

20 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has more mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has lgam mass than do the

11 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "P" has the Asag, mass as do the

11 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "P" has more mass than do the

11 gram mass pieces.

26. Object "P" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

393
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Problem Set C: (Circle the letter before the correct

statement for each of the following

questions.)

27.

28.

29.

349

a. Object "R" has less mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

b. Object "R" has the game mass as does the

10 gram mass piece.

c. Object "R" has marl mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

a. Object "R" has less mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

b. Object "R" has the same mass as does the

20 gram mass piece.

c. Object "R" has more mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

a. Object "R" has less mass than does the

30 gram mass piece.

b. Object "R" has the same, mass as does the

30 gram mass piece.

c. Object "R" has more mass than does the

30 gram mass piece.

39)



30.

31.

32.

a. Object "R" has less, mass than do the

21 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "R" has the game. mass as do the

21 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "R" has more mass than do the

21 gran mass pieces.

a. Object "R" has less mass than do the

22 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "R" has the same mass as do the

22 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "R" has maxl, mass than do the

22 gram mass pieces.

a. Object "R" has less mass than do the

23 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "R" has the zame mass as do the

23 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "R" has more mass than do the

23 gram mass pieces.

33. Object "R" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)
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Problpm Set D: (Circle the letter before the correct

statement for each of the following

questions.)

34.

35.

36.

a. Object "S" has less mass than does the

100 gram mass piece.

b. Object "S" has the lama mass as does the

100 gram mass piece.

c. Object "S" has more, mass than does the

100 gram mass piece.

a. Object "S" has less mass than does the

200 gram mass piece.

b. Object "S" has the Bame mass as does the

200 gram mass piece.

c. Object "S" has more mass than does the

200 gram mass piece.

a. Object "S" has less mass than do the

250 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "S" has the same mass as do the

250 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "S" has' more mass than do the

250 gram mass pieces.



37.

38.

a. Object "S" has less mass than do the

220 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "S" has the same, mass as do the

220 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "S" has more, mass than do the

220 gram mass pieces.

a. Object "S" has less, mass than do the

221 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "S" has the aml mass as do the

221 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "S" has more mass than do the

221 gram mass pieces.

39. Object "S" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

Time Completed

352
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TEMPERATURE

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 6

LABORATORY ACTrVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own aaa laad

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the time when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). You will be asked to do this
several times throughout this lesson. Please take special
care to record these times on your answer sheet for each
section of this lesson.

403
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Lesson 6

Twnperature Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer §heet. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Temperature ia SI

Measurement is usually measured

with a Celsius thermometer.

Figure #1 is a drawing of a

Celsius thermometer with its

various parts labeled. The

glass tube contains a red
long

liquid that expands and raises glas
tube

as the temperature increases

and contracts or lowers as the

, temperature decreases. The

scale on the thermometer is red

used to indicate the position
liquid

of the liquid and thus the
bulb

temperature. The capital

letter "C" at the top of the

thermometer is the symbol for Celsius.

Jk

Figure #1

scale

Did you notice the lines on the scale of the

thermometer? Each line represents a number, but not all

lines have numbers next to them.

40,4



Let's take a closer look at the part

of the thermometer between 0 and 10 which

is shown in Figure #2. Count the spaces

between the 0 and the 10. You should

have counted 10 spaces.

10

--

Figure #3

355

Figure #2

The first line above the line

marked 0 stands for 1 as,is shown in

Figure #3. The next line stands for 2,

and so on. Notice that line 5, which

is half way between 0 and 10, is a

little longer than the rest of the

lines.

1. Look at your answer sheet. Next to number 1 you

see a section of a Celsius temperature scale.

Place the number the line stands for to the

right of each line on the scale.

The units for measuring temperature are called

degrees. Each line that you see on the scale of the Celsius

thermometer stands for 1 degree. The small raised circle,

"" is the symbol that is used to represent degree.

When you use the Celsius Scale to

measure temperature always write °C after the number which

is the symbol for degree Celsius. This identifies the scale

and the SI unit usea.
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The drawing in Figure #4 shows

part of a Celsius thermometer. The

liquid is two lines above 60. This

thermometer shows a temperature of

62 °C.

Figure #5

356

Figure #4

There are times when the temperature is

below zero. Figure #5 shows a Celsius

thermometer which reads, "10 °C below zero,"

or is read as "-10 °C."

MACTICE_EMELEKE:

Four drawings of Celsius thermometers are provided

for clarification of measuring temperature in this SI unit.

What temperature does each thermometer show? Write your

answer along with the proper 11. symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

2. 3.

20

10



Finally, temperature me ments will be more

accurate if you follow these

357

1. When measuring the temperature of a liquid, be

sure the bulb which is located al; the bottom of

the thermometer is in the liquid.

2. Always hold the thermometer by the metal part.

If your fingers are on the bulb, the heat from

them can make the red liquid go up or down.

Laboratpry Actlyttipa:

6. Da_not use a thermometer to Agamg_thii.

Quutiga. Estimate the temperature of your

classroom in Celsius units. *bite your answer

and the proper al Amatal on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item numbers.
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7. Do not use a thermometer to 4pswgp this

augatigul. Estimate the temperature of a

Celsius thermometer that is placed in an ice-

filled container for 60 seconds. The container

with ice is displayed at the front of the

classroom. Make an estimate of the temperature

by observing the ice-filled container from

your desk. Write your Answer, with the proper

al,zymbol, on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

8. Do nDt use a thermometer to answer thi

questiou. Estimate the temperature of a

Celsius thermometer, if you were holding the

bulb of the thermometer between the palms of

your hands for 60 seconds. The bulb, in this

case, would be touching your palms. Write

your answer with the proper AI symbol on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

408
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9. Da_nat_mas...a_thwassnettez..ta_iu

questioa. Estimate the temperature of a

Celsius thermometer that is placed in the

heated water of a coffee pot for 60 seconds.

The coffee pot with heated water is displayed

at the front of the classroam. Make an

estimate of the temperature by observing the

coffee pot fraa your desk. Write your Angwer

with the proper al symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your Finswer, sheet, beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

4 9
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SECTION #2

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer Ahmt. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Laboratory ActivIties:

One student should go to each work station. Take

your pencil, workbook and answer sheet with you. Remove the

Celsius thermometer and container "D" (coffee can) from

your kit.

10. Measure the temperature of your classroom by

using &Celsius thernameter.

Hold the thermometer by the metal

part. na_nal_ticauch_thit_glasa. Write your

Agmar and the proper a symbol on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

11. You should next measure the temperature of the

container labeled "D" with the Celsius

thermometer after it is filled with ice. Fill

container "D" with the ice provided by your

teacher. Place the Celsius thermometer in the

container labeled "D" for 60 seconds or for as

long as it takes to count (silently) from 1 to

100. Count at a normal pace. Remove the

thermometer from the container of ice and

record your answer and the proper 51: umbol on

the answer sheet beside the corresponding item

410
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number. Pour the ice from the container

labeled "D" back into your teacher's ice

container.

361

12. Next, measure your body temperature by placing

the Celsius thermometer between the palms of

your hands. The picture

at the right indicates

how the hulk of the

thermometer should

be placed in the

palms of your hands.

Be certain that the bulb of the thermometer IA

laughlAg the palms of your hands. Hold the

thermometer in place for 60 seconds or for as

long as it takes you to count (silently) from

1 to 100. Count at a normal pace. Record the

Answer and the proper 51:gymbol on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

13. Measure the temperature of the heated water

inside the coffee pot that is placed at the

front of the classroom with a Celsius

thermometer. CAUTION: The coffee pot as well

as the heated water inside is VERT, VERY HOT!

Remove the lid from the coffee pot and carefully

lower the Celsius thermometer into the water by

holding onto the wire which has been attached to

411
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the thermometer. Hold the thermometer in the

water for 60 seconds or for as long as it takes

you to count (silently) from 1 to 100. The

thermometer will not be ruined if it is left

in the water longer than 60 seconds. Count at

a normal pace. Remove the thermometer from the

coffee pot and record your answr and the proper

SI, =hal on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number. CarefvUy place the

lid back on the coffee pot. Reta...... to your

work station with the Celsius thermometer.

When you have completed the activities, return the

Celsius thermometer and container "D" to the kit.

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed

Return to your desk with pencil, workbook and answer

sheet.

Check all your answers with the KEY. You will find

that the answers are not supplied for the Estimate

questions. There are nia wrong answers for the Estimate

questions. However, notice the difference, if any, between

your Estimated measurement answer and the actual

Measurement answer.



Answer Sheet for

Lesson 6--Laboratory Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

1. 30

2.

6

8

9.

NINNIENO

20,..4
.-3CA
=NM
PM.
WIMP

IMa.
Immo

3.

E51111411EL

363

5.

SECTION #2--Time Started _

MEASUREMENT

oi-cicm4Latme41. lo .

(numberKSI symbol)(
classroom) ,

knumber)(SI symbol)

_Sompare,
(number)(SI symbolfr-

(ice) '"
(number)(SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)
(palms 12.

.4Copparelp,
13.

(
symbol)

coffee

SECTION #1--

Time Completed

pot)

(number) (SI symbol

(number)(SI symbol)

SECTION #2--

, Time Completed

413
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Instructional Approach B--Simulated Activities
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LINEAR

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 3

SIMULATED ACTIVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own soft lgad pencil.

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the time when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). Please take special care to
record these times on your answer sheet.

4 5
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Lesson 3

Linear Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer shut. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Meter

The meter is the basic unit of length in SI

Measurement. The symbol for meter is the small letter "m".

The meter is used to measure length. A meter stick is

slightly longer than a yard stick.

METER STICK (m)

YARD STICK

Take a good look at the length of puga meter. Your

teacher will hold a meter stick up for you to look at. The

distance from one end of the meter stick to the other end is

one meter.

The unit meter is frequently used when a person has

to find the length of long objects. For example, to measure

the length of a chalkboard it would be easier and faster to

use a meter stick than a smaller measuring stick.

4 416
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Now let's suppose that you are to measure the length

of the piece of lumber shown below with a meter stick.

Notice the way the meter stick is placed next to the board

with the left end of the stick even with the left end of the

piece of lumber.

1 METER

EVEN

This piece of lumber measures one meter (1 m) long.

This would be written on the answer sheet as I
(number)

4
(SI symbol)

What is the best procedure to use when you have to

measure a piece of lumber that is two or three meters long?

The first thing you do is to place the meter stick

next to the piece of lumber and line up the end of the meter

stick with the left end of the board.

1 METER m

Next, place your finger or a pencil mark on the

board so that it is even with the right end of the meter

stick. Move the meter stick along the board until the left

end of the meter stick is at the spot on the board marked by

your finger or the pencil line.

1 METER (m)

417
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The piece of lumber on the preceding page measures

exactly two meters (2 m) long. This would be recorded on

the answer sheet as 2 xn .

(number) (SI symbol)
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SECTION #2

aiall/latathACILILLtatra:

You will recall from the introduction that the meter

stick which your teacher held up was a little longer than a

yard stick. The meter stick is on display at the front of

the classroom. In the activities that follow, it is

important that you realize that the objects being measured

are one-tenth their actual length. The size paper this was

printed on along with the actual length of a meter,

prevented our drawing the meter stick and the plastic strips

full size.
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Below and on the next page you see pictures of three

plastic strips of different lengths which are one-tenth of

their actual length.

1. How many meters long is plastic strip "A"?

Write your =sweat and the proper SI aymbol on

the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

2. How many meters long is

plastic strip "B"? Write

your Answer and the

proper a Aylatol, on

the answer sheet

beside the

corresponding

item number.

420



3. How many meters long is plastic

strip "C"?o Wite your answer,

and the proper a Antal on

the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item

number.

421

*This page is reduced 23% from the original.
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SECTION #3

Dedmeter

There are smaller SI Measures I:Alan the meter which

can be used to measure small objects. Since the SI System

of Measurement is a decimal system (based on 10), smaller

units are found by dividing the meter into 10 parts with

each part being the same length, and then dividing each of

those parts into 10 equal parts, and so on.

1 METER (m)

I1 DECIMETER

When the meter is divided into 10 equal parts, each

of the 10 parts is called a 4ecimeter. Your teacher will

hold up a decimeter stick for you to look at. The symbol

for decimeter is the small letters "dm". A decimeter is

actually this long:

1 DECIMETER (dm)

The decimeter is one-tenth or .1 meter. Some of you

will find that it is about the width of your hand.

The decimeter is seldom used in measuring objects

which are quite long. It does have an important use,

though, and you will learn about that when you study

volume/capacity.

422
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PRACTIU PROBLEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Wite

your allgwers on the gnswer gheet beside the corresponding

item numbers.

4. 5 m = 9, dm 7. 30 dm = ? m

5. 10 m = dm 8. 70 dm = m

6. 13 m = dm 9. 140 dm = m

Key Pot.]
It is very important from now on thatJ

when you use a scale to measure something you place the end

with the Imallest number gyza with the end of the object you

are measuring. A good example would be to measure the

length of a pencil as indicated below. Notice that the end

of the scale (small numbered end) is even with the end of

the pencil.

SMALL 1 1
NUMBERELH1
END

2 6
_1

7
1

8
.4

9
4

PENCIL AND SCALE ARE EVEN



SECTION #4

aimulated_Activitiea:

Below you

Part of a

decimeter

stick has been

positioned

next to its

width and

length. The

markings on

the decimeter

stick are

shown true

size.*

*This page

is reduced

15% from

the original.

see a rectangle "A".

RECTANGLE "A"

10. How many decimeters lane is

this rectangle? Write your

ansler and the proper ai Dymbo1

on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

11. How many decimeters wide is

this rectangle? Write your

Ajaswex and the proper ai aymbal

in the space provided on the

answer *sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

WI DTH

374.

42,1

Pr
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SECTION #5

Centimeter

When the decimeter is divided into 10 equal parts,

each of the 10 small parts is equal to one centimeter:. Your

teacher will hold up a short orange scale which is divided

into centimeters. Use the small letters "am" as a symbol

which stands for the word, "centimeter."

IDECIMETER STICK

f I]

I 1 2 5 6 7 8 9

CENTIMETER STICK

111.--1 CENTIMETER

"Centi" means "hundredth." The centimeter is an

SI Measure of length that is equal to one-hundredth or

.01 meter.

Pots] = 10 dm = 100 cm
LI-LT

The thickness of one slice of sandwich bread is

approximately equal to 1 an or 1 centimeter.

GM

At the present time you will probably use the

centimeter unit more than any other SI unit we have talked

about.

425
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2BALIza_maidada:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your Janswers on the znsyer 1.1eet beside the corresponding

item numbers.

12. 1 dm = ? cm 15. ? m = 300 cm

13. ? cm = 5 dm 16. 9 CM = 2 m

14. ? cm = 10 dm 17. 400 cm = 9

Key Point i Remember that when you are using a scale

you should place the end with the smallest number even with

the left end of the object Which you are measuring.
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SECTION #6

18. Estimate the length of side A of the triangle

pictured below, in centimeters. Write your

Anzwer with the proper ai Aymkal on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number in

the ESTIMATE column.

19. Estimate the length of side B of the triangle

pictured below, in centimeters. Write your

4nswer with the proper Elzymbol on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number in

the ESTIMATE column.

20. Estimate the length of side C of the triangle

pictured below, in centimeters. Write your

Appwer with the proper al, zymibol on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number in

the ESTIMATE column.
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Below you see a picture of a triangle with three

true size centimeter sticks positioned next to each of its

sides.

21. How many centimeters match the length of side

A? Write your =Aar and the proper a symbol

in the space provided on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number in the

MEASUREMENT column.

22. How many centimeters match the length of side

B? Write your ansyer and the proper a Aymbol

in the space provided on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number in the

MEASUREMENT column.

23. How many centimeters match the length of side

C? Write your AAswer and the proper a Aymbol

in the space provided on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number in the

MEASUREMENT column.

CENTIMETER STICK

428
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Use the centimeter stick pictured in each of the

exercises which follow to name the length or width of the

object to the nearest centimeter. Write your answer along

with the proper Z1, Byntol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

24..

25.

C:C=D

26. E

PAPER CLIP

111111
1 2 3 4- 5 6 7

1301_ T

eleIi.."

IIIIII1 1 1

2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9

4 2, 9
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Place an "X" on the centimeter sticks which are

drawn on the answer sheet at the location of the length

called for below. Be sure that the item number on the

answer sheet corresponds with the item number below when you

are recording your Azswer.

27. 10 cm

28. 16 am
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SECTION #7

Kilometer

Just as there are smaller SI units such as the

centimeter, there are also larger SI units used for

measuring length. The unit most often used to measure long

distances is the kilometer,. The kilometer is a unit of

length equal to 1 000 meters. "Kilo" means "one thousand."

The symbol for kilometer is the small letters "km".

381

1 km = 1 000 m

The kilometer is about the same distance as going

around a baseball diamond 9 times. The distance from

McDonald's to Reese Elementary School is 14 kilometers; to

Ridgeview Elementary School is 3i kilometers; and to

Southeast Elementary School is 2 kilometers.

lEALIME-Ualaa:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answers_ on the Lpswer, sheet, beside the corresponding

item numbers.

29. 2 km = 9 m 32. 000 m = ? km

30. 32 km = 2 m 33.

_4

16 000 m = ? km

31. 8 km = 9 m 34. 9 000 m = 9 km
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Several problems related to distance are given

below. You are to find the correct distance by using the

map which is provided. Please record the distance in

kilometers and the other information requested on the

separate ADswer sheet.

35. Warrensburg to Higginsville

36. Warrensburg to Sedalia

37. Warrensburg to Jefferson City

38. Is Warrensburg closer to Springfield or to

Jefferson City?

39. Is Warrensburg closer to Kansas City or to

Tipton?
co Higginsville
T T 4'

*PI 0 00 ^i 0
3

T PI 4J

ti 092 O60 0 41 C-t

47,936 ct) 43 c-f:4-'

C-)
arrensburg

47

Clinton

58

Distances are represented in
Icjapmeters and are located
between the cities.

Springfield

4 '3 2
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Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Check all your answers with the KEY. You will find

that the answers are not supplied for the Estimate

questions. There are ag. wrong answers for the Estimate

questions. However, notice the difference, if any, between

your Estimated Measurement answers and the actual Measure.-

ment answers. This will help to show how well you

understand SI Measurement.
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Answer Sheet for

Lesson 3--Simulated Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

SECTION #2

1. Plastic strip "A"

2. Plastic strip "B"

3. Plastic strip "C"

(number) (SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)

TriG11377 (SI symbol)

SECTION #3

4.. 5 m = dm
(number)

5. 10 m = dm
711-701)-Z7

6. 13 m = dm
(number)

7. 30 dm =
TETIME;17

8. 70 dm =
(number)

9. 140 dm =
(number)

431



SECTION #4

10. Length

11. Width

(number) (SI symbol)

71711717 (SI symbol)

385

SECTION #5

12. ldm= cm
number)

13.

14.

(number)

(number)

cm = 5 dm

cm = 10 dm

15. m = 300 cm
(number)

16. cm = 2 m
(number)

17. 400 cm =
(number)

SECTION #6

18.

19.

UTIMATE

4Saglargi.
Side A

(number) (SI symbol)
21

4P,=="*. 22
Side B(nuraber)(SI symbol)

20 -14-12"4=4P 9 q

(humber)(SI symbol)
Side C

VIEASIMEMIT

(number) (SI symbol)

(numbeii(SI symbol)

(number)(SI symbol)



24. (]:--:) WITH

25.

1-0LINGTh4-1

26. gr=mmi

27.

number) (SI symbol) 386

(number) (SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)

i I 11111IIIIIIIIA
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1

28.

SECTION #7

29. 2 km =
(number)

30. 32 km =
(number)

31. 8 km =
(number)

32. 4 000 m = km
(number)

33. 16 000 m = km
(number)

34. 9 000 m = km
(number)

*This page is reduced 15% from the original.
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35. Warrensburg to Higginsville

36. Warrensburg to Sedalia

387

(number) (SI symbol)

(number) (SI symbol)

37. Warrensburg to Jeffersén City

(SI symbol)

38. Warrensburg is closest to

is a distance of

(number)

(name of city)

(number) (SI symbol)

, which

39. The distance from Warrensburg to Kansas City is

and the distance from
(number) (SI symbol)

Warrensburg to Tipton is
(number) (SI symbol)

Therefore, Warrensburg is closer to

by a distance of
(name of city) (number)

(SI symbol)

Time Completed

437
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VOLUME/CAPACITY

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 4

SIMULATED ACTIVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own soZt lead 4wictl.

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the tine when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). Please take special care to
record these times on your answer sheet.



Lesson 4

Volume/Capacity Measurement Activities

389

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your Answer AlagAt. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Volume or capacity is the amount of a substance or

material that is held in or contained by a container. In

other words, volume or capacity is the space inside a hollow

object as well as the space which a solid object takes up.

The volume or capacity of a container is measured in cubic

units and the material to be measured may be a wet or liquid

substance or it may also be a dry or solid material.

A cube is an object which has sides of equal length.

In other words, a cube is a container where length = width =

height. Here we have drawn a picture of a block or con-

tainer that is a cube. This block or container has a volume

V`"1"1
uparr

or capacity of one cubic unit as

shown in Figure #1.

How many cubic units are

needed to build the figure below in *sr
41%

Figure #2?

There are two rows of blocks

with 3 blocks in each row. We can

therefore say that there are 2 x 3

or 6 cubic units in the figure.

Figure #1

439

Figure #2
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Now let's lay another layer of cubes on the top of

the figure which we just examined. How many cubic units are

needed for this new figure?

We again have two rows of blocks with three blocks

in each row, which makes a total

of 2 x 3 or 6 cubic units for the

first layer. However, since there

are two layers with 6 cubic units

in each layer, we now have a

volume of 12 cubic units (6 units x

2 layers) in the new figure which

appears to the right.

There is still a simpler way to figure the volume of

an object. You can find the volume of something by using

the following formula:

Volume = length x width x height
(This can be abbreviated as follows)

V =LxWxH

Let's use the same problem which we just studied to

see how the formula for volume works.

To find the volume of this

figure, use the formula above. In

other words, volume is equal to the

length (3 units) x width (2 units)

height (2 units).

Volume = 3 units x 2 units x 2 units

or Volume = 12 cubic units.

wars
..;Aitr$

440

ffr
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Therefore the volume or capacity of the figure on

the preceding page would have been written 12 units 3 (read

"cubic units"). The small "3" which is placed above and to

the right of the word "unit" is used to show that a volume

measure has been made. In other words, when we multiply the

length x width x height of an object we get the volume or

capacity of the object which is given in units cubed. This

is written "units3".
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FRACTIU PROBLEMS:

Please figure the volume or capacity of each of the

objects shown below. Write your answer on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

Formula fpr VQ1ume

Volume = length x width x height

1. 2.

V = unit x unit x unit V = unit x unit x unit

V = units
3

V = units3

V = unit x unit x unit V = unit

V = units3 V =

442

x unit

2° )

x unit

units 3
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The volume or capacity of solid objects

as well as empty boxes or containers is figured in cubic

units.

The examples below show that a piece of butter and

an empty box with the same dimensions have the same volume

titTlf

or capacity.

Cubic Decimeter

We have been studying about the volume or capacity

of objects which are measured in cubic units. One of the

SI units which is used to measure volume or capacity is the

cubic decimeter. The SI symbol for the cubic decimeter is

It is a cube where the length of each side is

1 decimeter (dm). We can therefore say that it has a

capacity or volume of 1 dm 3
. The figure on the next page

represents a true volume of one cubic decimeter (dm3
).

44,
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*This page is reduced 23% from the original.
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Your teacher will hold up a cube that also has a

volume of one cubic decimeter (dm3). A cubic decimeter is

about the same size as the bottom half of a half-gallon milk

carton and therefore has the same volume or capacity.
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SECTION #2

Simulated Actiyitie,s:

5. Look to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be holding an empty milk carton

labeled "B" with its top removed. You are to

estimate the volume of the milk carton in cubic

decimeters (dm3 ), (V =LxWxH). Write your

artswer with the proper SI zymbol on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

6. Look to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be holding a foam rubber block

labeled "C". You are to estimate the volume of

the block in cubic decimeters (dm3 ), (V = L x

W x H). Write your answqr with the proper

symtol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

7. Look again to the front of the classroom. This

time your teacher will be holding an empty box.

You are to estimate its volume in cubic

decimeters (dm
3
), (V =LxWxH). Write your

Apswqr with the proper ai zy.1091 on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

446



8. Here you see a drawing of
:===
=7.--the same milk carton

labeled "B" which your

teacher held up for you

just a few minutes ago.*

The milk carton is still

on display at the front of

the classroom. Notice

that the top of the milk

carton has been removed

and that decimeter sticks

are positioned next to

three of its edges. What

is the volume, in cubic

decimeters (dm
3
), of this

milk carton? Use the

formulaV=LxWxH to

figure the volume. Write

your answr and the proper

ai symbol in the space

provided on the answer

sheet beside the corres-

t,cnling irem numt,e-.

*
DEC/41ErER

397
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is page is reduced 15% from the original.
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Below you see a drawing of the same foam rubber

block which your teacher held up for you just a few minutes

ago. The block is still on display at the front of the

classroom. Please notice that both the drawing below along

with the decimeter sticks which appear around the block are

drawn Dne-lift4 their actual size.

9. Find the volume, in cubic decimeters (dm3), of

the foam rubber block labeled "0" pictured

below. Use the formulaV=LxWxHto figure

the volume. Write your ansyer with the proper

.5vmbo1 on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

4,13
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10. Find the volume, in cubic decimeters (dm3

), of the box

pictured below. This box, like the drawing of the foam

rubber block, is drawn to one-fifth of its actual size.

This drawing is used to represent the same large box which

your teacher showed you a few minutes ago. The box is

still on display at the front of the room. Use the formula

V =LxWxHto figure the volume. Write your ADswer

with the proper az symbol on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

*This page is reduced 23% from the original.

449
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SECTION #3

Earlier in this lesson it was mentioned that the

volume or capacity of a liquid can also be measured. Thus

far we have only discussed cubic units and in particular the

cubic decimeter which was used to measuxe the volume or

capacity of solid objects and empty containers. It so

happens that there is a relationship between the cubic

units, which we have discussed, and liquid units. For

example, the volume or capacity of 1 cubic decimeter is

1 liter. The liter is the basic unit of capacity. The

symbol for liter is the small letter "1". The small

letter "1" is also made in the cursive form

which is 1" so that it will not be confused

with the number 1.

One liter is slightly more than a quart.

14

450
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In SI Measurement, we measure liquid substances such

as milk and gas by the liter (A. Liquids are measured with

the aid of graduates, beakers, cylinders, etc. Your teacher

will show you an example of a liter measure at a later time

during this lesson.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalt,nt. Write

your answers on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

3
11 . 1 dm3 = J 14. dm = 9.4

(number) (number)

12. 3 dm3 = _1 15. 7 dm3 . 9 9

(number) (number) (SI symbol)

13. 9 dm
3 B

= 15,f 16. ? 9 = 12 if
(number) (number) (SI symbol)

451
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SECTION #4

imulated

17. Look to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be holding a coffee can labeled

"D". You are to estimate the liter (fi capacity

of the coffee can. Write your Auyer along with

the proper SI litabol, on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

18. Look to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be holding an empty milk carton

labeled "B" with its top removed. You are to

estimate the liter CA capacity of milk carton

"B". Write your xiswer along with the proper

SI, gymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

NOTE: In the activities that follow we would like for you

to pretend that the sand which you will be using is

water. It was felt that water would create more of a

mess than would sand.

19. Look to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be displaying the empty coffee can

labeled "D" and the liter measure pictured on

the following page. The pictures on the

fLalowing page show the liter measure and coffee

can at one-tenth their actual size. The coffee

452
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can, filled with sand, is being emptied into the

liter measure in Step #2. You are to determine

the liter (e) capacity of the coffee can. Write

your AAsyex with the proper al symbol on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

STEP I,

CfiN D"

111111.10

STEP

....1111r

STEP 3
OR

FIGURE 1

FIGURE *di SHOWS THE LITER

ME.ASURE WHEN I T 15 LEVEL.

453
4-
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20. Look again to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be displaying the milk carton

labeled "B" which has the top removed and the

liter measure. Both of these are drawn below to

one-tenth of their actual size. The milk

carton, filled with sand is being emptied into

the liter measure in Step 2. You are to

determine the liter (P capacity of the milk

carton. Write your apswer with the proper

az zyqzpi on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

STEP 1

f

cm;r,

STEP 2.

STEP 3
OR OR

577',15 7747
ilAs t 44 These two

pictures show the
liter measures
when they are
level.

4r;
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SECTION #5

A cubic centimeter is a unit of volume that is used

to make smaller measures. The symbol for cubic centimeter

may be written as "cm3". Notice in the figure on the

following page the actual size of a cubic centimeter (cm3 )

and its relationship to the cubic decimeter.



406

*This page is reduced 38.5% from the original.
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A sugar cube is a little larger in size than a cubic

centimeter.

Do you know how many cubic centimeters there are in

ic decimeter? Let's review and find out.

Key Point Remember that the volume can be found by

using the fo;thia: Volume = Length x Width x Height which

is abbreviatedV=LxWx H.

Therefore if we substitute the number of centimeters

that are in a decimeter (10 centimeters = 1 decimeter) for

each of the three dimensions, we find that:

Volume of 1 dm
3
= 10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm

Key Pointr]

(therefore)

Volume of 1 dm3 = 1 000 cm3

= 1 000 cm3 cm = .001 dm I

From the above problem we can see that it would take

approximately 1,000 sugar cubes to fill the cubic decimeter

container shown on the preceding page.

457
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SECTION #6

5imulated Actijities:

21. Estimate the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm 3
),

of box "F" which is dr,awa sdize using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your answer along

with the proper a ymbo1 on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

22. Estimate the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3),

of box "G" which is drawn Sul], aize, using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your answer along

with the proper IL 5ymbol. on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.
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23. Estimate the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3 ),

of box "H" which is Aiza,kal Lai size, using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your apsw.er along

with,the proper al 5y771.pol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

4 5 3
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24. Estimate the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3),

of box "I", which is dzajola lull aizl, using the

formillaV=LxWxH. Write your answer along

with the proper ZI_Aymbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

460
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25. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3), of

box "F" which is dxsalua u1 diye. Use the

centimeter sticks pictured next to each box and

use the formulaV=LxWxHto arrive at your

answer. Write your an§wer along with the proper

onibo1 on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

461
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26. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3), of

box "G" which is 4xAmn, Sull .size,. Use the

centimeter sticks pictured next to each box and

use the formulaV=LxWxHto arrive at your

answer. Write your apswex along with the proper

aymtia on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

462
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27. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3), of

box "H" which is _drawn, full size. Use the

centimeter sticks pictured next to each box and

use the formula V=LxWxH to arrive at your

answer. Write your xtswer along with the proper

II symlzol, on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

46:3
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28. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters (cm3), of

box "I" which is Azua lull ize. Use the

centimeter sticks pictured next to each box and

use the formulaV=LxWxHto arrive at your

answer. Write your All,pNA;' along with the proper

az .symb91 on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

0
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SECTION #7

Milliliter

It was mentic ed earlier that the capacity of one

cubic decimeter (1 dm3) is equal to one liter (1 1). The

same relationship exists between the cubic centimeter and

the milliliter. The prefix milli is used to represent

one-thousandth of something. The capacity of one cubic

centimeter (1 am3) is equal to one milliliter (1 mY). The

symbol for milliliter is the small letters 'id".

This relationship is best explained by recalling a

key pointsjfew

1. You will recall that the prefix milli is used to

represent one-thousandth. Therefore, we can

assume that a milliliter (m)) is 1 of 1 000

parts of a liter.

milli.= one thousandth_LJLf
2. You were also told that eacla cubi; cultlmeter is

1 of 1 000 parts of a cubic decimeter.,

Key Point 1 dm3 = 1 000 cm-

3. Therefore since you were told that one cLibic

decimeter (1 dm3) has a capacity of one liter

(11), then one cubic centimeter has a capacity

of one milliliter (1 mi)

Key Point 1 dm3 = i and 1 cm? = 1 m".]
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A thimble will hold about one milliliter (mi) of

water while a teaspoon will hold about 5 milliliters (m)) of

water. 5m Q

Very small amounts of liquids like medicines are

measured in milliliters (mi). Your teacher will show you a

graduate which can be used to very accurately measure small

amounts of liquids.

FRACUCE PUBIEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

the answer for each question on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

29. 1 mi = cm
3

32. 2 000 cm
3

= 9 dm
(number) (number)

30. 2 000,cm
3

= 9
,e 33. 9

111) = 9
(number) (number)

31. 5 000 rnF =
(number)

34. 18 000 cm
3 =

4 6

9

(number)
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SECTION #8

5imu1ated Activitis:

35. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters (mJ), of

container "J" which is Azabin full .size,using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your answer along

with the proper 5.1,5vmbo1 on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.
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36. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters (m.A, of

container "K" which is A,LaNn 13111 size, using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your answer along

with the proper 2,1 symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

4 6 8
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37. Estimate the capacity, in milliliters (m.t), of

container "L" which is .pizma lull .size using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your answer along

with the proper a symbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

46 9
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38- Estimate the capacity, in milliliters (mA, of

container "IA" which is dzakin .5ize using the

formulaV=LxWxH. Write your Ailaxpr along

with the proper a .5yabol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

470
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39. CONTAINER "J"--Look to the front of the

classroom. Your teacher will be holding con-

tainer "J" and a 100 milliliter graduate. The

100 milliliter graduate is .azakaa full size in

the picture on the right side of the next page.

The drawings on the left side of the next page

show container "J" drawn to scale as well as

being filled with sand and then being emptied

into the 100 milliliter graduate. Determine the

capacity of container "J" by reading the scale

of the full size graduate shown in Step 3. The

5h4au[sortion of_ the 0.rAauate in Step 3

represents the sami on the inside. Write your

answ.er and the proper al. Aymb91 on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

471
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40. CONTAINER "K"--Look to the front of the

classroom. Your teacher will be holding con-

tainer "K" and a 250 milliliter graduate. The

250 milliliter graduate is Diu= scle in the

picture on the right side of the next page. The

drawings on the left side of the next page show

container "K" drawn to scale as well as being

filled with sand and then being emptied into the

250 milliliter graduate. Determine the capacity

of container "K" by reading the scale of the

graduate shown in Step 3. The shaded portion of

the zraduate in Steo_a_uorents th sAlid_QA

the inside. Write your answer and the proper

jvilful on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

4 73
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41. CONTAINER "L"--Look to the front of the

classroom. Your teacher will be holding con-

tainer "L" and a 250 milliliter graduate. The

250 milliliter graduate is DILAAa ,5ca1 A in the

picture on the right side of the next page. The

drawings on the left side of the next page show

container "L" drawn to scale as well as being

filled with sand and then being emptied into the

250 milliliter graduate. Determine the capacity

of container "L" by reading the scale of the

graduate shown in Step 3. The shaded portion of

the inside. Write your Answer along with the

proper al symbol on the answer sheet hcside the

corresponding item number.



STEP-2

STEP-3

2:50

1.30

210

/90

170

150

/30

10f ,

4 7
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42. CONTAINER IM"--Look to the front of the

classroom. Your teacher will be holding con-

tainer 1M" and a 250 milliliter graduate. The

250 milliliter graduate is AL= la scale in the

picture on the right side of the next page. The

drawings on the left side of the next page show

container 1M" drawn to scale as well as being

filled with sand and then being emptied into the

250 milliliter graduate. Determine the capacity

of container IV by reading the scale of the

graduate shown in Step 3. 1,122,..Aliaciad_jpartjaa...Q1

te gxAduAte In Step 1 represents the sand on

t)le insj.de. Write your answ.er and the proper

5ymbo1. on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

471
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Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed .

Check all your answers with the KEY. You will find

that the answers are not supplied for the ESTIMATE

questions. There are naA=Jag answers for the Estimate

questions. However, notice the difference, if any, between

your Estimated Measurenent answers and the actual

Measurement answers. This will help to show how well you

understand SI Measurement.

4 '1 9
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Answer Sheet for

Lesson 4Simu1ated Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time

1 . V =

Started

units
3

(number)

2. V = units3
(number)

3. V = units
3

number)

4. V = units3
(number)

430

SECTION #2

5.

6.

..ompare... 8.

(number)(SI symbo])

(nurnlTe7)(SI

.4-Qinllar-20-9.

symbol)

MEASUUMENT

(number)(SI symbol)

( number) (SI symbol)

7. -49mgare4.10.
(number)(SI symbol) (number)(SI symbol)
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APPENDIX G

Equipment Setup for Conducting

the Experiment
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SECTION #6

21 .

EZIMAIL

,4c olup axe pe 5

MEA SUREMEN T

(-iiumt(S I symbol) (number)(SI symbol)

22. .4C4PLAsar-246.26 .
(nunifTa(SI symbol) ( number) (SI symbol)

23 . .4c ozware4.27
(number) I symbol) ( number)S I symbol)

24. 4C9m;Laxem.28

(number)(SI symbol) ( -r717.1S-e7)(S I s ym b ol)

SECTION #7

29. 1 rid = cm3
number )

30 . 2 000 cm3 =
( number )

31 . 5 000 d =
number)

)7

I

32 . 2 000 cm3 = 7 dm3
(number)

33 .
(number)

34 . 18 000 cm 3 = ..1
( number



SECTION #8

LUZ=

433.

35- .44211242faze9.

(numberXSI symbol) ( number) (SI symbol)

36.
(numberXSI

4.1agaRau040.

symbol) (number)(S I symbol)

37. vCd..caular2S41
.

(number) SI symbol) (number) (SI symbol)

38. .Wi.011=-2$42.
(numbel) (SI symbol) ( number)(SI symbol)

Time Completed

4 0'
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MASS/MEIGHT

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 5

SIMULATED ACTIVITLES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own .,59Zt lead on,cil.

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the time when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). Please take special care to
record these times on your answer sheet.
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Lesson 5

Mass/Weight Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your Lpswer shut. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Mass is a measure of the amount of material that is

contained in an object. The mass of an object can be found

by using a Dalance ssale and mass set or mass pieces such as

those pictured below. The balance scale will compare the

mass of an object in one pan with the mass of a known

standard in the other pan.

ilieutraio--*--13414.1.1
1140MIN

Elty.

Figure #1

It is very important that you learn how to use the

balance scale so that you will be able to compare unknown

masses with a mass. First locate the jpointer on the balance

scale in Figure #1 above. It is located in the center of

the balance scale and happens to be pointing straight down

in the example in Figure #1.
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Notice what

happens to the pointer in

Figure #2 as well as to

the pan on the right when

a mass piece is placed on

the right pan of the

balance. The pointer

moved to the left.

Now observe what

happens to the pointer in

Figure #3 when the same

mass piece is removed

from the right pan and

placed on the left pan.

The mass moved the

pointer to the right and

pushed the left pan down.

The picture to

the right shows what

should happen when the

pans of the balance are

empty. Notice how the

pointer is on the laza

line. This means that

the scale is balanced.

L_21Cey Point ILtJ
long line when both pans

help.

436

Figure #2

Figure #3

If the

Balanced

pointer fails to line up with the

are empty, ask your teacher for

04' 0
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Kilagzaa

The kilogram is the basic unit of mass in SI

Measurement. The symbol for kilogram is written as the

small letters "kg". In SI Measurement there is a relation-

ship between the volume, capacity and mass of distilled

water under standard atmospheric conditions as is shown by

the following drawing:

one cubic decimeter one liter one
of water of water kilogram

Distilled water is used to show this relationship

between volume, capacity and mass because distilled water

does not contain varying amounts of minerals which makes

some tap (drinking) water heavier or lighter than another.

It should be pointed out, though, that there is very little

difference between the mass of distilled or tap water.

42,7
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A kilogram is a large unit of mass. Altogether,

four cartons of milk (the kind you can get in your school

cafeteria) have a mass of about 1 kilogram.

A hammer also has a mass of approximately 1

kilogram. A hammer placed on one pan of a balance will just

about balance a 1 kilogram mass piece which is placed on the

other pan as is shown in the example below. Notice that the

pointer is pointing straight down which indicates the scale

is balanced.

PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answers on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

1. 1.1 of water = 9 kg
(number)

2. 1 dm
3

of water = 9 kg
(number)

4 8



3. / ) of water = 15 kg
(number)

4. 9 dm
3
of water = 9 kg

(numbei.)-

5. 6 of water = 6 2 of mass
(SI symbol)

6. 12 dm3 of water = 12 9

(SI symbol)

cQ

439

of capacity

4 '1',:rgt,tFjp
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SECTION #2

Simulated kptivities:

7. Look to the front of the classroom. Your

teacher will be holding the liter measure that

is drawn to scale in Figure 1 below. The other

drawings are used to show you how to measure the

mass of the liter measure when it is filled with

water. First, the 1 kilogram mass piece is

placed on the right pan of the balance as is

shown in Step #1. The empty 1 liter measure is

then placed on the left pan of the balance as is

shown in Step #2. Water is then poured into the

empty liter measure as is shown in Step #2 until

the scale balances as is shown in Step #3.

Figure 1

Step #1

(Question 7 is continued on next page)

450
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Step #2

Step #3

You are to now determine the mass, in kilograms (kg),

of the liter measure of water. Write your answer, and the

proper ai. symtlol on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number.
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8. What is the mass, in kilograms (kg), of

Object "N" which is shown in Figure 2? The

drawings below are used to show you how the mass

of Object "N" would be measured. First,

Object "N" is placed on the left pan of the

balance as is shown in Step #1. The kilogram

mass piece is then placed on the right pan of

the balance as is shown in Step #2.

Figure 2

Step #1

Step #2

492
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You are to determine the mass, in kilograms (kg), of

Object "N". Write your Apswer and the proper al: 5ymbol on

the answer sheet beside the corresponding item number.

491
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SECTION #3

Gran

Sometimes a kilogram is not the best SI unit to use

for measuring the mass of an object. This is the case when

the object to be measured is much lighter than a kilogram.

Therefore a small SI unit of mass is needed when small

objects are to be measured. The smaller mass is called a

gram. You will recall that it takes one thousand grams to

equal one kilogram and that the prefix "kilo" means 1 000.

The symbol for gram is the small letter "g".

rTh
Pointri 1 000 g = 1 kigrl

The drawing below shows how the SI units of volume,

capacity, and mass are related in SI Measurement. You

should note that one cubic centimeter (1 cm3 ) of distilled

water has a capacity of one milliliter (1 mi). The mass of

this anount of distilled water is 1 gran (1 g).

Key Point ne cubic centimeter one milliliter one gram
of water of water

4 c
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PRACTICE PROBLEMS:

Change each quantity below to its equivalent. Write

your answers on the Ajaawlz 1)leet beside the corresponding

item number.

9. 1 kg = 9

(number)

10. 4 kg = 9

(number)

11. 9 = 9 000 g
(SI symbol)

12. 9 kg = 5 000 g
(number)

13. 500 Id of water = 9

(number)

14. 100 cm
3

of water = 9 g
(number)

The gram is a small SI unit of mass. One thumbtack

has a mass of approximately 1 gram while a nickel has a mass

of approximately 5 grams. Your writing pencil, when it was

new, had a mass of about 5 grams.

It is important at this time that you learn how to

measure the mass of an object in grams by using the balance

and the mass pieces which are located in the mass set. The

mass set includes the following gram pieces:
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Mass Set

The drawings on the next page show you how to find

the mass of one extra thick pretzel. First you place the

pretzel on the left pan of the balance (Step 1). Next you

follow a simple set of steps by first placing the 1 gram

(1 g) mass piece on the right pan (Step 2). Notice that the

1 gram (1 g) mass piece fails to balance the scale, as does

the 2 gram (2 g) mass piece (Step 3), and the 5 gram (5 g)

mass piece (Step 4). However Step 5 shows that the 10 gram

(10 g) mass piece is heavier than the mass of one pretzel.

We know then from Steps 4 and 5 that the pretzel has a mass

that is somewhere between 5 grams (5 g) and 10 grams (10 g)

because the 5 gram (5 g) mass piece is too light, while the

10 gram (10 g) mass piece is too heavy. The mass of the one

extra thick pretzel can finally be determined by combining

two masses (5 g and 2 g) to balance the scales as shown in

Step 6. The mass of the one pretzel is found by adding the

two masses (5 g + 2 g) for a total of 7 grams. We can

therefore say that one extra thick, .pretzel has a mass of

approximately 7 grams (7 g).

496
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SECTION #4

5imu1ated kctivties:
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Problem Set A:

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "O"?

Object "0" is shown below on the left pan of the balances.

15. A 1 gram mass piece from the mass set has been

placed on the right pan in the picture below.
rOIMMII

.1,. e

Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 1 gram? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet besith:

the corresponding item number.

16. Below you see that the 1 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 2 gram mass

piece.

408
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Is the mass of Object 110" less than, the same as

or more than 2 grams? Circle the letter before

th -. correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

17. Below you see that the 2 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 5 gram mass

piece.

Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 5 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

18. Below you see that the 5 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 10 gram mass

piece.

499
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Is the mass of Object "0" less than, the same as

or more than 10 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

19. By now you probably have observed that the mass

of Object "0" is sjag, .§ame..aa one of the measures

that was pictured. You are therefore to write

your Apsyer and the proper zymbol on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

500
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Problem Set B-

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "P"?

Object "P" is shown below on the left pan of the balances.

20. A 1 gram mass piece from the mass set has been

placed on the right pan in the picture below.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 1 gram? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

21. Below you see that the 1 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 2 gram mass

piece.

Is the mass of Object "I" less than, the same as

or more than 2 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

501
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22. Below you see that the 2 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 5 gram mass

piece.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 5 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

23. Below you see that the 5 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 10 gram mass

piece.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the samA e;

or more than 10 grams? Circle the letter be:ore

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

502
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24. Below you see that the 10 cram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 20 gram mass

piece.

4, i5

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 20 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

25, Below you see that the 20 gram mass piece has

been replaced with a 10 gram mass piece and a

1 gram mass piece.

Is the mass of Object "P" less than, the same as

or more than 11 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

503
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26. By now you probably have observed that the mass

of Object "P" is /Ial same 4715. one of the measures

that was pictured. You are therefore to write

yodr 410.swer, and the proper a symbol, on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

50.4
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What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "R"?

Object "R" is shown below on the left pan of the balances.

27. A 10 gram mass piece from the mass set has been

placed on the right pan in the picture below.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 10 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

28. Below you see that the 10 gram mass piece on the

right pan has been replaced with a 20 gram mass

piece.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 20 grams? Circle the letter before

the correct statement on the answer sheet beside

the corresponding item number.

503
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29. Below you see that a 10 gram mass piece was

added to the 20 gram mass piece on the right

pan.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 30 grams (10 g + 20 g = 30 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

30. Below you see that the 10 gram mass piece shown

above on the right pan has been replaced with a

1 gram mass piece.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 21 grams (20 g + 1 g 21 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

503
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31. Below you see that the 1 gram mass piece shown

on the preceding page on the right pan was

replaced with a 2 gram mass piece.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 22 grams (20 g + 2 g = 22 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

32. Below you see that an additional 1 gram mass

piece was added to the 20 gram and 2 gram mass

pieces on the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "R" less than, the same as

or more than 23 grams (20 g + 2 g + 1 g = 23 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

507
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33. By now you probably have observed that the mass

of Object "R" is IbaLOame LA one of the measures

that was pictured. You are therefore to write

your Answer, and the proper symbol on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

508
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PrQb1em Set D:

What is the mass, in grams (g), of Object "3"? This

activity applies to an object whose mass is more than 50

grams. Object "S" is shown below on the left pan of the

balances.

34. A 100 gram mass piece from the mass set has been

placed on the right pan in the picture below.

Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 100 grams? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding i.em number.

35. Below you see that the 100 gram mass piece on

the right pan has been replaced with a 200 gram

mass piece.

509
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Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 200 grams? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

36. Below you see that an additional 50 gram mass

piece was added to the 200 gram mass piece on

the right pan.

Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 250 grams? Circle the letter

before the correct statement on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

37. Below you see that the 50 gram mass piece shown

above on the right pan has been replaced with a

20 gram mass piece.

4-
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Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 220 grams (200 g + 20 g = 220 g)?

Circle the letter before the correct statement

on the answer sheet beside the corresponding

item number.

38. Below you see that an additional 1 gram mass

piece was added to the 200 gram and 20 gram mass

pieces on the right pan.

t
Is the mass of Object "S" less than, the same as

or more than 221 grams (200 g + 20 g + 1 g =

221 g)? Circle the letter before the correct

statement on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

39. By now you probably have observed that the mass

of Object "S" is 14g sAme .as. one of the measures

that was pictured. You are therefore to write

your .anzwer, and the proper az symbol on the

answer sheet beside the corresponding item

number.
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Please look at the clock again and record the

correct time on your answer, Alleet beside the blank entitled,

Time Completed

Check all your answers with the KEY.
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Answer Sheet for
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Lesson 5--Simulated Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

1. 1.(1 of water = kg
(number)

2. 1 dm3 of water =
(number)

kg

3. .? of water = 15 kg
(number)

4. dm
3

of water = 9 kg
(number)

5. 6 1 of water = 6 of mass
(SI symbol)

6. 12 dm
3
of water = 12 of capacity

(SI symbol)

SECTION #2

7. Liter measure filled with water has a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

8. Object "N" has a mass of .

(number) (SI symbol)



SECTION #3

9. 1 kg =
(number)

10. 4 kg =
(number)

11. 9 = 9 000 g
(SI symbol)

12. kg = 5 000 g

13. 500 mi of water =
(number)

14. 100 cm3 of water =
(numbe-r)
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SECTION #4

Troblua Set A: (Circle the letter before the correct state-

ment for each of the following questions.)

15 .

a. Object "0" has Jes mass than does the

1 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the same mass as does the

1 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has mue mass than does the

1 gram mass piece.



16.

17.

18.

a. Object "0" has less mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the same, mass as does the

2 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has wore, mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

a. Object "0" has less mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the 2-ape mass as does the

5 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has more mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

a. Object "0" has less mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

b. Object "0" has the .same mass as does the

10 gram mass piece.

c. Object "0" has aue mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

19. Object "0" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)
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PziqUem Set B: (Circle the letter before the correct state-

ment for each of the following questions.)

20.

21.

22.

a. Object "P" has 105 mass than,does the

1 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the same mass as does the

1 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has more, mass than does the

1 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has dless mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the same mass as does the

2 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has more mass than does the

2 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has dltss mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the aagLe mass as does the

5 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has more mass than does the

5 gram mass piece.



23.

24.

25.

a. Object "P" has less mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the same mass as does the

10 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has sore mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has less mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

b. Object "P" has the same mass as does the

20 gram mass piece.

c. Object "P" has Que. mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

a. Object "P" has lIss, mass than do the

11 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "P" has the uml mass as do the

11 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "P" has sore mass than do the

U. gram mass pieces.

26. Object "P" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

r
J.

467
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Problem Set C: (Circle the letter before the correct state-

ment for each of the following questions.)

27.

28.

29.

a. Object "R" has less mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

b. Object "R" has the AAml mass as does the

10 gram mass piece.

c. Object "R" has more, mass than does the

10 gram mass piece.

a. Object "R" has less mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

b. Object "R" has the same mass as does the

20 gram mass piece.

c. Object "R" has more mass than does the

20 gram mass piece.

a. Object "R" has less mass than does the

30 gram mass piece.

b. Object "R" has the AA= mass as does the

30 gram mass piece.

c. Object "R" has more mass than does the

30 gram mass piece.

518
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30.

31.

32.

a. Object "R" has less mass than do the

21 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "R" has the .;ame mass as do the

21 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "R" has morg mass than do the

21 gram mass pieces.

a. Object "R" has less mass than do the

22 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "R" has the zame, mass as do the

22 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "R" has more mass than do the

22 gram mass pieces.

a. Object "R" has less mass than do the

23 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "R" has the same mass as do the

23 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "R" has more. mass than do the

23 gram mass pieces.

33. Object "R" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol).

5i9
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Problem Set D: (Circle the letter before the correct state
.

ment for each of the following questions.)

34..

35.

36.

a. Object "S" has lesa mass than does the

100 gram mass piece.

b. Object "S" has the ame, mass as does the

100 gram mass piece.

c. Object "S" has wore mass than does the

100 gram mass piece.

a. Object "S" has lete mass than does the

200 gram mass piece.

b. Object "S" has the gaoe mass as does the

200 gram mass piece.

c. Object "S" has more mass than does the

200 gram mass piece.

a. Object "S" has 1ee5 mass than do the

250 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "S" has the zame mass as do the

250 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "S" has apre mass than do the

250 gram mass pieces.

520



37.

38.

a. Object "S" has less mass than do the

220 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "S" has the Ago. mass as do the

220 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "S" has more mass than do the

220 gram mass pieces.

a. Object "S" has lgla mass than do the

221 gram mass pieces.

b. Object "S" has the Aula mass as do the

221 gram mass pieces.

c. Object "S" has more mass than do the

221 gram mass pieces.

39. Object "S" was found to have a mass of

(number) (SI symbol)

Time Completed
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TEMPERATURE

IN

SI MEASUREMENT

Lesson 6

SIMULATED ACTIVITIES

General Directions

Please do not write in this booklet. A special
answer sheet, which will be supplied by your teacher, will
be used to record your answers. You will need to supply
your own §oft.leal pencil.

You will be asked to record the time when you start
an activity (Time Started) and the time when you complete an
activity (Time Completed). Please take special care to
record these times on your answer sheet.

522
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Lesson 6

Temperature Measurement Activities

SECTION #1

Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answex zile5t. Do this at this time on the blank

entitled, Time Started

Temperature in SI

Measurement is usually measured

with a Celsius thermometer.

Figure #1 is a drawing of a

Celsius thermometer with its
long

various parts labeled. The glass
tube

glass tube contains a red

liquid that expands and raises

as the temperature increases

and contracts or lowers as the
red

temperature decreases. The liquid

scale on the thermometer is

used to indicate the position

of the liquid and thus the

temperature. The capital

letter "C" at the top of the

thermometer is the symbol for Celsius.

Figure #1

scale

Did you notice the lines on the scale of the

thermometer? Each line r5gresents a number, but not all

lines have numbers next to them.

523
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Let's take a closer look at the

part of the thermometer between 0 and 10

which is shown in Figure #2. Count the

zpaces between the 0 and the 10. You

should have counted 10 spaces.

/0

,

Figure #3
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0

Figure '#2

The first line above the line

marked 0 stands for 1 as is shown in

Figure #3. The next line stands for 2,

and so on. Notice that line 5, which

is half way between 0 and 10, is a

little longer than the rest of the

lines.

1. Look at your answer sheet. Next to number 1 you

see a section of a Celsius temperature scale.

Place the number the line stands for to the

right of each line on the scale.

The units for measuring temperature are called

degrees. Each line that you see on the scale of the Celsius

thermometer stands for 1 degree. The small raised circle,

"°" is the symbol that is used to represent degree.

CKey Point i When you use the Celsius scale to

measure temperature, always write C after the numper which

is the symbol for degree Celsius. This identifies the scale

and the SI unit used.



The drawing in Figure #4

shows part of a Celsius thermometer.

The liquid is two lines above 60.

This thermometer shows a temperature

of 62 °C.

Figure #5
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Figure #4

There are times when the temperature is

below zero. Figure #5 shows a Celsius

thermometer which reads, "10 °C below zero,"

or is read as "-10 °C."

BIACTICE PROBLEMS:

Four drawings of Celsius thermometers are provided

for clarification of measuring temperature in this SI unit.

What temperature does each thermometer show? Write your

Apsyer along with the proper az, sypbo1 on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

2.

30

20

7.1-
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C
Finally, temperature measurements will be more

accurate if you follow these Key Points:

1. When measuring the temperature of a liquid, be

sure the bulb, which is located at the bottom ok

the thermometer, is in the liquid.

2. Always hold the thermometer by the metal part.

If your fingers are on the bulb, the heat from

them can make the red liquid go up or down.

Simulated kctivities:

6. Ez,timate the temperature of your classroom in

Celsius units. Write your anawer and the proper

5ymbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.
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7. Estimate the temperature of a Celsius ther-

mometer that is placed in a container of ice for

60 seconds. Write your xvwer, with the proper

5,1 =hal on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

57t.
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8. Estimate the temperature of a Celsius ther-

mometer if you were holding the bulb of the

thermometer between the palms of your hands for

60 seconds. The bulb, in this case, would be

touching your palms. Write your Laswer with the

proper al, symbol on the answer sheet beside the

corresponding item number.

9. Estimate the temperature of a Celsius ther-

mometer if you placed it in the heated water of

a coffee pot for 60 seconds. Write your answpr

with the proper 11 Lyialbol on the answer sheet

beside the corresponding item number.

528
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10. On the next page you see a picture of a Celsius

thermometer upon which the temperature of your

classroom has been recorded. Read the Celsius

thermometer and write the ansyer, and the proper

vp)ool in the space provided on the answer

sheet beside the corresponding item number.

529
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11. Below is pictured a Celsius thermometer that has

been placed for 60 seconds in a container filled

with ice. Read the thermometer and write the

Apswey and the proper al.pymbol on the space

provided on the answer sheet beside the corres-

ponding item number.
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12. Below is the picture of a Celsius thermometer in

which the bulb of the thermometer has been

placed between the palms of a person's hands for

60 seconds. The bulb of the thermometer ia-

tptiphi4g the palms of the hands. Read the

thermometer and write the Awwer and the proper

az zymizol on the space provided on the answer

heet beside the corresponding item number,

1*. ,

fr;

n
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13. Below is a picture of a Celsius thermometer that

has been placed in the heated water of a coffee

pot for 60 seconds. Read the Celsius ther-

mometer and write the viswer and the proper

al zyi0o1 on the space provided on the

sheet beside the corresponding item

number.

answer

rqr,300
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Please look at the clock and record the correct time

on your answer sheet beside the blank entitled, Time

Completed

Check all your answers with the KEY. You will find

that the answers are not supplied for the Estimate

questions. There are jaa wranq answers for Estimate

questions. However, notice the difference, if any, between

your Estimated measurement answers and the actual

Measurement answers.
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Answer Sheet for

Lesson 6--Simulated Activity

Student # Teacher #

SECTION #1--Time Started

1.

111111,

-20

2. 3.

.6.

4-- 5

zazzam KustmEmENT

(numbergSI symbol) classroom (numbe4(SI symbol)

7. 40-L-Q4Arg-011.
(ice)

(number)(SI symbol) (number)(SI symbol)

8.

(nuir(SI symbol) (palms)

9.
(numberNSI symbol) (coffee -d.

pot)

Time Completed

(number) (SI :ymbol)

(number)(SI symbol)
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Post-Test Examination--International System of Units

G_emeral Direstions

1. This examination consists of 27 multiple choice
questions.

2. A special answer sheet accompanies this test booklet.

3. Before the pre-test starts, we will complete the infor-
mation requested at the top of the answer sheet as
follows (Flgase LL,Qt 1,1.11 sail ,tae, Items until asked la
Lla.La): Notice that your student number has already
been placed to the right of the word "Name" by your
teacher. We ;la Jags, want your name on this answer sheet,
only your student number. Move over to the blank called
"Sex." If you are a boy, mark "1/1" for "male;" and if
you are a girl, mark "F" for "female." Now go to the
second line and print the name of your school on the
blank beside the word "School." Now skip over to "Grade
or Class" and place the number of your grade or class on
the blank provided. Where it says "Instructdr" you are
to place your teacher's number in the blank provided.

4. All answers should be marked with a coft lead pencil.
(This is the type of pencil you usually use. Please
la not use a pen of any kind for marking on the special
answer sheet.) This answer sheet will be machine
scored. Therefore it is important that you make dark
lines that fill the area between the pairs of lines.
Lompletely erase Lay marks yslu wish sx, change. Do not
make any extra marks on the answer sheet for they could
count against you. All figuring should be done on the
back side of the answer sheet.

Notice the SAMPLE question on the answer sheet. The
correct answer is #4 and is indicated on the answer
sheet by darkening the space under 4.

-1_ i

When you want to answer a question, find the number of
the question on the answer sheet. Then look to the
right of this number until you find the smaller number
that represents the correct response. Darken the space
under this small number. (Note: The items go from LEFT
to RIGHT on the answer sheet.)

5. Please follow while your teacher reads each item and
then carefully complete each item.

6. There is only one correct response to each question.
DC NOT LEAVE ANY ITEMS BLANK.

Test Booklet Number:

5 3 7
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SECTION #1

One student should go to each work station. Take your
test and answer sheet with you.

Linear

Remove the white ribbon and the meter/decimeter stick
from the kit and place them at your work station. These
items will be used for questions 1 and 2. (Note: These
items may have been left out at the work station by another
student.)

1 Measure the distance between the points labeled "A"
and "C" on the white ribbon. The two points are

apart.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 2 m
2. 3 m
3. 19 dm
4. 2 dm
5. 2 cm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

2. Measure the distance between the points labeled "B"
and "E" on the white ribbon. The two points are

apart.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 35 dm
2. 25 dm
3. 4 m
4. 3 m
5. 2 m

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Leave the meter/decimeter stick and the white ribbon at
the work station for use by another student.



3. Measure the length of this paper to the nearest
decimeter. It is approximately

long. (number)
(SI symbol)

1. 4 m
2. 3 m

3. J. dm

4. 3 dm
5. 1 dm
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Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

4. Remove the round wooden dowel rod from the kit.
(Note: This item may have already been placed at
the work station by another student.) Measure the
length of the dowel rod in decimeters. It is
exactly long.

(number) (SI symbol)

1. 8 dm
2. 7 dm
3. 6 m
4. 7 m
5. 8 m

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Leave the dowel rod at the work station for use by
another student.

5. Remove the gold ribbon from the kit. (Note: This
item may have already been placed at the work
station by another student.) Measure the length of
the ribbon in decimeters. It is exactly

long. (number)
(SI symbol)

1. 4 dm
2. 5 dm
3. 6 dm
4. 5 m
5. 4 m

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Leave the gold ribbon at the work station for use by
another student.

r
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Remove the orange centimeter stick from the kit.
(Note: This item may have already been placed at the work
station by another student.) You will need to measure the
lines below when answering questions 6 through 9.

Line "A"
1

1 Line "B"

Line "C"

Line "D"

1

6. Use the centimeter stick to determine the length of
line "A". Line "A" is long.

(number) (SI symbol)

1 . 5 cm
2. 7 cm
3. 9 cm
4. 6 dm
5. 5 dm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

7. Use the centimeter stick to determine the length of
line "P". Line "B" is long.

(number) (SI symbol)

1. 6 cm
2. 8 cm
3. 9 cm
4. 9 dm
5. 7 dm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

S. Use the centimeter stick to determine the length of
line "C" which is drawn at the top of this page.
Line "C" is long.

(number) (SI symbol)

1. 14 dm
2. 16 dm
3. 12 cm
4. 13 cm
5. 15 cm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.
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SECTION #2

One student should go to each work station. Take your
test and answer sheet with you.

Voligae/Capacity

First place the lid of the kit on the table at your
work station so that any sand which is spilled can be saved.
Remove the plastic liter measure, the container filled with
sand and the plastic funnel from the kit and place them in
the lid of the kit at your work station. (Note: These
items may have already been placed at the work station by
another student.)

10. Remove bottle "C" from the kit and place it at your
work station. (Note: This item may have already
been placed at the work station by another
student.) Measure the liter capacity of bottle "C"
by using the material and equipment at the work
station. Please use the funnel to aid you in
filling bottle "C" to the yexy tgp with sand.

2.1eas_e_sio_not shake o_r_k_the sand_throuEhout
this activity.

Bottle "C" has a capacity that is closest to:

1. 1
2. 2 ./ ,

3. 2 m-e

4. 2 in
5. 3 111-r

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please pour the sand from the liter measure back into
the sand container with the aid of the plastic funnel.
Leave bottle "C" at the work station for the next person.

11. Remove container 7E" from the kit and place it at
your work station. (Note: This item may have
already been placed at the work station by another
student.) Measure the liter capacity of container
7E" by using the material and equipment at the
work station. Fill container 7E" with sand.

?lease dcz, not shake or pack the_ s_and in the
container during this activity.

(Problem #11 continued on the next page.)

541
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Container "E" has a capacity that is closest to:

1. 1 )7,

2. 1 111.1'

3. 2 X
4. 2 mX
5. 3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please pour the sand from the liter measure back into
the sand container with the aid of the plastic funnel.
Leave container "E" at the work station for the next person.
Do not return the liter measure, the plastic funnel and the
sand container to the kit. The student who follows you at
the work station will be using them.

Remove the foam rubber block labeled "G" and the wood
decimeter stick from the kit and place them at the work
station. (Note: These items may have already been placed
at the work station by the previous student.)

12. Find the volume, to the nearest cubic decimeter, of
the foam rubber block labeled "G" by measuring the
block with the wood decimeter stick. Do your
figuring on the back side of the answer sheet.

Foam rubber block "G" has a volume or capacity of:

1. 1 cm3

2. 1 dm3

3. 3 dm3

4. 2 cm3

5. 2 dm3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please do not return the foam rubber block labeled "G"
and the wood decimeter stick to the kit for they will be
used by the student who follows you at the work station.

5 42
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Remove box "I", wood block 14", wood block "K" and the
orange centimeter stick from the kit and place them at your
work station. (Note: These may have already been placed at
the work station by another student.) Do all of your
figuring for questions 13 through 15 on the bacls side of the
answer sheet.

13. Find the volume, to the nearest cubic centimeter,
of the box labeled "I" by measuring the box with
the centimeter stick.

Box "I" has a volume of:

1. 7 cm
3

2. 70 dm3

3. 47 cm3

4. 70 cm3

5. 7 dm
3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Place box "I" to one side as the student who follows
you will be using it.

14. Find the volume, to the nearest cubic centimeter,
of the wood block labeled "M" by measuring the
wood block with the centimeter stick.

Block 14" has a volume of:

1. 14 am3

2. 36 cm3

3. 144 am3

4. 144 dm
3

14 dm
3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Place wood block "M" to one side as the student who
follows you will be using it.

5 4 3
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15. Find the volume, to the nearest cubic centimeter, of
the wood block labeled "K" by measuring the wood
block with the centimeter.stick.

Block "K" has a volume of:

1. 324 cm3

2. 324 dm3

3. 32 cm3

4. 32 dm3

5. 81 cm3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please leave wood block "K" and the centimeter stick
along with box "I" and wood block "J" at the work station
for the next student.

First, place the lid to your kit on the table at your
work station so that any sand which is spilled can be saved.
Remove the 50 milliliter graduate, the 250 milliliter glass
graduate, the container filled with sand, the plastic
funnel, bottle "T" and the paper cup labeled "U" from the
kit and place them in the lid of the kit at your work
station. (Note: These items may have already been placed
at the work station by another student.)

16. Measure the milliliter capacity of the bottle
labeled "T" by using the material and the equipment
at your work station. Fill bottle "r to he very
top with zand. Use the plastic funnel to aid you in
pouring from bottle "T" into the 50 milliliter
plastic graduate.

The capacity of bottle "T" is closest to:

1. 3 mi
2. 8 mi
3. 38 mj
4. 8 j
5. 38

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please pour the sand from the plastic graduate back into
the sand container with the aid of the plastic funnel.
Place bottle "T" tc one side as the next student will be
using it again.

54,1
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17. Measure the milliliter capacity of the paper cup
labeled "U" by using the material and the equipLent
at your work station. n11 paper cup "LP to 1.ie

very top with sand.

0- 441
cutainer or graduatz durtng .Olis activity.

Use the plastic funnel to ai4 you in pouring from
paper cup "U" into the 250 ra glass graduate.

The capacity of the paper cup labeled "U" is
closest to:

1. 2 100 mi
2. 1 100 mi
3. 21 ,f

4. 110 min
5. 210 m/

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please pour the sand from the glass graduate back into
the sand container with the aid of the plastic funnel.
Place paper cup "U" to one side as the next student will be
using it again. gip pczt retutp thg zasterialk_and equipment
to the kit for the student replacing you at the work station
will be using them.

Please leave your test booklet at the work station for
use by another student.

Place your answer sheet on your teacher's desk as you
return to your classroom.

5 4
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SECTION #3

One student should go to each work station. Take your
test and answer sheet with you.

MassMeielt

Remove the balance scale, the large kilogram mass piece
(black) and Object "N" from your kit and place them at the
work station. (Note: The objects may have already been
left out at the work station by a previous student.)

Check your balance scale and make sure that the pointer
is on the long line in the center of the balance when the
trays are empty. Call your teacher if the balance scale is
not balanced.

18. What is the mass, in kilograms, of Object "N"?
Place Object "N" on the left pan of the balance and
the ki3ogram mass piece on the right pan. Look at
the pointer. The mass of Object "N" is closest to:

1. 1 kg
2. 2 kg
3. 3 kg
4. 1 g
5. 2 g

Please mark your answer on the special answer sheet.

Remov the kilogram mass pieu and Object "P" froq tjae
pans of the balance and leave them at your work station for
use by another student.

Remove the balance scale, mass set and the plastic
amber-colored cylinders labeled "0" and "R" from the kit and
place them at the work station. (Note: They may have
already been placed at the work station by another person.)

Iroblem Set A:

What is the mass, in grams, of Object "O"? Place
Object "0" on the left pan of the balance and answer the
following questions:
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19. Place the 20 gram mass piece on the right pan. The
mass of Object "0" is:

1. less than 20 g
2. 20 g
3. more than 20 g
4. 20 kg
5. 10 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Do nQt remove the 20 grant peas piece from he ri,ght _pan
as it will be used in the next qtkestiou.

20. Place the 10 gram mass piece on the right pan along
with the 20 gram mass piece. The mass of Object "0"
is:

1. 40 g
, 2. more than 30 g
3. more than 30 kg
4. 30 g
5. less than 30 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Remove only the 10 gram mass piece from the right pan to
the mass set. o rto remve th 20_grgm masspiege asj.t
will be used_in tha ne)rt questio4.

21. Place the 5 gram mass piece on the right pan along
with the 20 gram mass piece. Object "0" has a mass
that is closest to:

1. 25 kg
2. 25 g
3. 20 g
4. 5 g
5. 5 kg

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Bemove the two mass jUeces and_Object "0" from the pans
of the balAnce. Leave the balance scale and Object "0" at
the work station for use by the next student.

547
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Prot); erk 5et E :

What is the mass, in grams, of Object "R"? Place
Object "R" on the left pan of the balance and answer the
following questions:

22. Place the 100 gram mass piece on the right pan. The
mass of Object "R" is:

1. less than 100 g
2. 100 g
3. 100 kg
4. more than 100 g
5. more than 100

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Remov the 100 zram mass,lice fzom tjaexj.g,ht, paji apd
place it 'pack into the mass

23. Place the 50 gram mass piece and the 20 gram mass
piece on the right pan. The mass of Object "R" is:

1. more than 70 kg
2. more than 70 g
3. 70 g
4. 70 kg
5. less than 70 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

.o II- 0 ! - - - If 4 4

;)Q., nQt remove the 50 gram mass piece_as it 1/6.11 be used in
the ne_xt question.

24. Place the 10 gram mass piece on the right pan along
with the 50 gram mass piece. The mass of Object "R"
is:

1. 60 g
2. 60 kg
3. more than 60 g
4. more than 60 kg
5. 6 kg

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

rem_ove the,10 Exam an.a 50 Ex.am mass 12.ieo.e.s ,from
the rizit pan as both will be used in the next problem.

5 ti 3
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25. Place the 5 gram mass piece on the right pan along
with the 10 gram and 50 gram mass pieces.
Object "R" has a mass that is closest to:

1. 15 g
2. 60 g
3. 60 kg
4. 65 kg
5. 65 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Remove the three mass pi:eup_apa Qojept "R" frpm the
Ianz_si_lchl_talaaga. Place the mass pieces back into the
mass set. Leave the objects labeled "N", "0", and "R" at
the work station for use by the next student.

Please leave your test booklet at the work station for
use by another student.

Place your answer sheet on your teacher's desk as you
return to your classroom.

549
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SECTION #4

Tempeutqrt

26. Measure, with a Celsius thermometer, the temperature
of the ice water provided by your teacher. The ice
water is in Container "D", which is located in your
classroom. Your teacher.will ask that only, 2IDLA
student measure the temperature of the ice water at
a time. Take your test and answer sheet with you.
Place the Celsius thermometer in the container
labeled "D" for 60 seconds or for as long as it
takes to count (silently) from 1 to 100. Count at a
normal pace.

The ice water has a temperature that is closest to:

1. 45 °C
2. 30 °C
3. 16 °C
4. 0 °C
5. -15 °C

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Place the Celsius thermometer next to container "D" so
that the student who will follow you can use it. Return to
your seat with test and answer sheet.

27. What is the temperature outside your classroom
window? Your teacher has already placed a Celsius
thermometer outside of your classroom window. You
will be asked to go to the window one at a time and
read the thermometer. Take your test and answer
sheet with you. The temperature outside is closest
to:

1. 45 °C
2. 30 °C

3. 15 °C

4. 0 °C
5. -15 °C

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

Please leave your test booklet at the work station for
use by another student.

Place your answer sheet on your teacher's desk as you
return to your classroom.

5 5 0
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Post-Test--International System of Units (SI)

General DirectUons

1. This examination consists of 27 multiple choice
questions.

2. A special answer sheet accompanies this test booklet.

3. Before the pre-test starts, we will complete the infor-
mation requested at the top of the answer sheet as
follows (nease IQ.= fill 91,111, sal iems u.jftil Aajild
da 12): Notice that your student number has already
been placed to the right of the word "Name" by your
teacher. We do not want your name on this answer sheet,
only your student number. Move over to the blank called
"Sex." If you are a boy, mark "M" for "Irale;" and if
you are a girl, mark "F" for "female." 'ow go to the
second line and print the name of your school on the
blank beside the word "School." Now skip over to "Grade
or Class," and place the number of your grade or class
on the blan:c. provided. Where it says "Instructor," you
are to place your teacher's number in the blank
provided.

4. All answers should be marked with a soLl lpad, pencil.
(This is the type of pencil you usually use. Please
da Lat use a pen of any kind for marking on the sioecial
answer sheet.) This answer sheet will be machine
scored. Theref-re it is important that you make dark
lines that fill the area between the pairs of lines.
Comple:tely ex_Ase Any marks zall Njah la change. Do not
make any extra marks on the answer sheet for they could
count against you. All figuring should be done on the
back side of the answer sheet.

Notice the SAMPLE question on the answer sheet. The
correct answer is #4 and is indicated on the answer
sheet by darkening the space under 4.

=1: =2= :1= lois 7.5:

When you want to answer a question, find the number of
the question on the answer sheet. Then look to the
right of this number until you find the smaller number
that represents the correct response. Darken the space
under this small number. (Note: The items go from LEFT
to RIGHT on the answer sheet.)

5. Please follow while your teacher reads each item and
then carefully complete each item.

6. There is only one correct response to each question. DO
NOT LEAVE ANY ITEMS BLANK.

Test Booklet Number: I
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Simulated Section

SECTION #1

Linear

Look to the front of the classroom.
Your teacher will display for you the white
ribbon and the meter stick which are drawn
to scale on the right.

1. Determine the distance between
the points labeled "A" and "B"
on the white ribbon which is
pictured on the right. The two
points are
apart. (number) (SI symbol)

1. 3 m
2. 2 m
3. 1 m
4. 9 dm
5. 11 dm

Please mark your answer beside
the corresponding item number on
the special answer sheet.

2. Determine the distance between
the points labeled "A" and "E"
on the white ribbon which is
pictured on the right. The two
points are
apart. (number) (SI symbol)

1. 31 dm
2. 39 dm
3. 2 m
4. 3 m
5. 4 m

Please mark your answer beside the
corresponding item number on the
special answer sheet.
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DECIMETER STICKW
2

3. Determine the width of this page to the nearest
decimeter by reading the scale pictured at the
top of this page.* It is approximately

wide.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 3 m
2. 2 m
3. 3 dm
4. 2 dm
5. 1 dm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

4. Look again to the front of the classroom. Your
teacher will display for you a wooden dowel rod
and decimeter stick which are drawn to scale
below.

1

,,..-DECIMETER STICK

2 L g 7 8 9 ]0/

Determine the length of the dowel rod by reading
the scale above. The dowel rod is

long. (number)
(SI symbol)

1. 3 dm
2. 4 dm
3. 5 dm
4. 4 m
5. 5 m

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

* This drawing is reduced 30% from the original.

rr-r`JUt.)
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5. Look once again to the front of the classroom.
Your teacher will display for you a green ribbon
and the decimeter stick which are drawn to scale
below.

1 2 3

ADECIMETER STICK

Determine the length of the green ribbon by
reading the scale above. The ribbon was found
to be long.

(number) (SI symbol)

1. 3 dm
2. 4 dm
3. 5 dm
4. 4 m
5. 3 m

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

6. Determine the length of line "E" by reading the
1,1111 s,ze centimeter stick pictured just below:

I.

Line "E"
1
1 2 3 4 5 6

Line "E" is long.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 3 cm
2. 4 un
3. 5 cm
4. 4 dm
5. 3 dm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

r- J
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7. Determine the length of line "F" by reading the
centimeter stick pictured just below.

Line "F"
1 I I 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

riff 11

8 9 ID 11 12)

Line "F" is long.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 10 cm
2. 9 cm
3. 7 cm
4. 8 dm
5. 10 dm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

8. Determine the length of line "G" by reading the
full Bize centimeter stick pictured just below.

Line "G"
I I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Line "G" is long.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 11 cm
2. 12 cm
3. 13 dm
4. 14 cm
5. 15 dm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
ftem number on the special answer sheet.
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9. Determine the length of line "H" by reading the
fujjj, .5.ze centimeter stick pictured just below.

Line "H"

Line "H" is long.
(number) (SI symbol)

1. 1 dm
2. 10 dm
3. 14 cm
4. 12 cm
5. 11 cm

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

556
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SECTION #2

Vollime/CapaQj.ty

10. Look to the front of the classroom. Your
teacher will be holding bottle "D" and a
1-liter measure that are drawn to scale on the
following page. The drawings on the following
page show bottle "D" being filled to the black
mark with sand and then being emptied into the
liter measure. Determine the liter capacity of
bottle "D" by reading the scale of the liter
measure shown in Step #3. The shaded portion of
the liter measure drawn in the two views located
in Step #3 represents the sand on the inside.

Bottle "D" has a capacity that is closest to:

1. 3

2. 3 mf
3. 2i,
4. 2 la
5. 1)

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.



STE P 1*
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STEP 2'

STEP 3 OR

FIGURE 1/1

Figure #1 shows the liter
measure when it is level.

553
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11. Look to the front of the classroom. Your
teacher will be holding container "F" and a

- 1-liter measure that are drawn to scale on the
next page. The drawings on the next page show
container "F" being filled with sand and then
being emptied into the liter measures.
Determine the liter capacity of container "F"
by reading the scale of the liter measures
shown in Step #3. The shaded portion of the

Container "F" has a capacity of:

1. 2 mi
2. 3 )
3. 3 m)
4. 4 47

5. 4 m)

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

59
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STEP 3 * OR
+

OR
+

OR
3,

PIG 1. IC.7.1. Ft CI . 1

Figures #1 show the liter measures when
they are level.

*This page is reduced 15% from the original
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12. Look to the front of the classroom. Your
teacher will be holding the foam rubber block
labeled "H" and the wood decimeter stick that
are drawn to scale below. Find the volume, to
the nearest decimeter, of the foam rubber
block labeled H" by using the decimeter sticks
pictured next to the sides of the block.

Foam rubber block "H" has a volume of:

1. 1 an3

2. 1 dm3

3. 2 an3

4. 2 dm3

5 . 3 dm3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the s ecial answer sheet.

561
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SECTION #3

Volumq/Capacity Can't.

13. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters, of box
"X" which is drawn 11111 .5j.,ye. below. Use the
centimeter sticks pictured next to the box to
arrive at your answer.

Box "X" has a volume of:

1. 6 cm3

2. 9 an3

3. 54 cm3

4. 54 dm
3

5. 9 dm3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

562
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14. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters, of the
wood block labeled "J" which is drawn full ize
below. Use the centimeter sticks positioned
next to the wood block to arrive at your answer.

Block "J" has a volume of:

1. 15 cm3

2. 40 cm3

3. 24 cm 3

4. 120 cm
3

5. 120 dm3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.
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15. Find the volume, in cubic centimeters, of the
wood block labeled nY" which is drawn full §ize
below. Use the centimeter sticks positioned
next to the wood block to arrive at your answer.

Block wr has a volume of:

1. 40 cm3

2. 64 cm3

3. 320 cm3

320 dm3

5. 32 dm3

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
on the special answer sheet.

A
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item number
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16. Look to the front of the classroom. Your
teacher will be holding bottle "V" and a
50 milliliter plastic graduate that are drawn on
the next page. The drawings on the left side of
the next page show bottle "V" drawn to scale as
well as being filled with sand and then being
emptied into the 50 milliliter graduate.
Determine the milliliter capacity of bottle "V"
by reading the scale of the full size graduate
shown on the following page in Step #3. ma
shaded, portion of the_zraduate drawn in Step #3
iwresents -ale und ou,the inside.

Bottle "V" has a capacity that is closest to:

1. 7 I
2. 17 /
3. 7 me
4. 10 lali

5. 17 mi

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

r( 7.a0t)
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STEP 3

50 ro9
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15

/0
35

30

25
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20
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17. Look to the front of the classroom. Your
teacher will be holding paper cup Me and a
250 milliliter glass graduate that are drawn on
the next page. The drawings on the left side of
the next page show paper cup wW drawn to scale
as well as being filled with sand and then being
emptied into the 250 milliliter glass graduate.
Determine the milliliter ;:apacity of paper cup
TV' by reading the scale of the graduate shown
in Step #3. The siladed _portion of the _graauate
drawn i net, #3 xelxwents the_sand pn 1.1e

Paper cup "W" has a capacity that is closest to:

1. 3

2. 13 mi
3. 130 mi
4. 1 300 mi
5. 130

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answ,r sheet.
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SECTION #4

Plass/Weight

18. What is the mass, in kilograms, of Object "Y"
which is shown in Figure #1?

-.

Figure #1

Object 7" is shown below on the left pan of
the balance.

Two kilogram mass pieces have been placed on the
right pan in the picture below.

The mass of Object "Y" is:

1. 1 kg
2. 2 kg
3. 3 kg
4. 2 g
5. 1 g

Place the answer beside the corresponding item
number on the speciP.1 answer sheet.

569
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Problem Set A:

What is the mass, in grams, of Object "P"? Object
"P" is shown below on the left pan of the balances.

19. A 10 gram mass piece from the mass set has been
placed on the right pan in the picture below.

The mass of Object "P" is:

1. 10 g
2. less than 10 g
3. more than 10 g
4. 9 g
5. 10 kg

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

20. Below you see that the 10 gram mass piece has
been replaced with a 20 gram mass piece.

The mass of Object "P" is:

1. 20 g
2. less than 20 g
3. more than 20 g
4. more than 20 kg
5. 21 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

570
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21. Below you see that the 20 gram mass piece has
been replaced with a 10 gram mass piece and a
5 gram mass piece.

The mass of Object "P" is:

1. 10 kg
2. 5 kg
3. 10 g
4. 15 g
5. 15 kg

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.
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Problem Set B:

What is the mass, in grams, of Object "L"? Object
"L" is shown below on the left pan of the balances.

22. A 100 gram mass piece from the mass set has been
placed on the right pan in the picture below.

The mass of Object "L" is:

1. less than 100 g
2. 100 g
3. 100 kg
4. more than 100 g
5. more than 100 kg

4L

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

23. Below you see that the 100 gram mass piece on
the right pan has been replaced with a 50 gram
mass piece and a 20 gram mass piece.

The mass of Object "L" is:

1. less than 70 g
2. more than 70 g
3. 70 g
4. 70 kg
5. less than 50 g

Please mark youl answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

L.,5 7 r'
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24. Below you see that an additional 10 gram mass
piece was added to the 50 gram and the 20 gram
mass pieces on the right pan.

The mass of Object "L" is:

1. 80 g
2. 70 g
3. more than 80 g
4. less than 80 g
5. less than 70 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

25. Below you see that an additional 5 gram mass
piece was added to the 50 gram, 20 gram and
10 gram mass pieces on the right pan.

The mass of Object "L" is:

1. 75 g
2. 75 kg
3. 85 g
4. 85 kg
5. 70 g

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special ansaer sheet.
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SECTION #5

12m12ezardirA

26. Below is pictured a Celsius thermometer that has
been placed for 60 seconds in a container filled
with tap water (cold). The cold tap water
pictured below has a temperature that is closest
to

1. 45 °C
2. 30 °C

3. 15 °C

4. 0 °C
5. -15 °C

Please mark your
answer beside the
corresponding item
numbei on the
special answer
sheet.

0
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27. On the next page you see a Celsius thermometer
that has been placed outside of a classroom
window during a mild spring day.* The
temperature outside, as pictured on the next
page, is closest to:

1. 45 °C
2. 30 °C

3. 15 °C

4. 0 °C

5. -15 °C

Please mark your answer beside the corresponding
item number on the special answer sheet.

*The drawing on the next page is reduced 23% from the
original.

5 7 5
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APPENDIX G

Equipment Setup for Conducting

the Experiment
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A. Projection screen
B. Teacher's desk
C. Student's desk
D. Slide projector
E. Cassette tape player
F. Work table
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APPENDIX H

Equipment Setup for Administering

the Final Instrument
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APPENDIX I

Attitude Inventory
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METRIC ATTITUDE INVENTORY

Directions

This inventory contains a number of questions about how

you think and feel about metric measurement. The metric

system of measurement has been used by many countries of

the world for a number of years. It is based on a pattern

of 10's and uses a series of prefixes such as deci, milli,

centi and kilo along with such suffixes as meter, liter

and gram.

The customary or English system of measurement is the type

of measuring system which has been used for a number of

years in the United States. It uses a number of measuring

units such as inches, feet, pounds, ounces, bushels and

quarts to mention but a few.

There are a number of people who are suggesting that the

United States change from the customary or English system of

measurement to the metric system. We are interested in your

ideas about the following statements which are related to

measurement.

If you Amula with the statement, blacken the space between

the dashed lines under the small number_l, If you alamaa

with the statement, you are to blacken the space between

the dashed lines under the small number 3. and if you are

NaLlam whether you agree or disagree with the statement,

you are to darken the space between the dashed lines under

the small number_a,
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Turn the page and read each statement silently as your

teacher reads then aloud. Your teacher will read each

statement tNipe and will then allow you a few seconds to

blacken your response.

Turn the page and begin.
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ATTITUDE INVENTORY

1. I dread the thought of learning how to measure things
by using the metric system of measurement.

2. I feel that learning to measure in the metric system
can become an enjoyable experience.

3. The metric system will benefit more people in the
United States than will our present day customary or
English system of measurement.

4. The rest of the world should change to our customary
or English system of measurement.

5. I feel that one big disadvantage of the metric system
is that it is more complicated to use than our present
day customary or English system of measurement.

6. It will be more fun to measure things in metrics than
it is to measure them by our customary or English
system of measurement.

7. If the customary or English system was better under-
stood, then we would not need to change to the metric
system of measurement.

8. The thought of learning the metric system of measure-
ment frightens me a little.

9. It will make life more complicated in the United
States if we change from the customary or English
system of measurement.

10. The United States should make the change to the metric
system of measurenent because nearly uses it as their
system of measurenent.

11. The customary or English system of measurement has
several undesirable features.

12. Changing to the metric system of measurenent would
accomplish nothing worthwhile either for the individual
or for our society.

13. The metric system of measurement should be practiced
by all Americans.

14. The metric system of measurement would be easier for
children to learn than our present day customary or
English system.
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15. I feel that changing to the metric system of
measurement would be a waste of time and money.

16. I like the customary or English system of measurement
too well to give it up.

17. The prefixes and suffixes which are used in the metric
system make that system more difficult to learn.

18. The metric system of measurement has more disadvantages
than advantages.

19. The metric system of measurement has several undesirable
features.

20. It would be easier to buy and sell materials by the
metric system than by our present day customary or
English system since things in the metric system can
be divided or multiplied by 10.

21. Although our customary or English system has several
undesirable features, I would rather continue to use
it than to learn to use the metric system of
measurement.

22. I feel that it would be too costly to change over our
household measuring devices to the metric system of
measurement.

23. The customary or English system of measurement has
more disadvantages than advantages.

24. Since the metric system uses decimals, it should be
easier to learn than our present day customary or
English system of measurement which uses fractions.

25. A big advantage of the metric system is that it will
allow us to measure things faster than we could by
our present day custanary or English system of
measurement.

26. I think that the American people would adjust fairly
easily to the metric system of measurement if we do
change to that system.

27. If changing to the metric system will allow the
nations of the world to conserve natural resources,
then the United States should switch to the metric
system of measurement.

28. The relative ease with which one unit in the metric
system can be compared with another unit makes it a
very desirable system of measurement.
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29. Since it would not be practical to change everything
over to the metric system of measurement, then we
should stay with our present day customary or English
system.

30. The metric system of measurement promises to solve
some of our greatest measurement problems.
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Pre-Test--International System of Units (SI)

General Urutions

1. The purpose of this pre-test is to determine how much
you know about SI Measurement.

2. A special answer sheet accompanies this test booklet.

3. Before the pre-test starts, we will complete the infor-
mation requested at the top of the answer sheet as
follows (2.1,raug /Q. nard. fill saat ra2, isama AQUI Aakes1 ria

Ap.): Notice that your student number has already
been placed to the right of the word "Name" by your
teacher. We do not want your name on this answer sheet,
only your student number. Move over,to the blank called
"Sex." If you are a boy, mark "M" for "male;" and if
you are a girl, mark "F" for "female." Now go to the
second line and print the name of your school on the
blank beside the word "School." Now skip over to "Grade
or Class," and place the number of your grade or class
on the blank provided. Where it says "Instructor," you
are to place your teacher's number in the blank
provided.

4. All answers should be marked with a lat lua pencil.
(This is the type of pencil you usually use. Please
Dia rat uoe a pen of any kind for marking on the special
answer sheet.) This answer sheet will be machine
scored. Therefore it is important that you make dark
lines that fill the area between the pairs of lines.
Completely erase, Any marks 2214 wish IQ change. Do not
make any extra marks on the answer sheet for they could
count against you.

Notice the SAMPLE question on the answer sheet. The
correct answer is #4 and is indicated on the answer
sheet by darkening the space under 4.

_1_ -a- -2-

When you want to answer a question, find the number of
the question on the answer sheet. Then look to the
right of this number until you find the smaller number
that represents the correct response. Darken the space
under this small number. (Note: The items go from LEFT
to RIGHT on the answer sheet.)

5. Please follow while your teacher reads each item and
then carefully complete each item.

6. There is only one correct response to each question. DO
NOT LEAVE ANY ITEMS BLANK.

5°8
Test Booklet Number:
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1. The basic unit of length in the International System of
Units is the

1. degree Celsius
2. kilogram
3. liter
4. meter
5. yard

2. The basic unit of mass/weight in the International
System of Units is the

1. degree Celsius
2. kilogram
3. liter
4. meter
5. pound

3. The scale most commonly used for temperature in the
International System of Units is

1. Celsius
2. Centigrade
3. Fahrenheit
4.. Kelvin
5. none of the above

4. When we think of International System of Units we
usually think of it as a system of

1. arithmetic
2. materials
3. measurement
4. money
5. tools

5. The prefix deci is used to represent

1. 1 000
2. 100
3. 10
4. .1

5. .01

6. A recipe reads, "Heat the water to its boiling point,
then add the soup mixture." The temperature of the
boiling water will be

1. 37 °C
2. 60 °C
3. 100 °C
4. 140 °C
5. 180 °C

589
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7. The liter has approximately the same volume as a

1. gallon jug
2. pint bottle
3. quart jar
4. drinking glass
5. space inside a small thimble

8. The mass or Weight of one kilogram of steel is

1. the same as one pound
2. the same as two pounds
3. a little less than two pounds
4. a little more than two pounds
5. approximately ten pounds

9. The centigrade thermometer, when used in the
International System of Units, is given the name of

1. Celsius thermometer
2. Fahrenheit thermometer
3. Kelvin thermometer
4. International System of Units thermometer
5. none of the above

10. The prefix used to represent .001 is

1. centi
2. deka
3. hecto
4. kilo ,

5. milli

11. Which of the following is nal used to make a
measurement greater than a meter?

1. kilometer
2. millimeter
3. hectometer
4. dekameter
5. all are measures which are greater than a meter

12. The cubic centimeter has the same volume as

1. one cubic decimeter
2. one dekaliter
3. one liter
4. one microliter
5. one milliliter

590
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13. One cubic centimeter of distilled water has a
mass/weight of

14.

1. one gram
2. one milligram
3. one kilogram
4. two dekagrams
5. two grams

The
boiling

Celsius thermometer has 9 units between the
point of water and the freezing point of water.

1. 37
2. 68
3. 100
4. 180
5. 212

15. The prefix used to represent 100 is

1. centi
2. deka
3. hecto
4. kilo
5. milli

16. One (1) kilometer equals

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

1 000
100

meters
meters

.1 meter

.01 meter

.001 meter

17. Which of the following cubic measurements has the same
volume as does the liter?

1. one cubic centimeter
2. one cubic decimeter
3. one cubic dekameter
4. one cubic kilometer
5. one cubic millimeter

18. Of the following units,,which is best to use when
measuring the contents of a box of cereal?

1. gram
2. hectogram
3. kilogram
4. metric ton
5. milligram
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19. Which of the following body temperatures is considered
to be normal?

1. 40 °C
2. 39 °C
3. 38 00
4. 37 .°C
5. 36 °C

20. Which of the following prefixes is misplaced if they
are arranged from the smallest to the largest?

1. centi
2. milli
3. deci
4. deka
5. kilo

21. If you were to divide a meter into 100 equal parts,
each part would be called a

1. millimeter
2. hectometer
3. dekameter
4. decimeter
5. centimeter

22. The basic unit of volume in the International System of
Units is the
1. degree Celsius
2. kilogram
3. gallon
4. liter
5. meter

23. If a container filled with distilled water has a
mass/weight of one kilogram, it has a volume of

1. one hectoliter
2. one liter
3. one milliliter
4. two dekaliters
5. two liters

24. If you wanted to go ice skating on a lake, the
temperacure of the ice should be

1. 0 °C
2. 25 °C

3. 50 °C

4. 75 °C
5. 100 00
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25. The prefix 10.10 is used to represent

1. .01
2. .1

3. 10
4. 100
5. 1 000

26. Ten centimeters are the same as

1. one decimeter
2. one dekameter
3. one hectometer
4. one millimeter
5. one meter

27. The unit which is used to measure the volume of
medicine given to a patient is the

1. centiliter
2. deciliter
3. hectoliter
4. liter
5. milliliter

28. The unit that is used to measure the mass/weight of one
brick is the

1. centigram
2. gram
3. kilogram
4. milligram
5. metric ton

29. Which of the following is jag/ used to make a
measurement less than a meter?

1. millimeter
2. centimeter
3. decimeter
4. dekameter
5. all are measures of less than a meter

30. Which of the following statements is true?

1. one meter equals one yard
2. one meter is less than one yard
3. one yard is just a little less than one meter
4. one yard is just a little larger than one meter
5. none of the statements are true
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A COMPARISON OF iNSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES TO TEACHING
TEE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
WITH VARYING MENTAL ABILITY

ABSTRACT

Elanuut. The purpose of this study was to ascertain

the relative effect of two instruct.Lonal approaches upon the

attitude, knowledge, laboratory achievement and simulated

achievement and retention of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students who studied tt.e International System of Units (SI).

The two instructional approaches were: Approach A, the

laboratory activity approach required students to physically

measure three-dimensional objects with metric scales, and

Approach B, the simulated approach in which students

identified measurements from pictures of two-dimensional

objects along side of which metric scales are printed. The

study was also designed to investigate the effect that

laboratory and simulated test types might have upon the

achievement and retention of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students. The attitude of the teachers toward the

International System of Units was also assessed.

Met1poLotresearc4. The instructional materials

and instruments utilized in the study were designea around

the lesson objectives. Three educators validated the
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instructional materials and instruments, while a pilot

test established the instruments' reliability. The study

was conduted duzing the spring of 1974-75 school year in

Wrrensburg, Missouri. The fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students who participated in the study were from three

elementary schools. Since students had already been

assigned to classes in advance, the researcher accepted the

classes as they were and randomly assigned the instructional

approaches to the intact classes. The experimental factor

which was varied for each of the two instructional groups

was the student activity whereby the students experienced

selected content in SI measurement. The procedure required

the control or equalization of factors affecting the student

learning of SI measurement, except the experimental factor

which was the instructional approach. This experimental

factor was varied for each of two groups in the experiment.

Measures of the dependent variable were secured immediately

after the treatments to ascertain the relativs effect of

each approach upon the variables. Three weeks after the

posttest, a test of retention was administered. All data

were analyzed statistically by the analysis of covariance

through multiple regression technique with attitude and

cognitive pretest scores along with mental ability scores

serving as covariates. The level of significance was

chosen as 0.05.

Lijaajj-jaa_gaci_salcaus.i.gza. The findings of this

investigation revealed that a significant difference did
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exist among group mean attitude posttest scores of sixth

grade students, regardless of their prior attitude toward

and prior knowledge of SI measurement as well as their

mental ability level. Therefore, it may be concluded that

under the conditions of this investigation, sixth grade

students who experience either the laboratory approach c)

the simulated approach will exhibit a greater differential

effect in their attitude toward SI measurement favoring the

laboratory approach (Approach A).

The data obtained from this investigation failed to

reveal a significant difference in the effect of Approach A

(laboratory activities) and Approach B (simulated activi-

ties) on group mean cognitive scores of SI measurement for

fourth, fifth and sixth grade students. It was also

ascertained that the effects of Approach A to Approach B

upon informational retention were not significantly

different. Therefore it may be concluded that, under the

conditions of this investigation, there will not be a

differential effect upon cognitive knowledge and retention

of fourth, fifth and sixth grade students as a result of

exposure to the laboratory approach (Approach A) or the

simulated approach (Approach B) to studying SI measurement.

The findings of this investigation also failed to

reveal a significant difference in the effect of Approach A

(laboratory activities) and Approach B (simulated activi-

ties) on group mean informational achievement and retention

scores of SI measurement for fourth, fifth and sixth grade
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students. Therefore it may be concluded that, under the

conditions of this investigation, there will not be a

differential effect in initial achievement retention by

students as a result of exposure to the laboratory approach

(Approach A) or the simulated approach (Approach B) to

studying SI measurement.

When comparisons were made between the laboratory

and simulated sections of the achievement and retention

tests, the findings revealed that a significant difference

did exist among group mean scores of fourth, fifth and

sixth grade students, regardless of their prior knowledge

of SI measurement and mental ability level. Therefore it

may be concluded, that under the conditions of this inves-

tigation, fourth, fifth and sixth grade students who

experience both the simulated and laboratory sections of

the achievement and retention test, will exhibit a greater

differential effect favoring the simulated section of the

test.

The findings of this investigation also failed to

reveal a significant interaction between instructional

approaches and test types, regardless of prior?knowledge of

SI measurement and levels of mental ability for fourth,

fifth and sixth grade students. Therefore it may be

concluded that, under the conditions of this investigation,

there is no significant interaction between instructional

approaches and laboratory and simulated test types that
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affect the ability of fourth, fifth and sixth grade

students to make SI measurements.

When comparisons were made between pre attitude

and post attitude measures of the twelve teachers involved

in the study, a significant difference was found for both

approaches. Therefore it may be concluded that teachers

will show a greater differential effect favoring SI

measurement, regardless of the instructional approach

utilized although group mean scores favor the laboratory

approach (Approach A).
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